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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Of all the toll roads in the
Kentucky
the
state,
Turnpike is the only one which
is collecting enough revenue to
pay its way.
Next closest is the Blue Grass
Parkway which collects about
half enough (48 percent). At the
others, the Mountain Parkway,
Western Kentucky Parkway,
Jackson Purchase Parkway
and the Pennyrile Parkway
combined brought in only 33 per
_rent of whatIbevuo4...___
Where does the rest of the
money come from to amortize
- the bands? It comes from the
Road Fund which gets its
money
from the 7 cents
gasoline,tax. This is probably
the reason Mr. Ford wants to
Increase the gasoline tax by two
cents, so some money will be
left over to use on roads.
By the way here is the history
of gasoline taxation in Kentucky.
INNS
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411••••

1920-State gasoline tax first
imposed at rate of 10
Per gallon .--- 1.01
1124-State tax increased to
30
3.04
, .1926-State tax increased as
5.es
1932-Federa4 tax of it Mt.
i940-Federal tax ateressed
to %e
Irtit
1948-State tax Increased to
1.54
74
I 951-Federal tax Increased
9.00
1936-Federal tax inereissed
to 3e
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immossa
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We notice yesterday that a
bill has been introduced to add
three more cents per package of
cigarettes this year and six
more cents nextyear. Why does
Kentucky insist on taxing its
primary sources of income so
heavily.. Tobacco, whiskey and
coal are all hit hard.
These industries provide
many, many jobs and income
for the people of the state.
_
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A father was upset because
his wife gave permission for
their 8th grade daughter to have
a date fOr-111: 110001 petty:
Naturally, he went around
making noises as an irate father
is wont to do. When the boy
showed up, a full six feet tall,
good old dad went into orbit. He
fumed and foamed all evening,
uttering dire warnings to his
wife about what he'd do "if
anything happens." Finally on
the dot of 9:30 p.m.-when the
young CMderella had. been told
lo be home-there was a
telephone call. Both mother and
father scurried to answer it.
Dad won. "Daddy," the
daughter
blurted,
"he
positively worst thing las
happened!" "What did he do?"
the father shouted. "You'll have
to come and get me," the
daughter said. "His mother
came and got him at 9 o'clock.
ONE CITED
One person was cited by the
Murray Police Department for
disorderly conduct on Tuesday
at ninepin. The subject was
arrested by the police on a
warrant.

The Weather
Cloudy and cold with occasional snow flurries today.
Partly cloudy and continued
cold tonight. Partly cloudy and
a tittle warmer Thursday.
Highs today in the upper 20a
and 304. Lows tonight in the
teens and 204. Highs Thursday
In the 304 to low 404.
Extended outlook Friday
through Sunday
Mostly cloudy Friday with a
chance of precipitation. Fair
Saturday and Sunday. Highs In
the upper 301 and 40a. Lows in
the low and mil 20i.
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Clatus Guthrie Keeps Road In
Front Of House In Good Shape

Consumer Fraud
Bill Approved
By Both Houses

keep this road up", the judge
told him,
"Well...I guess they would,"
Mr.Guthrie answered,"but my
father always told me that a
man who wouldn't keep the road
in front of his own house wasn't
worth anything."
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - stead Amendment giving a
Mr. Guthrie recalls that his
The administration's consumer property tax break to homefather taught him that work was
fraud bill has become the first owners over 65. 'The congood for a man.
major legislation to clear both stitutional amendment to that
"We all did our share. But we
houses of the 1972 Kentucky effect was approved by the vothad time to play too."
General Assembly.
ers last November. It allows
Cletus Guthrie was born in That action came Tuesday, such homeowners to exempt
Graves County, Kentucky, in
half-way through the 1972 ses- the first $6,500 of assessed valu1891. When he was seven his
sion, when the House approved ation of their homes from propfamily moved to. Calloway
Senate Bill 52 on a 78-13 vote erty taxes.
.
CoiffitYlWan4his six brOthers
and sent it to Gov. Wendell
The only significant amendand sisters were raised on a
Boyee McCuiston,left, County Ranger of Calloway County, was Ford for his signature.
ment to HB162 accepted by the
larm.el!t of Wiswq .itc14....._.„-itresented a certificate from the Kentucky Division of Forestry In
The measure would outlaw House 'Would extend the exFor fun a bunch of us boys
recognition of locating the largest Eastern Red Cedar tree in the
"false, misleading or deceptive emption to land and improveused to get out in the pasture state of Kentucky. This free is located one mile north of Hamlin in
acts or practices in the conduct ments contiguous to that on
and play "town ball", It's close an old cemetery in Calloway County. Frank Lancaster, County
of any trade or commerce" in which the home was situated.
to what you call softball now. Guard of Graves County, is pictured
presenting the cer- Kentucky and bgives the atter- The bill now goes to the SenAnd on Sunday,sometimes we'd tificate to
tity general broad_peteere_te ate.
go swimmin'in the West Fork of
enforce it.
Among the amendments deClark's River. We didn't even
In leading the fight for the feated was one which would
ift
know what a bathing suit was in
bill in the House, Rep. Terry have allowed a jointly-owned
those days. We just stripped off
McBrayer, D-Greenup, said home to be granted the exand went in. There wasn't any
SB52 provided "adequats emption if only one of two or
girls around. We didn't have
safeguards for the honest and several owners was over 65. As
time for girls.. not then."
reputable businessman." -_
adopted, the bill would grant,
Wheel he was seventeen,
But at the same time, such an exempt on W joint
Cletus Guthrie road horseback
Dr. ,andMrL &Mule"
McBrayer declared, it "gives owners only in the case of
three and a half miles to a Dodsoa, Jr., left Monday by
the innocent housewife or the husband and wife.
neighbor's to an "apron and tie planefrom NasbVine,Tenn.;ear
unsuspecting or the uneducated
The proposed amendment to
party". For the occasion, each a six weeks tour "around the
Another sale for Type 23 dark protection against those who the consumer fraud bill which
of the girls made an apron and world".
firnd tobacco has been would prey upon and profit by
(Continued on Page Ten)
matching tie. The boys drew a
Dr. Dodson is minister of the scheduled on the Murray weaknesses of the existing
tie and spent the everting with
First United Methodist Church Tobacco Market on Thursday, law."
the girl who's apron it matched. and the Administrative Board
"The time has come for those
February 10, according to ofCletus drew the tie that mat- granted his vacation periods for
of us in the Kentucky General
ficials of the Western Dark
ched the apron of Jenny 1971 and 1972 combined to make
Growers Assembly to stand up against
Tobacco
Fired
Beaman. From then on he had it possible for the Dilksons to
the huckster, the fly-by-night
Association.
time for girls.. at least for one. make the tour.
The last sale was held on salesman and the slick-tongued
the -rea-hohicesi Lyme
Mr. Cletus Ciuntrie,"For a while I hitched up the
tour,
Dr.
and
While on their
Wednesday, door knocker," he asserted.
on
LEXINGTON,Ky(AP(-The
Grove and Coldwater,takes_'into his own heads when the buggy and went courtin' on Mrs. Dodson will visit their son, Murray
McBrayer said enactment of Kentucky Chamber of ComSales
for the dark
February
2.
gravel road in front of the liaise he shares with his wile needs Sunday," Mr. Guthrie said. "I Sam Dodson III and his wife
Calloway's the bill without change would
merce named 13 All-Kentucky
grading. Mr. Guthrie just hitches he horse to a gremid slide and knew things were serious when who live in Manila, Phillipines. fired tobacco, one of
cash crops, opened in make Kentucky "the leader in cities Wd.z.y tr. its annual "Oplargest
Photo)
Wpolky
lkOn
Tea)
(Continued
on
Page
road
himself.
W
smoothes the
Their son is assistant treasurer Murray on Monday, January 10. the south and certainly a leader
isAtunity for Progress" proor Standard Oil of New JerseyAn all time high average of in the nation in consumer pro- gram
$60.86 per hundred weight has tection,"
Receiving the honors were
Do
s will be in been recorded for the sales on
House Majority Leader John Berea, Clinton, Danville, Eliza&hew Greece, March 4 to 11 the four Murray floors, Doran's, Swinford said enactment of the bethtown, Madisonville, MarSidon Sunday, March 5, they Farris, Growers, and Planters. bill without change would mean ion, Mount Sterling, Paducah,
Win Worship again at St. AnThe sales for the season on the the 1972 General Assembly was Paris, Pineville, Owensboro,
drain' American Church in Murray market has been for the one in which "the pendulum
.
Richmond and Somerset.
Athens where he served as 3,783,950 pounds for a total swing away from special interThe Calloway County Drug
A total of 1,104 students at Richard Blalock, Martha minister from 1965-1968.
Council met Monday, Feb. 8
amount of $2,303,221.30, ac- ests and beck toward the
Their itinerary is as follows. cording to figures rebus& by people."
with sixteen members present._ Murray State University earned Bowen, Michael Boyd, Debra
Honolulu, Hawaii-February the Western Dark Fired
Plans were made to bring to the recognition on the Dean's List Brandon. Peggy Bridwell,
The onk other major bin leOlfee
high schools of the county and .for the fall semester, including Barbara Brittain, Beverly 7-11.
Growers Association. among the seven passed by the Tokyo, Japan-February 11city the Ex-Drug Addict 148 with perfect scholastic Brittain, Steven Brooks, Audrey
Association officials said the House Tuesday was House Bill
standings.
Brown, William Bryant, Mary 16.
program agains this year.
quality of the tobacco continues 162, implementing the HomeTo be named to the Dean's Buchanan, Larry Carson,
Hong Kong-February 16-18. to be very good and only a very
The Council is making plans
Manila, Philippines- small portion has been sent to
to bring a big name musical List at Murray State, a full-time Patricia Clark, Donald Cleaver.
Kathy
Cleaver,
Myra February l8-211.
star to the community for en- student must make at least a
the pooL
Cleaver, Lynda
Thailandtertainment. This will probably 3.30 grade point average
The-b-PRIWW average in
possible 4.00. Grade point Corner, Grady Cook, Cynthia Fébnoary 28-29.
be in the last half of April.
Murray on January 10 was
Bombay,India-February 29- $58.83 per hundred weight,
"Coffee, Day," held on
Members of the council ap- averages are figured on the Cooper, Deanna Cooper, Jan
February 1, has been termed a
preciate the support of their basis of 4.00 for A, 3.00 for B, Cooper, Kevin Cooper, Kyoko March 1.
according to 011ie Barnett,
Tel A Viv-Jerusalem-March reporter for the local market.
-"success" by the local Heart
efforts in trying to have an 2.00 for C and 1.00 for D grades. Cooper, Mary Cooper, Kathy
. rtigA two car collision ocCu
Head count enrollment at Crider, Ray
Crittenden, 2,4
Informed public on the aspects
Since that time the average has niesday at 4:05 p.m. on South Fund Chairman, Mrs. Willard
Athens, Greece-March 4-11. continued to rise to give the
Ails.
of drug abuse, according to Murray State for the fall Laverne Davis, Vickie Dewitt,
12th Street near Poplar Street,
good
Rome-Florence, Italy- seasonal average of $60.87.
very
had
Harold Doran, Norma Dunn,
"We
Willard Alls, president, who semester was 7,071.
according to the report filed by
Included among the students David Etherton, Suzanne March 11-15.
presided at the meeting.
During the year 1971 the the investigating officers of the cooperation from the eating
on the Dean's List are 162 from Evans, Timothy Fannin,
Madrid, Spain-March 15-19. farmers in Calloway County
establishments in Calloway
Murray Police Department. No
Calloway County. They are: Richard
Jerry
New York-March 19-72.
Farrell,
Planted 1786.77 acres of Type 23 injuries were listed on the County, which led to larger
Jerry Abbitt, Charlotte Adams, Fergason, Darlene Ford, David
Arrive in Nashville, Term. - tobacco, according to the
resources this year for the
report.
Edd Adams, Gary Adams, Frizzell, Dwayne Fulkerson, March 22.
Heart Fund Drive. We feel this
County ASC committee, 011ie
Involved were a 1969 year we need more money
Cynthia Alexander, David Georgianna Furgerson, Byron
Guests preachers during Dr. Hall, chairman. The allotment
Alexander, Janet Aller, Steve Gallimore, Elizabeth Garrison, Dodson's absence at the First for 1971 was 2802.04 acres, the Volkswagen two door sedan available for research since of
driven by Rebecca Ann Dublin the 425,000 Kentuckians afThe First District Phar- Arant, Carol Barrett, Anne Diana Gorman, Larry Grugett, Church will be Dr. Wayne ASC officials said.
of 203 South 12th Street, fected by some form of heart
maceutical Association will Battle, Philip Battle, Allan Claire Guay, Susan Hale, Lamb, February 13., Rev.
Murray, and a 1969 Pontiac and blood vessel diseases, 19.400
Beane,
Wilma
Beatty,
John
Rev.
February
20,
Treamon
Diggs,
Edwin
Richard
Hall,
have its winter meeting on
Grand
Prix driven by Marsha will die from these causes in
Belote,
Wanda
Billington,
27,
Hargrove, Robert Hatcher, William Bailey, February
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Hosford Farris of Murray Route
Victoria Hauber, Marcia Rev. Fred Morton, March. 5,
1972. We are particularly aware
Paducah Country Club.
Four.
Rev. Morrison Galloway,
Hayes.
of this in Calloway County
Crawford Myers, president of
Police said Miss Dublin, going because several local citizens
J.C. Henderson, Carolyn March 12 land Rev. Donald
the National Association of
south on South 12th Street,
Brock,
March
19.
Hendon,
Hendon,
Martha
have died the past few weeks
Retail Druggists, will be the
stopped to make a left hand turn from heart diseases," Mrs. Ails
Rickey Hill, Patsy Hopkins,
principal speaker.
into a driveway off South 12th said.
Ricki Hopkins, Mary Hopson,
Eugene Phillips of Paducah
y Wilson, son of Mr. and Street. Mrs. Farris, also going
Mrs. Ails highly commended
Annette
Ted-Howard,
Houston,
will be honored on his 25th year
Mrs. Wayne Wilson of Murray, south directly behind Miss
Celia Hughes, Vicki Hughes,
the following eating places
as secretary-treasurer of the
The Rheumy School- Parenthas been named to the honor Dublin was unable to stop in
which helped to make "Coffee
district association. Ginglei Teacher Association Men's and Ada Sue Hutson, Joe Hutson,
roll at Metri Data Institute in time to avoid colliding with the
Jones,
Mark
Bonita
Johnson,
Day-1972", one of the best
Wallis of Murray is a,. past Women's
Basketball teams
Louisville. Wilson had an Dublin car in the rear, acever: Hazel Truck ,Stop;
president of the firSr `district have scheduled games for Deborah Jones, Donna Jones,
average grade of "A" ac- cording to the police report.
Jerry's
Inn;
Triangle
association.
(Continued on Page Teni
Thursday, February 10, at
cording to school officials. He is
Damage to the Volkswagen Restaurant; Five-Points Bar-BOutgoing president Jack seyen p.m. at the Kirksey gym.
BENTON, Ky.( AP)- The majoring
in
computer was on the rear and to the
Q; The Palace; Dan -Castle;
Stone of Mayfield will install
Two visiting school teams will
Marshall County Board of Edu- programming at the institute. Pontiac on the front.
Sammdns
Throughbred;
Lawrence Albritton of the be at Kirksey on Thursday with
postponed
to
Feb.
14
cation has
Roberson's RIB
Bakery;
Medical Arts Pharmacy, the Cuba Men playing the
a vote on whether to build •
Burger Inn; Kentucky Fried
Paducah, as
the
new Kirksey Men and the Almo
centre, high school, consoliCafe;
Susie's
Chicken;
association president.
with
Women playing the Kirksey
Gail Doran of Murra Route dating three high schools
Trenholm's Drive-In; Sykes
Women.
One reported the theft of a an enrollment of 4,800.
Cafe; Dairy Cheer; Jack's
Bill Crick is the coach for the. Bulove watch and a man's
The board had intended to
Super Berger; -Tom's Pizza:
Kirksey Women's team while billfold
containing $14 00 in vote on the proposal Monday
Holiday Inn; Capri-Cheri
Wayburn Wyatt is the Kirksey cash while at the Douglas gym night, but the chairman, Joe
Theatres; The Hut; Colonial
time
to
Men's Coach.
more
for
last night, according to the Hill, asked
House Smorgasbord; Captain's
The public is invited to attend report tied with the Murray fully consider the plans for conKitchen; Grecian Steak House;
the games. Proceeds are used Police Department at 10'04 solidation.
KILN Root Beer Drive-In;
The First District Parents for the benefit of the school. The p.m.
The Kentucky Education DeTuesday.
Restaurant; Caldwell
Southside
and Teachers Association will PTA recently voted to purchase
Doran said he had left his partment has recommended
Vending; Burger Chef; Long
hold its
mid-winter board new curtains for the Kirksey pants in the locker room while building the central school. Its
John Silver's; Stadium Chili;
meeting February 10, at 7:00 stage. Another project. earlier he had dressed
to play main objection to the present
Burger Queen; Yellow Subp.m.
this year was the purchase of basketball at the Douglas gym, setup is that student bodies
marine; Roses Restaurant; and
The meeting will be held at warns up jackets for the and when
preventing
size,
he returned to the vary sharply in
Restaurant.
Rudy's
the West Kentucky Rural Kirksey School basketball dressing
University
ROTC
Colonel Peterson of the Murray State
room he noticed his uniformity of teaching facilof the Gamma
Members
Electric Co. building on West team.
department, left, and Dennis Buckley of the Murray Recreation
watch and billfold were ities.
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
pertaining
to
the
safety
Broadway in Mayfield.
principles
of
gun
the
Department
describe
Mrs. Rudy Lovett is president missing, according to the police
Reed
Marshall School Supt.
distribute the
All officiers and chairmen of the Kirksey PTA. Johnny
interested be Phi, helped to
report. The theft occurred Conder said it would cost $3 to Gun Safety Club held at Murray State. Anyone
to the
supplies
necessary
are urged to attend. this Bohannon Is the school prinFebresi7
between seven and eight p.m., t $4 million to build the central joining the club should contact the Murray_terk before
,-.::participptug.systaa,wnts.
4: ,
1 ..
si.4m•
_
•

pened along with the county
By Betty Effingtea
road supervisor on an inLedger & Times Special Writer
Whenever the situation spection tour. The judge,
the
gentleman
warrants, Cletus Guthrie, 81, deciding
hitches his horse to a ground deserved a little praise, got out
slide and grades the road in of his car to "brag on him a
front of his house. On one such little:"
"You know, you don't have to
occasion not long ago, Calloway
County Judge Bob Miller hap- do that though, the county will

right

Dodson
Dr. &
Leave Mond* For Tour Around World

Tobacco Sale
Scheduled
For Thursday

All Kentucky
Cities Named

Calloway County
Drug Council Plans
Ex-Drug Program

Calloway Students NameestrneDidsvoisnicm.
To Dean's List At MSU

Fa Heart
Fund-Held

Two Car Collision
Reported Tuesday
Oa South 12th

Pharmaceutical
Association Meets

Wilson Named To
Metri Data Honor
Roll Recently

Kirksey Teams To
Play Cuba & Almo
Oh-Thursday Night

Marshall
Postpones Vote
On Central School
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Stolen At Gym

District PTA
To Hold Meet
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LOUISVILLE,—The Internal
Revenue Service have urged
taxpayers to begin working on
their 1971 income tax returns as
soon as possible to see whether
they had enough tax withheld
during the year.
By getting an early start in
preparing their 1971 returns, the
IRS said, those who did not have
enough tax withheld will have
more time to arrange their
finances to meet their tax
obligation by the April 17
deadline.(Since April 15 falls on
a Saturday this year, the
deadline is Monday, April 17).
technical
The IRS said
changes in the law had created
an underwithholding problem
for many taxpayers for 1971. A
substantial number of these
taxpayers responded to a
nationwide IRS alert during the
year and made upward adjustments in their withholding,
while others took no action
when they should have, the IRS
said.
To permit taxpayers an early
Start Id figuring their tax for
1971, the IRSIii•ged employers
provide
withholding
to
statements, Forms W-2, to their
employees as soon as passible
before the January 31 *Mae
prescribed by law.
Among taxpayers who did not
adjust their withholding during
1971, the IRS said those most
likely to owe additional tax are:
—Employees who earned
more than $11,500 in 1971' and
intend to claim the $1,500
standard deduction or itemize
deductions totaling less than 13
percent of their salaries.
—Single employees who
earned $15,00 or more in 1971.
—Married employees who
earned $25,000 or more in 1971
and whose spouses were not
employed.
—Working couples.
Withholding rates for 1972
have been adjusted by the
recently passed Revenue Act of
1971 so that single employees
earning up to $25,000 a year and
married employees, whose
spouses are not employed, with
earnings up to $31,000 a year
can generally expect to have
their full tax withheld.

441)

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is Me Integrity of its Newspaper

Vale

1

WEDNESDAY—FEBRUARY 9, 1972

No New Taxes
Voters over the state named Wendell Ford as their
governor for the next four years. He had an excellent campaign organization and his supporters
worked diligently for his election.
We believe that his promise not to raise taxes was
a popular one, especially in this day when
municipalities, states and indeed the Federal
government constantly seek ways in which to rai
more funds.
one
Mr. Ford did not receive our support and
tb•
of
because
was
Aim
support
not
did
we
reason
promise not to raise taxes. Logic would lead one to
believe that a candidate either has to tell an untruth_ N,
or drastically cut existing services in order to live
within the means of the state.
Since cutting services is anathema to most
politicians, the only other alternative Mr. Ford bad
was to raise taxes anyway. He explained that he only
meant general fund taxes, not the road fund,
however he did not make this clear in his campaign
promise.
It makes little difference

,
N.

SORCERE R'S APPRENT

filt-MAY HAVE COOLING AFFECT

—ht
anyway since fililft
affects
the
total
group
or
business
taxes on any
population.
.
If coal is taxed, it merely means that people win
istan War, and while it cinches up its
For a brief moment in history the
pay more for the coal and this includes those
--between-India and Pakistaii-411----h0ld in its sidelining) be poised for
domestic cosisumersef cod -whet-He this product kr---iyar
President Nixon's Impending visit to
heat their homes.
_ verted attention away from the dead.
China.
Communist
The proposed two cent gasoline tax WTI affect
ly serious confrontation that continthe Soviet Union
meantime,
the
In
least
at
bave
everyone practically since most people
between Israel and the
exist
the Suez Canal
to
have
ues
to
like
would
one car. Businesses use gasoline in their vehicles
facilitate -its
East.
Middle
the
in
can
Arabs
it
that
opened
SO
and some firms have fleets of vehicles which use

- saclat's Talk Stirs New Threat

Tlitincreasing truculence and belligerency of Egyptian President AnBusinesses which use large amounts of gasoline .
war Sadat, the stepped-up tempo of
will of necessity pass this tax on to the consumer
Palestinian guerrilla activity, and the
because it is a cost of doing business and all,'costs of
of Egypt's civilians on an
placing
doing business are passed on to the consumer.
war footing should sna_p_the
....austere
he
that
Perhaps what Mr. Ford meant really was
again.
awake
-world
could think of no new taxes so he was merely going
be _flexing his muscles
may
Sadat
to raise the present taxes.
many believe, when
as
bluffing,
nd
be
will
The
e removal of the sales tax on food
scale war with
wider
he says that a
welcome news to everyone, however, this will cost
.After
all, Egypt
imminent.
is
Israel
the state $38 million next year and ;65 million the
match for the military cano
is
still
following year.
pabilities of Israel. Further, Sadat inOnce again corporations are to be "hit" by
all of last year that 1971 was
sisted
tax.
income
the
of
eliminating federal deductibility
— that he
the "year of decision
This, at a time when most corporations are
_ negotia.
I
go war on Jon. 11.would
desperately seeking waysin which tofind income for
land th
the
recover
to
which-r—tions
an-4g
the purchase of new machinery
failed.
war
1967
the
in
lost
Arabs
jobs.
new
of
creation
carry along with them the
been fruitful, and
not
has
Diplomacy
corthe
against
levied
be
to
amount
The exact
some say that Sadat's calendar is
porations will be arrived at "by determining the
dated Dec. 57, but it is no laughing
additional revenue we needed to balance the
matter. The longer the subdued hosbudget".-continue, the greater IS
tilities
tax
of
measure
small
the
takes
finally
Mr. Ford
possibility of a wider. war.
relief enjoyed by some when the excise tax was
The Soviet Union, which wante_tp
removed by President Nixon from automobiles. He
merely Intends to take this 10 percent excise tax -- dominate the strategic geograpny of
the Middle East and control the mawhich the taxpayer was getting and commandeer it
jor source of world oil, is the win
for the state.
force behind Sadat. For the moment
The actions of Mr. Ford do not disappoint us, since
the Soviet Union probably would rathwe are not at all surprised.
ei• keep the Middle East cool while it
digests its gains from the India-Pakgasoline.

expensio-n,

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

The Calloway County Grand Jury reported to Judge Earl
Osborne yesterday in Calloway Circuit Court returning eighteen
indictments and reporting on the conditions of county facilities.
Mrs. Willie Hargrove, age 70, died yesterday at her home on
Murray Route Two.
A jump shot by Jim Jennings just back of the free throw circle'
with three seconds left on the clock enabled the Murray State
Thoroughbreds to post a 69 to 68 win over Middle Tennessee at
Murfreesboro.
Mr. and Mrs. -11=am Saydllita the-parents at a ass, MsChristopher,, born January 30 at the Murray Hospital.

20 Years ht2o TodayPILE

—Mediterranean. Ispenetrad Ise
rael is willing to permit opening of
the canal if this is a part of an overall
Middle East peace settlement. Ironically, such a settlement would theor-

e

headctng Egypttem

No stone should be left unturned in
an effort to keep Sadat talking, in-- stead of shooting. Not the least of the
possibilities is the good office of new
--United Nations Secretary General
Kurt Waldheirn, who should have a
reservoir of untapped neutrality and
-good will in the Mir.ile East matter.
Former Secretary General U Thant
was in part responsible tcr the of.
break of the 1967 war because he re'moved a U.N. peace force at a critical time. If Mr. Waldheim can recoup,
both world peace and the U.N. will be
welt served.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Lately we see fewer bearded undergraduates on
campus, which may mean that a growing number of
males have decided it is not whiskers that turn on
the man,but the bark and growl of the motor and the
spit and roar of the twin exhausts; and girl
passengers are getting tired of being tickled in the
*wrong place--the face.
"That the sports ear is
a sex symbol is obvious."
—Abe Waterhill
in "Away We Go"

L1D

"The City Police who direct the traffic at the intersection of
Main and Eighth' Streets by Murray High School are accomplishing a lot of good", from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray".
The First Baptist Church has purchased a bus to be used each
Sunday to accommodate those desiring to attend the services who
do not have means of transportation.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Gass of Hazel have purchased the College
Grill on North 16th Street. They also own Bob's Cafe in Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. W.I.. Story observed their golden wedding anniversary with an open house at their home on Fanner Avenue on
February 3.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Let the words of my mouth, a. the meditation of my heart, be
acceptable in thy sigh 0Lord, my strength, and my redeemer.—
Psalm 19:14.
Many of us have found this to be one of the most precious
prayers--one to pray as long as We live

Village Theatre To Show Comedy
This week-end's program at
the Village Dinner Theatre will
be Neil Simon's Broadway hit
comedy "Barefoot In The
Park", a humorous story about
a newlywed comedy.
Paul Bratter, the groom, a
fresh young lawyer who has just
won his first case (6 cents in
damages), and Cone Bratter,
the bride, whose main interests
are fixing up the apartment and
pleasing her husband, are the
main characters, played by
Hollis Clark of Murray, and
Gail Chandler of Owensboro.
Carolyn Douglas McCracken
of Paducah, is Cone's mother;
Scott Urban, Chicago is the
telephone man; the delivery
inan is played by Billy Kraus,

-...tae_need kr the So,

have a seemingly inThe
satiable appltiteloriinkr talk. Nevef-- •
theless, the war psychology being
generated by President Sadat among
civilian and military ranks does raise
expeilations, as the rioting Egyptian
students exhibit. It does back him
farther into the corner and to that ex.
tent weakens the soviet grip on

Louisville, and Rudy McCormick, Louisville is the
neighbor Mr. Valasco.
The weekly presentations at
the Village Dinner Theatre
combines dinner with a new
Broadway comedy each week
Reservations may be made by
calling the Kentucky Dam
Village State Park, 362-4271,
TRANSATLANTIC
PHO'IE
Trai ',atlantic
telephone
service was inaugurated on
Jan. 7, 1927, at the rate of $75
for a three-minute call
Deer elude pursuit by run
rung or bounding at speeds
greater than 30,_Jniles Ai hour.

,Good Tire
Habits Can
SaiielVloney

Kentuckiuns
Receive Refunds
LOUISVILLE—Robert J.
Dath, District Director of Internal Revenue for Kentucky,
announced today that as of
January 31, 1972, 10,668 Kentucky taxpayers had received
refunds totaling in excess of
$2,310,600. Dath stated these
were taxpayers who had filed
their individual returns with the
Internal Revenue Service
Center, Memphis, Tennessee
38110. This, he pointed out, is
one of the advantages of filing
early and was made possible, in
most cases, by the prompt
distribution of W-2 Forms on
the part of employers.
He pointed out that in fiscal
year 1971 more than 54 million
indivudal taxpayers received
over $14 billion in refunds
compared to 54 million individual taxpayers receiving
$13 billion the preceding year,
average individual
The
refund in 1971 was $261, compared to $239 in 1970.
SATELLITE STATS
An estimated $2 billion could
be saved annually by more
acturate, advanced weather
forecasts,
aided
by
meteorological satellites.

Fratikkeiteport
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-/-•-•••

W. P. Williams, President (1911-1963)
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From Fifth District
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
By Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
The House of Representatives
convened Tuesday at 2 p.m.
following the state Holiday
Monday.
H.B. 111, which raises the
salary ceiling of the State's
commissioners and their
assistants from $20,000 to
$27,500, was passed 52-41 and
sent to the Senate. I voted
against the measure. Also
passed Tuesday was H.B. 175,
H.B. 176 and H.B. 174, all of
which are consumer protection
bills.
Wednesday H.B. 172, another
consumer bill, was passed. It
related to referral sellings ad
sales. H.B. 1, which relates to
public school curriculum, was
also passed.
Also Wednesday, I along with
Representatives Richard Lewis
of Benton and Joe Prather of
Vine Grove, sponsored H.B. 314
which in effect abolishes 'Ibe

develop and promote agribusiness.
•
In-state tuition at the state
colleges would be increased 20
percent annually during the
biennium with tuition of the
community colleges being $30
less than the regional universities.
Retired teachers will receive
a 5 percent increment,.
Teachers, under the Budget,
will receive a $3,000 life insurance policy from the State
and $1.5 million toward the
retirement fund.
Again, I would appreciate
your views on the Budget and
bills coming before The General
Assembly.
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Mafia boycotts
Adonis' funeral
None

of -the

former

_Railread_ Caminississ_hy colleagues of Joe Adonis, ex--

traniferring its duties fri fhb' -Mafia leader, wet-present a
Public Service Commission. his recent funeral in Fort Lee,
This should save the State New Jersey.
In the past it has been
$80,000 each biennium.
customary for huge atThursday we convened at
tendances at such events but
10:30 a.m. and dissolved into the increasing presence of FBI
Joint Session with the Senate at „and police photographers kept
11:00. Governor Ford delivered Adonis's friends away.
the
for
the Executive Budget
next biennium.
Changes in the financing...el
State Government that were
reflected in the Budget request
were proposals to (1) remove
Water is being poured 011
the 5 percent sales tax from troubled oil at Long Beach,
take-home groceries effective Calif., to overcome the problem
October 1, 1972, which the of the subsidence on land as a
Governor predicted would cost result of off-shore oil wells.
By injecting water,to replace
the State $101 million over the
biennium;(2) Levy a 5 percent tbs oil, the sinking can be
gross sales on the producers of stopped, and extra oil can be
coal mined in the State—this recovered to make the
would bring in $84 million each operation pay for itself.
two years; (3) The GOINER0e4
—
Budget calls for the eliniinatkia
a
Et.e.u.s9
of federal tax deductions by
corporations in the State whidi
will bring in about $15 million
each year; and (4) the
Executive Budget calls for a 2
cat-pur 1111481W-IP,Crease in
DELICIOUS DINNERS
gasoline tki irtia irktad make
9 cents a gallon overall. ½ cent
Bk0AUWAY PAYb
of the 2 cent increase will be
PridmiEksturday,Sunday
returned to the cities and
counties to be used in the
respective road funds for
maintenance.
The Governor also stated that
the deficits left by the previou,
administration of $345,000 in the
-Department of Finance and,
s249,000 in the Department
Qi.ieetions would have to bepaid from the new biennium's
budget. Also proposed were
salary increments for state
employees and a health inmoo 0 oragl Whoa
surance program that the state
jointly.
will
employees
and the
finance.
The Budget would also call for
a $100,000 appropriation to set
up a Government Council on
Agriculture which would
K entyt y Dorn Volloge State Pori

WASHINGTON,—Proper
maintenance and careful
driving can save motorists a lot
of money, according to the Tire
Industry Safety Council.
Industry surveys indicate
that many drivers shorten the
mileage life of their tires onefifth by unnecessary wear. A
driver who does that is wasting
one of every five dollars he
spends on tires.
Improper inflation, quick
stops and starts, fast cornering
and
the generally poor
mechanical condition of some
automobiles are the principal
factors cutting down on tire
mileage.
Tires underinflated by from
four to 12 pounds may suffer a
10 to 40 percent cut in mileage
life expectancy.
spend
members
"Our
millions of dollars each year
testing and improving their
products," says Ross R. Ormsby, chairman of the Tire Industry Safety Council. "We'd
like to see the consumer get the
full benefits. Proper driving and
maintenance habits really
help".
Sixty years ago tire costs
were close to 20 cents a vehicle
mile, with little guaranteed in
the way of reliability and
safety.
According to current National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration
figures,
replacement tires now cost less
than one-fourth of a cent per
mile over the 10 year life of the
normal car.
Around the turn of the century
tires cost about $60, and with the
best of care gave about 1,500
miles of road wear at speeds
much less than modern highways limits.
Made of rubber and cotton,
tires then were smooth as a
billard ball.
Today's tires are a unique
combination of steel, rubber,
chemicals and synthetic fibers
with tread patterns designed by
computers to give safe stops
and greatly increased mileage..
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Nemteth-WhiefL Cook-Sodersixam Vows To Be Reid
Honored At Shower
At Kirksey School
Mrs. Kenneth Mohler, recent
bride and the lorrriet Sherri
McKinney, was the honoree at a
delightfully planned bridal
shower held on Saturday,
January 22, at two o'clock in the
afternoon in the lunchroom of
Kirksey School.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Jerry
Steve
Mrs.
Boggess,
Weatherford, and Mrs. Donald
Molder.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a multi-colored
sweater knit pant suit. Her
mother, Mrs. James H.
McKinney, wore a grey double
knit pant suit, and her motherin-law, Mrs. Donald Mohler,
was attired in a brown and
white dress. They all had
specially designed dried flower
corsages.
Mrs. Ray Ross, grandmother
of the honoree, and Mrs. Curtis
Mohler and Mrs. , Garland
Wadkins, grandmothers-in-law
of the honoree, were presented
corsages of white carnations.
Games were played with Mrs.
Verline Joseph, Mrs. Avis Reed,
and Miss Sherrie Housden
winning the prizes.
Miss Dana Tucker and Mrs.
Steve Weatherford assisted the
honoree in opening her gifts
which had been placed on a
table covered with a white lace
cloth with streamers and a
bride and groom decoration
hung over the table.
Refreshments Of orange
punch, individual cakes
decorated with orange flowers,
nuts, and mints were served by
Mrs. Boggess, Mrs. Weatherford, and Mrs. Charlene
Garland from a beautifully
appointed table with an
- arrangement of dried flowers.
Forty persons were present.
Unable to attend but sending
gifts were twenty persons.
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Some_like a lot.
of family around
By. Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: This is for "MRS. NO NAME," who felt
so abused because her three children and six grandchildren
spend a few weeks of their summer vacations with her. My
husband and I are the same age as the grandparents but
the similarity ends there. We don't have a dishwasher or a
swimming pool. But we do have 5 married children and 11
grandchildren, and nothing gives us more pleasure than to
have as many of the tribe around as possible, with wall-towall air mattresses, and floor to ceiling fun and laughter.
Why doesn't that misguided woman get into "sync" and
stay up until 2 a. m,, enjoying the fun? Then she wouldn't
have any trouble sleeping late along with everyone else.
Mrs. No Name is lucky her family wants to visit her.
The years of togetherness are so few. If I were DYING, I
would never write to my married children and tell them to
7isonie one at a time and to limit their visits. Motherly love,
thou are a cowbell.
DISGUSTED DI MONTANA
- ABBY:- olT-ii
c -a-yrIcif That grandma Who had sptink
enough to write to her married children and tell them it
was "doctor's orders" that she could have only one family
of visitors at a time.
Too many parents let heir married children walk all
over them, and they suffer in silence with all the inconveniences they are made to endure. [But some do complain a lot
to their friends and relatives.]
I say, if married children abuse the privilege of being
houseguests, sock it to 'em.
NO PATSY IN PASADENA
DEAR ABBY: There are too many "MRS. NO NAMES"
In the world. I refer to the grandmother who complained
beosuse her visiting children and grandchildren stayed up
until 2 a. m. watching TV, laughing, playing cards and
talking_ wieLfriends.
She also complained because she couldn't twit on her
dishwasher, sprinkler or radio until noon because her guests
slept late. If they are welcome guests.,,whoai I wished to
accommodate, I would gladly refrain from making disturbing noises. If not, I'd go about my business and not worry
about the noise. And if they didn't like it, they could leave!
I have no sympathy for doormats. I have always said
that people are doormats because they want to be.
MRS S. C.
DEAR MRS. S. C.: And I've always said that no one
can be used for a doormat unless he lies down first.

IRE
PIERS
Aib

DEAR ABBY: If you still have MRS. NO NAME'S
address, I would sure like to have it I want to write to her
te _Huse three children, and
and ask her how it iv.t.! •
end. with t
aiod a swimming pool
- EA*.
I: • D AND STONE BROKE
What's year prelim?TsaR hisl biller if yea get It elf
year chest. Write (ri ABBY, Box WM, Liss Angeles, Cal
WOW. Fir a peesseal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
Wate Is write letters? Send Si tio Abby. Bin 070, IAs
Moles, Cal. Will. for Abby's booklet. "Hew to Write Letfir Al Occasions."

Gallery Wall Hollis Miller Is
Sparks Room Guest Speaker For

IRE

An art wall, a decorating trick
that enhances any room,is within easy reach of most families,
'not juu the-wealthy. Richness
comes with --ita imaginative
choice of wall covering used as
background.

tore Pork

Es•

IMES

A gallery on hying- or dining
room wall can display whatever
is most pleasing-inexpensive
prints of old masters, family
photographs, contemporary
prints, or original paintings by
friends or family members.
These can be framed and
matted without spending a fortune, using a miter saw and any
of a wide variety of molding patterns available at lumber dealers.
Other art walls display small
sculptures or wood carvings, pottery, china collections or antiques on shelves of western pine
boards.
For a neutral background,
choose light-toned western hemlock paneling and where more
color and pattern.- is 'acceptable
the deeper hues of western red
cedar boards are suggested.
Use large flat boxes stacked
on closet shelves or in a deep
drawer to store large tablecloths. The corners of the cloth
are less likely to crumple this
way and unwanted creases are
less prone to develop.
IUD SIC'iLti
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Senior Classes
minister of
Hollis Miller,
the University Church of Christ,
was the guest-speaker for two
classes of .senior home
economics at the Murray High
Wednesday,
School
on
February 2. _
"Importance of Religion For
A Happy Home Life and
Marriage" was the theme of
the discussion by Mr. Miller.
This was in connection with the
study unit on "Looking Toward
Marriage" being taught by the
student teacher, Miss Debbie
Dixon, under the direction of the
critic teacher, Mrs. G.T. Lilly.
Mr. Miller stressed that
mafriage was more than a
union of bodies, but a union of
mind, body, and soul. Religion
in a marriage tends to bring
inner qualities of husband and
wife together which give unity
to marriage, he said.
The speaker also said religion
h a stabilizing influence in
marriage and acts as a magnet
to draw the family together. He
also answered questions dealing
with inter faith marriages
following his talk.
The students and teachers
expressed their appreciation to
Mr. Miller for appearing before
the classes.

ILO 6 tail Le tete LI ciuts..ii LI Lit)COLO •Ja

— NOTICE —

BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Highway 94 East

NEW OFFICE HOURS.

Miss Sherry Z. Mitchell

Miss Mitchell is
Named Homemaker
Of Tomorrow
Miss Sherri Z. Mitchell has
been named Calloway County
High School's Betty Crocker
Homemaker of Tomorrow for
1972, according to a release
from the Department of Public
Relations, General Mills,
Minneapolis, Minn.
The Calloway girl was
selected on the basis of her
score in w written knowledge
and attitude examination administered to senior girls on
December 7. She will receive a
specially designed award
charm from General Mills,
sponsor
of the
annual
educational program. She is
also now eligible for state and
national honors.
Miss Mitchell is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Mitchell
and will graduate from
Calloway County High School in
May of this year. She attended
elementary school at Kirksey.
The State Homemakers of
Tomorrow, to be chosen from
all school winners in the state in
judging centering on their
performance in the December
test, will be awarded a $1,500
college scholarship ano Encyclopedia Britannica will
present a complete set of its
books to her school. The second.
ranking girl in the state will
receive a $500 educational
grant.
The state winners will then be
eligible for further honors on
the national level.

Try foil for reheating rolls.
P.M.
Monday-Wednesday-Friday 9 M. to .
6'
muffins, left-over biscuits and
coffee cake in a moderate oven.
Saturday — 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
They will be as fresh /lid light
EMERGENCY CARE BY APPOINTMENT
as when first baked. And there
Is no danger of them smoking or
OTHER HOURS
Phone 753-2962 C !burning if you leave them in the
•slints-wirs-wmasimseessenserIrrfilfiiiierbew. 'oven a few extra minutes.

4

-Phyllis-Pet:4e
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding

THIRTHs4
CULVER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Doyal Culver of
Benton Route One are the
parents of a baby girl, Darla
Ftenae, weighing seven pout*
ten ounces, born on
February 4, at 9:19 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Jeff, age
eight. The father is employed
the Phillips Chevrolet Company, Benton.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Culver of Hardin
Route One and Mrs. Alma Stalls
of Murray.

Miss Phyllis Ann Poole, brideelect oIptivAej.pean carton5 has
completed plans for_ her
February 12 wedding.
The ceremony will be
solemnized at the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Charch at two o'clock in the
afternoon
with Rev. Roger
Joseph officiating.
Only out-of-town invitations
are being sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

puftvgat#,\

WALLACE GIRL
John M. Berry
Phyllis Dawn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Thomas L. Crowell of Murray
Wallace of Route Two, Dover,
Route Five has been dismissed
Tenn., for their baby girl,
from the Western Baptist
weighing six pounds ten ounces,
Hospital, Paducah.
born on Friday, February 4, at
10:20 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is attending
John M. Berry, a resident of
Mechanic School in Clarksville, Coach Estates, Murray, has
Tenn.
recently taken and passed the
•
Grandparents are MX-4111114—limerican Contract Bridge
Mrs. Corbett Wallace of Big League's examination for
Rock, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. qualified Director. Passing the
Marshall Cherry of Dover, test, which is sanctioned by the
Tenn.
A.C.B.L. and administered
locally, will allow Mr. Berry to
(Love Studio Pb14101___._
AULEY GIRL
direct -any local duplicate
A baby girl, Valerie Beth, bridge game sponsored by an
Miss Pamela Kaye Cook
weighing seven pounds four A.C.B.L. affiliated club.
ounces, was born to Mr. and
The League, run by its
Mr. and Mrs. O.B. Cook of Murray announce the engagement Mrs. Dennis C. Riley of Benton
collaborates in
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Pamela Kaye, to Route Three on Saturday, members,
Fashion Notes
bridge laws
rubber
making
the
James Philip Soderstrom, son of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Soderstrom February 5, at 4:44 p.m. at the
Written by
the
entire
world;
makes
for
the
of Lombard, Illinois.
Murray- Calloway County laws for all tournaments under
JO CRASS
Miss Cook is a graduate of Willow Run High School in Ypsilanti, Hospital.
Keeping pace with
its auspices; awards master
Michigan, attended Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti,
The new father is employed points to the winners and high
will
spring., clothes
and is a 1971 graduate of Murray State University. While at as a carpenter on construction
become more and more
Murray, she was a member of both the national and state home of new Mayfield High School. finishers in all its tournaments;
femininely classic...with
selects the players who willeconomics associations, Murray Student Home Economics
Grandparents are Mr. and represent the U. S.
the rigid tailoring of winter
in
Association, and Sigma Phi Epsilon Little Sisters.
Mrs. Talmadge C. -Riley of
relenting for the softer Mr . Soderstrom is a 1971 graduate of Murray State University Benton Route Three and Mr. recognized- International
season.
where he was a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity and Mrs. Harry-k.--Moore of tournaments; and maintains a
World
the
membership
in
and the Murray State Varsity Rifle Team. He served three Calvert City. Great grandResort wear and early
months in the United States Army at Fort Bliss, Texas and is now parents are Mrs. H.C. Beggs of Bridge Federation.
spring play up red and all
directing
games
will
be
Berry
employed by Hormel Foods in Austin, Minnesota.
Reidland, Mrs. Clarencie Riley
ha variations...Red, white
The wedding WItike place on Saturday, March -TITITIMI_ -ref Benton Route Three, and 'orally at the Murray OpeB
-and blue will be BIG-Cano'clock in the afternoon at Poplar Springs Baptist Chtweh mgt. Ivan Carter of .Lynn Grove.....-- Duplicate Bridge Club which
-yew- possibly imagine
-Meets on Wednesday evenings
the reception immediately following at the home of the bride. All
spring without them?
Gleason
Hall
at
in
7:00
p.m.
at
friends and relatives are cordially invited to attend both the
TURNER TWINS
St. Leo's Church on N. 12th St.
wedding and-the reception.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Turner Of
Fashion bursts into grlins
MI-710Yeell-1111/--welcome (no
Mayfield Route Two are the advance notiee required K and
-when it spots the gingham
parents of twins, a boy, Bobby, may contact either Mr. Berry
seersucker suit.. especially
weighing six pounds 914 ounces, or W. J. Swan, club manager,'
If it's the one whose short
born at 9:45 p.m., and a girl, for further information.
sleeved jacket is worn over
Robbie, weighing three pounds
a song sleeved shirt.
Winners at the Bridge Club
Weeseaday, February 9
The Sunnyside Homemakers nine ounces, born at 9:50 p.m. last week were Mr. and Mrs.
The AllithEitrafts Club will Club will meeta-the holbe.
Fashion everywhere is
--BETTOn Saturday, February 5, at the Beck Wilson, first place, andmeet at the home of Mrs.
all agog over toppers...and
rs. Mickey Cherry at- le:30 Murray- Calloway County Mr. and Mrs. Max Carman,
Ronald W. Churchill, Cardinal .tn.
Hospital.
little wonder...It's the
second place.
Lane, at 2:30 p.m.
Their other children are
length in coats that goes 90o-o well with skirts and
The Mardis Gras Fiesta, by Sheryl, age sixteen, Tony, age
dress...and...need you be
Concord students of the Department of twelve, Jeff, age eleven, and
Household Hints
New
The
told".. pants.
Big desk blotters cut to fit
Homemakers Club will meet at Romance Languages, will be Bennie Jo,age six. The father is
make fine covers for cupboard
the home of Mrs. Willie Smith at held in the SUB Ballroom at self emPloYed• •
Mrs. Alice Turner of shelves. They are non-slip, do
Remember, fashion is
MSU from seven to nine p.m.
one p.m.
your best SOCIAL
Admissions will be fifty cents Mayfield Route Two is the not curl, absorb small spills.
security.
The Ruth Wilson Circle of the and French ''-and Spanish paternal grandmother.
Use a pipe cleaner to clean
First United Methodist -Churth refreshments ivirbe
between the veins of sterling
REEVES
WSCS will
wi meet at the:home of
The Balevsy- Boutique Mrs. Bryan Overcast, 511
Philosophy
M.
i. and Mrs. Robert S' other foitL
will present the newest
Whitnell, at 7:30 p.m.
discussions on "Man," will be Reeves, 313 -Broach, Murray,
fashions Saturday afPut the empty ice cube tray
held at Room 213 of Wilson Hall, announce the birth of a baby
ternoon Feb. 12-Informal
girl, Melissa Anne, weighing six part way into the refrigeratot
Women of the Oaks Country MSU, at three p.m.
modeling-Refreshments
water
to
pour
pitcher
use
a
and
on
ounces,
born
pounds Po
Club will play bridge at 9:30
will be served-Littletonsspills.
Saves
Into
it.
Saturday, February- 5, at 10:22
a.m. promptly. If not signed up,
Balcony Boutique.
William Lentz, Paducah, p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
please call Doris Rose 753-3690
when
supplies
drug
Date
all
euphonium, will bepresented in County Hospital.
by Tuesday noon.
protect the
Happy Yellow Store
-Els senior recital in the Kemal—the new father is a student-at-4-Po buy them and
with transparent tape.
---,labels
Is
open
till 5:30 Mon.-881.University.
State
Murray
Hall
of
Building
Fine-Arts
The Pottertown Homemakers
M( 6:00 on Fri.
Grandparents are Mr. and
white, cream, gray and pale
Annex,
MSU,
at
eight
p.m.
Club will meet at the Southside
Mrs. E.B. Reeves of Calvert blue stationery are the colors
.
Restaurant at ten a.m.
--City - Route One sod Mr. and -7- suitable for all-family use.
Mrs. Clarence Fish of GilbertThursday, February 10
Murray
The
South
HAPPY YELLOW
sville Route One.
When starching a linen table
The
Kirksey
PTA
Men's
STORE
Homemakers Club will meet at
starch
enough
use
only
cloth,
the home of Mrs. Guy Cun- Basketball team will play the
and smooth
the
body
replace
to
Cuba Men and the Kirksey
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
ningham.
finish that was lost in the washwomen will play the Alin°
ing.
The South Pleasant Grove women at the Kirksey School at
p
in.
seven
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Dan Billington
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
at one p.m.
the World will meet at the WOW
Hall at seven p.m.
Wednesday,'February
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
The Faxon Mothers Club held
:The
Grove
Harris
its regular monthly meeting on
Homemakers Club will meet at
One Table
One Table
The Dexter --Momemakers Wednesday, February 2, at onethe home of Mrs. BM Wrather. Club will meet at the home of forty-five o'clock in the afMrs. Hayes Pritchett at 9:30 ternoon in the seventh grade
The WSCS of the Mason's a.m. A Stanley party will also class room of the school.
Chapel United' Methodist
Mrs. Janice Stubblefield's
.beld.
Cfuirda Is scheduled to meet at
third grade room and Mrs.
-seven p.m.
The Baptist Women of the Duncan's third and fourth grade
Grace Baptist 'Church are room presented a program of
Wednesday, February 9
The Wesleyan Circle of the scheduled to meet at the church songs accompanied by Mrs.
Stubblefield on the guitar.
with pair of 1st quality knit pants
First United Methodist Church at seven p.m.
The president, Mrs. Jerry ***********************4-11-44I
WSCS will meet at the home of
Vance, presided. Mrs. Gary
Mrs. Joseph Cowin, 1508 Story
Friday, February 11
Bo's
Wicker, treasurer, gave her
Avenue, at 7:30 p.m.
Valentine's
Dance
The annual
report and Mrs. Ronald UnPrice
for adult members of the derhill, secretary, read the
Calloway
Country
Club
and
Thursday, February 10
minutqgsThe group made plans
All
7-14
The Blankenship Crrek dl the their out of town guests will be to give gifts to mothers whose
South Pleasant Grove United held from nine p.m. to one a.m. last child will be graduating
lin r6 '
Methodist Church WSCS will Tickets are $5.00 per couple and from Faxon this year.
meet at the home ofIts. A.H. music will be by Byron
Plans were made for the
Gallimore and The Com- Valentine's Day parties in each
McLeod at seven p.m.
•
monwealth. Mr. and Mrs. of the class rooms. The room
Baby Stretch
39-46
Mens
Tommy Chrisp are in charge of count was won by Mrs. Stubthe
arrangements.
Others
The Baptist Women of the
blefield's room.
Elm Grove Baptist Church will assisting are Messrs and
During the social hour
Mesdames Gingles Wallis, refreshments were served by
have its general meeting at the
$59"
1st Quality
Richard Knight, Otis Erwin, Mrs. Robert Strode, Mrs. Jerry
church at 1:30 p.m.
Dan McKinney, Carl Oakley, Vance, Mrs. Gary Wicker, and
James Lassiter, Cleburne Mrs. Mable Maddox.
Wagon
Adams, and Jim Old.
The
Welcome
The next meeting will be held
Newcomers Club will meet ;it
on Wednesday, March 1,ist J:45
7:30 p.m. at the First Christiar,
p.m. at the school.
Murray
North
The
Church. Mrs. Howard Keller
will give her impressions Of her Homemakers Club will meet at
Cakes baked hi pans with
Phone 753-9640
808 Chestnut
IN) to Russia and will show -the home of Mrs:Angie Gibbs#
-Th straight sides tend to have a
1:30
p.m.
Adel.
. A finer .texture.

John M. Berry To
Conduct The Open
Bridge Club Here

FASHION
NOTES

leton

Faxon Club Holds
Regular Meeting
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At The School

PANTS 7°

.

SHIRTS '2"
$400

FREE1 Pair of Socks

Nen a.
SPORT COATS &
Pi's 1/2
, SUITS 9.600-'26"
HOUSE SHOES
WEATHER 20%
z r rice
Off
COATS

121's '1"

KNIT SUITS

TheVALUE MART
and
OUTLET SHOP
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Los Angeles Guards tookfor Championship Season This Year

Hunt To-Be
Inducted To
Hall of Fame

akers
Carlisle County

Regional
champions
lby David MI
Ledger aid Times Sportswriter recovered quickly, though, and
games for a remarkable win- points. Bob Dandridge sco
Despite a 94-79 defeat, the took a 40-33 lead into the
ning percentage of .873-far 25 and Lucius Allen 20 for the
DALLAS(AP)- The Profesat the half.
ahead of the record pace of Bucks. Fred Hilton paced the
sional Football Hall of Fame in Calloway County Lakers gave dressing room
came back
young
The
Lakers
their
the
hosts,
Carlisle
County
.840, set by Philadelphia in the Braves with 30 while Bob
years
four
was
Canton, Ohio
1966-67 season. In that season, Kauffman had 20. The loss was
from its birth when Lamar Comets everything they wanted with a third quarter surge, a
the 76ers finished with a 68-13 the 12th straight at home for
Hunt tried to make a go of the in the way of a ballgame last rarity for them, that netted
You gotta have heart to win job defensively. The kids were American Football League in night.
them a time ball game midway
the Braves.
mark.
Bob Love scored 30 points basketball games, says Provi- anxious to play a good game to- 1959. He never dreamed he'd
The Lakers started out in the third quarter. But the
The Lakers' already have
strong, as usual, and led 10-19 at Comets pulled away quickly,
shattered the single-season win- and Chet Walker 26 in Chi- dence Coach Dave Gavitt.
day after beating Michigan reach the pinnacle in both.
A stiff defense won't hurt, ei- State on Saturday. They sure
fling streak record, posting 33 cago's victory as the Bulls
Hunt was officially notified the first quarter mark TheJ.971 though,and never trailed again
Led by last year's chamstraight victories earlier this raced to a 64-44 halftime lead ther.
did the job."
Tuesday that he will be in"Courage .. and a tough
pionship team veterans, Gary
Musselman was astounded by ducted into the Haff of Fame
season before being stopped by over Cleveland, then continued
Duncan and Mickey Thomason
the Bucks 120-104 on Jan. 9 But their attack in the second half. press saw us through," said Knight's snub.
this summer.
with a combined total of 50
the Lakers have won the other Austin Carr led the Cavaliers Gavitt after his 12th-ranked
''He walked off. We didn't
The founder of the AFL was
points, the host quint shot at a 55
two meetings between the with 19 points and Rick Rob- Friars pulled out a 69-64 talk at all," said Musselman. quick to quip, "If they find out
triumph over Canisius Tuesday "I've never refused to shake a I never lettered in college they
per cent clip from the field.
clubs. In fact, there is no club erson had 17.
Dick Snyder hit six straight night.
They hit only 26 of 48 free
coach's hand after my team may want to take the award
in the league that has beaten
The Friars trailed 64-61 be- lost."
throws, however.
the Lakers more than once this shots opening the second half
back."
Seattle made a comeback fore knocking off eight straight
Calloway, meanwhile, hit 31
season.
Mike D'Antoni hit two field
"My greatest claim to foot- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
69 from the field for 45 per
of
goals in the closing minutes to ball fame is that I played at
Their victory over New York against Houston. He was held points in the last minute.
The game is not over until
but
half
first
the
on
from
"You
come
behind
in
scoreless
and 17 of 27 from the line.
encouncent,
four
for
game
in
close
a
open
break
third
was their
college (Southern Methodist) the final gun, bell or buzzer
rarity, Carlisle
Another
ters with the Knicks ... but it finished with 23 points. The defense," said Gavitt, prac- Marshall and Dwight Lamar behind three guys who were all
sounds. How well Jacques Caoutrebounded the Lakers 41-33.
wasn't easy. Despite the torrid Sonics built a 13-point advan- tically hoarse from yelling delivered 25 points as South- drafted and played regularly in
ron knows.
The Lakers placed five men in
shooting of their brilliant back- tage in the final period before a throughout the nerve-racking western Louisiana eased past the National Football League
The rookie St. Louis Blues
Spencer
surge.
and
...
tonight
game,"
Rocket
we
had
brief
double figures; Janus Wells led
court combination, the Lakers
West Texas State.
as rookies," Hunt said "Ed goalie had a 1-0 shutout going
Jamie
g with -MTriiint-aitild. get a lead:bigger Haywood and Lenny Wilkens the defense."----------,Burnet went to the Pittsburgh into the final five minutes
Iowa also came from behind
each had 28 points for Seattle
Stockdale racked up 14, Jerry
than nine points.
Steelers, Raymond Berry to the against Toronto in a National
Duncan totaled 13, and Randy
That came early in the fourth while Elvin Hayes scored 31 for to upset seventh-ranked Ohio
Baltimore Colts and Doyle Nix
hockey League game Tuesday -Shelton and Greg Howard
State 80-67 while No. 19 Minperiod, when West hit seven - Houston.
to the Green Bay Packers."
disaster
of
night. Then the kind
Phoenix overcame 23 tura- nesota was losing to Indiana 61pitched in 12 apiece.
points in less than two minutes
Hunt will be jpined at in- struck that only a rookie goalie
The Lakers return home to
and Jim McMillian added a overs against Philadelphia and 42 in crucial Big Ten games.
duction by three former pro
can know.
prepare for Friday's battle wit
free throw, pulling Los Angeles several periods of cold shoot- The whippings of the two rank011ie
Marchetti,
Gino
standouts,
PRESS
'ASSOCIATED
shot
THE
a
BY
Rick Kehoe, whizzed
the Beaton Indians._ Saturday
-at03-82 fetid into a 91-82 ing. The 76ers closed within ed clubs left them locked in a
-greett-Matson and Clarence "Ace" Into the top right corner of the
three points at the half but nev- first place tie in the conference. -ThrDallas Chapati ale have Parker.
night they entertain the Tilghadvantage.
divisiona
beat
to
period,
that
found
the
of
4:15
at
net
Blues'
Marshall, the country's No.
man Tornado.
Sharman, a former backcourt er managed to take the lead as
to
voted
was
who
Marchetti,
beat
to
have
they
score
leading team
matching Danny O'Shea's
star with the great Bob Cousy Connie Hawkins sparked a 11 team, defeated Samford 92and beat it ... and beat the all-time NFL team, played for St. Louis in the second pericarliale County
Is 40 63 94
13th-pegged Southat Boston, said Goodrich and quick Suns' comeback in the fiCalloway County
their
in
Colts
20 33 57 79
for the Baltimore
a feed from defenseman
on
od
points.
10
with
period
Neal*
back
69
nedba
nal
westearnnd
Lousianatur
CARLISLE
COUNTY 44)—Duncan
West "are playing together betworld championship years of
24. Thomason 36. Nichols 5, Jenkins
Walk led all scorers with 23 West Texas State 78-67 in other ! The Chaps defeated the Utah 1958 and 1959. He played pro Jim Dorey.
16. Frizaell 6, Rolnick 3, martin 10.
ter than any guards I've ever
in
night
Tuesday
until
Toronto
102-99
off
Stars
held
Caron
G.
2.
Yates
Dick
while
Phoenix
points for
games.
seen."
ball after starring at the UniCALLOWAY COUNTY CM—Wells
IC Wyatt 4. AM." 13. /Rockdale 14.
Van Arsdale had 22. Kevin
Ernie - DiGregorio; --Provi_ an American Basketball Associ- versity of San Francisco, and just 53 seconds remained when
Bill Bradley paced the Knicks
Shelton 12, Hewing 131. Terguson 5.
leadStars,
the
But
givation
game.
him
beat
Henderson
Paul
played
the
for
points
17
had
Loughery
ace,
dence's backcourt
Thompson 9.
with 26 points and Jerry Lucas
was selected for the all-Pro
76ers.
most of the game despite a tog the ABA West. didn't die team in all but one year from ing the Maple Leafs a 2-1 victoscored. 25..
r/.
Nate Thurmond scored 38 sprained ankle. He keyed the easy.
1957 to 1964.
__fa other NBA games, Mil- points
With Dormie Freeman and
The victory was only the
in leading Golden State Friars' last-minute blitzing tacprodUSF
another
Matson,
waukee defeated 11-uffalo 126Rich Jones leading the way,
Leafs second in the last 12
Warriors
The
Baltimore.
over
numerous
force
to
helping
tics,
Cleveland
posi108, Chicago beat
Dallas took a 31-19 lead after uct, played six different
games and it lifted them into
the game before Canisius turnovers.
114-90, Seattle downed Houston trailed most of
tions in his career with four pro
Stars
The
quarter.
first
the
place in the East Divifourth
quarlast
Bufthe
-The
in
lead
the
j
AP
BUFFALO (
Don Lewis cut the three-point
127-119, Phoenix thumped Phila- taking
teams, Chicago Cards, Los Anfalo Bills' National Football delphia 120-108, Golden State ter and holding it despite a de- deficit to one with a field goal fought back and led 53-51 at in- geles, Detroit and,Philadelphia, sion standings.
In the only other NHL game
League club announced Tues- edged Baltimore 111-107; and termined Bullet drive. Archie from close range and Charlie termission. The Chaps grabbed but he is best remembered as a
day that Jim Dooley-will join Portland topped' _Cincinnati104- Clark and Phil Chenier each Crawford put Providence into a 85-76 lead at the end of three running back who still ranks the Philadelphia Flyers descored 24 points for Baltimore:- the lead with two free throws. periods, then had to fight off a third in NFL rushing with 12,- feated the Vancouver 011.141111
the club as linebacker coach.
.-- 100.
Geoff PeVieig points and Then DiGregorio flipped in two strong Utah surge in the last 844 combined net yards. Both 3-1 as Bobby Clarke scored twa.
Dooley, 41, formerly was
Kareem Jabbar poured in 31
goals and assisted on the third.
r Portland, more free tosses and Fran Cos- period.
head coach of the Chicago points in Milwaukee's victory Sidney Wicks
Matson and Marchetti were
Willie Wise scored 10 of his 25
Clarke scored at 9:58 of the
Bears. His coaching career be- but the Bucks had to come which suffered cold shooting in tello added another two points
in their first. year
points in the fourth quarter to Hall choices
first period with a backhand
gan with the Bears in 1962 after ,frtlim behind in the second half the second half. A first-half 56- with a layup.
within one point of eligibility.
shot from close range, then
he played for them for 11 to beat Buffalo, which led in 49 lead saved the Blazers, howRkk_ _ Williams scored 22 bring Utah
Parker played _for 1 the
remaining. It
minute
a
with
slapped in a rebound in the
rally
Cincinnati's
from
ever,
22
years.
added
Lusk
points
andGary
Brooklyn Dodgers and New
the first half by as much as 12
led by Tom Van Arsdale and to pace Iowa. Williams' long was Steve Jones' pair of free York Yankees in the late 1930s third period. He set up the final
Nate Archibald, who scored 22 jumper with 14 minutes left in throws with two seconds left and early 1940s. He was one of Flyer goal, feeding Bob Kelly.
the
Bruce Gamble, Philadelphia
and 25 points, respectively.
the.second half snapped a so-so that finally gave Dallas
May Cq, Tennis
_
_
the best passers in a period of
goalie,lost his shutout,W1,0.las
gameinto the lead
lia--aredibot
the
saw
which
football
pro
Freeman scored 32 points and
1:58 left when Canucle Wayne
4
for good.
evolvement from being ground Connelly 'deflected teammate
Tourney Moves
Joby Wright had 23 points fir Rich Jones 18. Zelmo Beaty oriented to pass oriented.
Dale Tallon's backhand attempt
Indiana, but Coach Bobby. had 19 for the Stars.
To Second Round
Dengame,
ABA
the goalie's legs.
other
the
through
In
Knight attributed Indiana's vicver defeated Memphis 136-124.
defense
demon
a
to
tory
(LOS ANGELES(AP)- The
Denver coasted over Mem"This was a nice game to
Joe Healey. New York Uni$40,000 May Co. International By THE ASSOCIATED -PRESS
phis as Ralph Simpson scored
who
Knight,
win,"
refused
said
NHL
versity track coach since 1957,
into
Tennis Tournament moved
raced.
Rockets
the
East Division
to shake hands with Minnesota 35 Points and
was elected track coach of 1971
second round singles play today
L T Pts GF GA
W
Coach Bahltissernan after the to a 71-52 first-half margin.
by the United States Track
37 8 8 82 212 119
minus its top seed-Stan Smith, Boston
The Pros did manage two
32 11 9 73 222 121
New York
Coaches Association.
P.,LM SPRINGS,Calif.(AP) game."I thought we did a good
the victim of an upset.montreat-7-2r-13 10 68 Wirt!, - Arnie's here. And Jack and
---rIate rallies to 'pull within 12
22 n 11 55 142 152
His game slightly rough from Toronto
points early lathe fourth quer54474 121- Lee and Doug and Billy, too. a lack of tournament play dur:-- Detroit
The New York Yankees will
15 31 5 35 127 172
Vancvr
ter, then within eight points 'a
question
a
still
is
Spiro
But
ing a month and a half layoff, Buffalo
11 30 13 35 144 201
have five men available for
the By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
but
later,
minutes
few
mark.
4/Vest Division
They are
Smith, from Sea Pines, NC.,
Tom Jensen poured in 30 right field this spring. Torres.
Rockets pulled away each time
36 11 5 77 179 98
Chicago
There has been no announceRon Swoboda. Rusty
was knocked off 6-3, 6-3 Tues- Minn.
Tuesday
27 18 9 63 141 125
Cumberland
own.
their
for
points
of
surges
short
,with
17 27 11 45 152 205 ment on whether or not Vice
John Callison, Felipe Alou and
Main at 7th Street
day night by unheralded Vladi- Calif.
Lloyd King scored 10 points nisht as the Kentucky team Ron Blomberg
18 29 8 44 150 181 President Spiro Agnew will
St. Louis
mir Zednik of Czechoslovakia. Phila.
State,
Wright
visiting
17 26 to 43 128 130
Memoutscored
for
period
fourth
the
in
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Smith's loss boosted second- L. Angeles 15 33 7 37 136 208 compete in the $145,000 Bob
Ohio, for a final 91-83 college
phis and finished with 20.
13 30 9 35 120 171 Hope Desert Classic this
EASTERN NCOANFERENCE
B
seeded The Nastase of Romania Pitts. Tuesday's
basketball victory. ,
Results
Atlantic Division
weekend.
into the spot of tournament faToronto 2, St. Louis 1
basketball
college
other
In
W.
L.G.B.
"We just don't know," said
delphia 3, Vancouver
_ vorite _aaauivanced with a
neston
action Tuesday, Northwood won
ies -- Jack Tuthill, director for the
gam scheduled
3.t 23 .596 6
New York
convincing 6-3, 6-3 win over
Wednesday's
its 16th game of the season as
of
Philadelptua
division
players
tournament
•
GamesChicgo
at New York
For Free Information, write
Barry MacKay. 40 .r87
3
16
6
7
1
2
2
2
/
/
:
3
it downed Pikeville 103-68.
Pittsburgh at Toronto
the PGA. "We haven't heard.
Buffalo Central Division
Other top seeded players
basketball
college
Tonight's
Los Angeles at Minnesota
GREENVILLE,Tex.(API.But we've set up arrangements
Dammore
24 31 .436 —
joined Nastase in the second
Philadelphia at California
21 35 .375 3
Atlanta
2 Professional football running schedule has the University of
1
/
just in case."
scheduled
round, including Pancho Geo- -only games
--CWihrsafi
16 38 .321
Thursday's Games
to P.O.Box 32Z, Murray, Ky.
back Dud* Thomas of the Dal- Louisville hosting Wichita in a
Agnew played in the last two
Cleveland
17 42 .288 9
zales, third seeded, who swept
Vancouver at Boston
Missouri Valley Conference
brother
his
and
Cowboys
las
WESTERN
CONFERENCE
miscues
his
Classics-and
Hope
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh
past Joaquin Loyo-Mayo of
Midwest Division
were under a grand jury in- contest. Morehead will play at
Chicago at Montreal
drew national attention. In 1970
7 112 ..7
42
4
12 —5
797
Milwaukee
Mexico 6-2,6-2 and fourth seedBuffalo at Detroit
dictment
today, charged with Toledo, Alice Lloyd at LexingChicago
he managed to hit pro Doug
Minnesota at St Louis
ed Cliff Richey who downed
Phoenix
36 25 .590, 12
possession of marijuana. Thom- ton Tech, Bellarmine at Kenin
partner,
playing
his
Sanders,
scheduled
games
Only
20 37 .351 26
Bob Kreiss 5-7. 6-4, 6-2.
Detroit
as and his brother, Bertrand, tucky State, Transylvania at
the back of the head with a
Pacific Division
Angeles
Los
21, arrested with him Jan. 30, Union and Wesleyan at Southwild shot.
Golden St
7 .603
35 23
48
873 1
—4/
2 remained free under $5,000 west Missouri.
1
Then last year he hit three
Seattle
31 25 .576 16
Cuniberland got off to a
,bond.
spectators with his first two .4.:J9910.9
.„
tont.
14 46 .733 36V2
—
Portland
Trial date is set for Feb. 21. strong second period Tuesday,
shots. His tee shot on the first
Thursday's Results
Thomas, 24, and his brother and held a 17-point lead five
hole went dead right-off the
Los Aogeles 107, New York
102
arrested here when offi- times in the second half.
were
galtoe of the club-Into the
. Mitvvaokee t2tr, &Maki -1011 — cers stopped their car while Wright was paced by Tim
lery, glancing off a man's ai-m
Chicago 114, Cleveland 90
looking for a stolen vehicle they Walker with 19 points.
Seattle 127, Houston 119
and hitting a woman. He teed
Phoenix 120, Philadelphia 106
Cumberland is now 14-10.
said was similar to one being
up another one-and did the
Golden State 111, BaltimoreWright is 7-12.
driven by Duane Thomas.
107
same thing, this time hitting
Portland 104, Cincinnati 100
Northwood led all the way to
During the investigation, offionly one spectator.
Only games schidulea- •
final 103-68 victory over
its
they
smelled
marisaid
cers
"I think he's going to be
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at Atlanta
juana smoke and a search Pikeville. Northwood posted a
playing," Sanders said today
Milwaukee at Cleveland
56-46 lead at halftime.
turned up two bags of it.
before teeing off in the first
New York at Detroit
round of the five-day, .90-hole ' Buffalo at Boston
Only games scheduled
tournament. "But that's not of- vocures Go're'
ficial.
Baltimore at Phoen,.
Cincinnati at Seattle
"I was playing a round with
vs Gold, ;late
him late last year and I said, at Philadelphia
ON
Oakland
you've
President,
Vice
'Mr.
Only games scheduled
Perfect fan. FARMS, MECHANICS, GARAGES,
only got five more months to
ABA
MANUrACTURERS, CONTRACTORS, RACING
East Division Developed originally for Yamahas GP chamget ready for Palm Springs.'
EQUIPMENT,00-1T-YOURSELFERS.
W. L. Pct. G.a.
Here's a riff. WOPOIrlUnitY. from one Of the world's largest
got this kind of startled
"He
Kentucky
43
12
.782
—
pions, the newly designed 5-port engine of
hardware suppliers, to put in a supply of the most useful
Virginia
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale a tract of
34 23 .596 10
look on his face and said, 'Oh,
harts you'll leer (Ad. We are ClOting Out a tremendous
New York
27
31
.466
hardwood
timber
17/
containing
2
1
standing, selectively marked
SUPPIY of super Nish ellsatity pants at a fraction of their
my goodness. It is that close althe 250 DS7 makes this the most exciting
Floridians
22 34 •393 2114
original cost!
an estimated 368,346 board feet. The timber is located in
Carolina
22 35 .386 27
ready?" Sanders has been his
machine seen in years. AUTOLUBE, big fade$60.00
Pittsburgh
100 lb. Mixed Assortment
21 31 .382 22
Land Between the Lakes in Lyon County, Kentucky. applaying partner in each of the
37.50
50 lb. Mixed Assortment
West Division
13
Pond
Golden
miles
of
proximately
north
21.95
free brakes and Enduro styling lets you feel
Utah
25 lb. Mixed Assortm•nt
last two Hope classics, along
32- 20 649
15.00
15 lb. Mixed A.sortment
Indiana
32 24 571 41
2
/
with Bob Hope and another ce7.50
546. MIxed Assortment
Dallas
the thrills of the race circuit. In street clothes.
ro 34 451 11'4
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management
lebrity.
Denver
24 3? 4/9 12/
2
1
ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES
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this event, 140 pros play one
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Denver 136, Memphis 124
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Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned timber
Dorado, Indian Wells and La
Utah at Pittsburgh
'
4210 vanowin St./Burbank. Calif. 01904
should contact the above office. Office hours are 7:00 a.m.
Denver vs. Virginia at Nor.
Quinta. They play with a differ- folk
to 3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid forms and
Please send
lb. assort ment.
ent three-man team each day.
Kentucky. • VS
Carokna
at
It's a better machine \l‘lipy
information may be obtained from the forester in
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Charlotte
_amathe
Then, after 72 holes,
Sales 14
which include&
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at
Land
Floridians
Between
charge,
the
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Kentucky,
Golden
Indiana
Lakes,
teurs-largely show business
Only tiames scheduled
telephone 502-924-5602.
H8t171
celebrities-are through. The
Thursday's Games
•
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_Pittsburgh_
Virginia
at
the
field of pros is cpt to 70 and
—.Richmond
survivors play The final round
816 Coldwater Rd.
Kentucky at Floridiarrs
ZIP
CITY
_••
STATE
fillMe,S_ Scheduled.
_
_
at Indian Wells. _.

NEW YORK (AP)- Los Angeles' Gail Goodrich and Jerry
West, the highest scoring pair
of guards on one team in a
single National Basketball Association season, believe that
the high-powered Lakers can
short-circuit the Milwaukee
Etaicits' bid for a second straight
-league championship.
feel this_ is the best team
in the history of the Los Angeles franchise," said Goodrich
after firing in 36 points Tuesday night and leading the Lakers to their seventh consecutive victory, a 107-102
triumph over the Knicks.
This Laker team compliments itself better than any
in the past, and I think we can
go all the way," commented
West following a 33-point, seven
assist effort against the Knicks.
The Lakers have been one of
in
the most frustrited tes
NBA history. Since moving to
Los Angeles from Minneapolis
in 1960, they have won six divisional titles, but not once have
they been able to capture the
league crown..
. ascm, Under
However7thritse
new Coach Bill Sharman, the
Lakers have been simply devastating, winning 48 of 55
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NOTICE

CHARLES E. BURTON, Agent

or Bankers Life & Casuality Underwriters
of the White Cross Program

Earthquake Damage Closeout

BOLTS, SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS, etc.
the dollar! •
Close Out ... 10(
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Mtoe's Note: Los Angeles
r superstar Wilt Chamberlain poses one of the
enigmas of professional
basketball. The all-time NBA
scoring champion is alternately demonstrative and
moody. He seems to live in a
world by himself, as reported
in this profile which gives a
bench-eye view of Chamberlain.
By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service
He is not the Jolly Green
Giant, nor the Jolly Black
Giant, for that matter.
But Wilt Chamberlain, the
man who has scored more
pointi than anyone else in the
history of the National
Basketball Association ( NBA),
is a giant whose physical
presence is overwhelming. At 7
feet, I inch, and weighing
somewhere between 275 and 300
pounds (Wilt says 275, and
people are not inclined to argue
with him), Chamberlain can
demoralize an opponent just
standing still, glaring, with
clenched teeth.
If his head almost literally is
above the clouds, it is un-'
derstandable that Wilt standsapart from many fellow
mortals, on and off the
basketball court. There is an
aloof quality about this man
who strides atop the sports
world so far as salary ($250,000_
per year) and records are
concerned.,
Chamberlain lives in his own
private world. He may permit a
glimpse of it on occasion. But
for the most part, he shuts off
the outside static, and turns off
the people he doesn't want to
bother with whether fans,
sPirlearritera hi. 71&--Wajii.
mates.These- - few - observations
hardly 1nm tip the character or-record of a man who scored 29,122 points in NBA play prior
--to this season, yet whose main -contribution this season to the
highly successful Los Angeles
Lakers has been defense,
coupled with rebounding.
But it gives a rough i
:
-the kind of fellow the boy
I
Philadelphia has turned Mitbe.
Few people really know him
• well, and that is perfectly all
right with Wilt. He sometimes
displays a mask of professional
congeniality, but that is as far
as it goes. He stands apart from
other players on his own team
when there is a lapse in the
action, and slumps on the official scorer's table when coach
Bill Sharman outlines strategy
for his men during a game.
However, Wilt does listen to
what Sharman says, seeming
to pass silent judgment.
A day in the life of Wilt
Chamberlain is not like the day
of any ordinary, substratosphere mortal.
This is especially true on a
day when the Los Angeles
'Akers play. And it is even
more so when Wilt is preoccupied with building a $1
million house in Bel Air.
Chamberlain, who scored 160
points against the New York
'Knickerbockers in a single
game in 1962, sat on a chair in
- the Laker dressing room at
t what owner Jack Kent Cooke
refers to.-with his, brand of
. humility 'Uthe "Fabulous
17,500-seat
Forum,"a
auditorium designed in what
may be described as early Las
Vegas.
Chamberlain, dressed in
I
'
a oversized slacks and a darkcolored sports shirt, had just
, completed an hour-long Sunday
morning practice. He had to
a wait for almost another hour
for the Lakers to take the court
4 against the Boston Celtics in
quest of their 31st consecutive
v -victory.
"You ask what my regular
routine is like," he said in a
deep baritone voice, with ext.., cellent diction. "I really have
not had a regular schedule
since I started building The
House."
"The House" is a milliondollar, multiple-level home
based on the Frank Uoyd

I
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I

Wright concept of architecture
in which the building is integrated with the landscape.
The home, located in the
swank Be! Air section of Los
Angeles, will have one of the
biggest and deepest swimming
pools built for any Private
home in America. It is 14 feet
deep.
"I'm up at 7-730 a.m. every
morning I am at home and go
out to oversee construction,"
said Wilt, who specified the
kind of home he wanted.

"There has been a wealth of
problems, and I've been living
in the guest wing while work on
the house is being completed."
Wilt conceded this has not
been good for sleeping,
especially with many night
games on the schedule. "But it
is not as bad as I thought it
would be," Wilt said. "I try to
stay off my feet as often as
possible and not put too much
stress on my legs."
Chamberlain, 34, who is
single, gets some extra exercise off the court each day
when he takes his two Great
Dane puppies for a walk. "I've
had Great Danes before, and I
really like them," he said.
Chamberlain has been a
major contributor to the Laker
success this season, despite the
fact his scoring average is well
below the 33.1 per game mark
he compiled over 12 prior
seasons.
But if the mammoth former
Kansas University athlete
objects to limiting his shooting
to help the Laker fast break, he
does not talk about it. You
_cannot beat success, and being
paid $250,000 a year has some
obvious compensations.
Is Sharman the principal
architect of the "new" Wilt
Chamberlain, no longer obviously petulant or selfdoubting"
Mechanically, it is doubtful.
Psychologically, there seems
no question Sharman knows
how to handle the man who can
make or break him as a coach.
Wilt is the captain, and
shaerean treats him almost
deferentially during a game.
As for a change in style of
play, Chamberlain confirms
the analysis of teammate Jerry
West that men who coached
Wilt always had considerable
to do with the way he played,
for better or worse.
"I have received a lot of
credit for the way the team has
been going, but it has been a
fantastic effort by everyone,"
he said.

Chamberlain used to be
criticized for clogging the lane
leading to the basket on offense, making a fast break
difficult.
Now,he is playing a high post
about 20 feet to the right of the
basket, setting picks and
drawing Alefotsive rebounders
away from the board, opening
the lane for West, Gail
Goodrich and Jim McMillian,
the most unsung Laker. The
second-year McMillian drives
for the basket with the daring
of an Elgin Baylor.
"I think the coach may be
reaping some of the benefits of
things our two previous
coaches, Bill Van Bredakolff
and Joe Mullaney, were
starting to do with me," Wilt
philosophized.
• The other coaches were also
interested in using Chamberlain more effectively on
defense, being willing to
maids points he might score
to develop a team offense.
Under Sharman, aided by
former Boston Celtic co-star K.
Jones,the offense he jelled
and Chamberlain has done
more than his share, starting
the fast break with a pass in the
style of Bill Rwiseil, the Boston
center who gave him more
trouble thah, any other contemporary.
"Wilt is doing everything weask of him, and he has not- difficulty,"
any
caused
Sharman volunteered.
obviously
Chamberlain,
trying to rationalize his
changed role, drew an analogy
between a basketball center
and a quarterback in football.
"A quarterback may think he is
a rollout runner, but have to
discipline himself to set in a
pocket to pass. Or it may be the
other way around. He may
never master everything."
Chamberlain. is
. But
mastering his new style of play,
if Sharman is a judge. And the
Laker record speaks for itself.

ROYALTY NAMED-Dewayne Hill and Crystal Cord were
named king and queen and the New Concord Elementary School
Intramural games held last Friday night. Crystal is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.Larry Card, Dewayne Is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard

New Concord Holds
Intramural Games
The New Concord Elementary School held its annual
Intramurals games last Friday
night.
Intramural action saw ,,the
first grade fall to the second
grade by the score of 19-5. Tony
Hendon was point man with 10
_
marks for the winners.
The fourth grade downed the
third grade in an overtime
battle 7-5.
In the last game of the night,
the sixth grade ran over their
fifth grade opponents 24-9.
David Williams led all scorers
with 16 points.
The Junior king and queen
were crowned prior to the intramural activity. Miss Crystal
Curd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Curd, was crowned
queen,and Dewayne Hill, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hill was
named king. The new royalty
were crowned by the retiring
king and queen, Clayton McCuiston and Ellen Mahan.
Monty Wilson and Melissa
Brinkley presented trophies to
the king and queen and their
attendants. Attendants were
Steve Barnett and Tamara
Osborn, fourth grade, Jeff
Wyatt and Than= Claxton,
third grade, and Keith Overcast
and Jenny Winchester, first
grade.
Dick Kinaman. who scouted
for the Los Angeles Angels in
1971, will manage their Quad
Cities team in the Midwest
League this season

Tuesday's
College
Basketball
By The Associated Press
• East
Island 76, Geo Wash. 7?
Manhattan 78, Rutgers 77
Seton Hall 89, Biscayne 84
Rhode Island 93, Holy Cross
86
Providence 69, Canisius 64
Conn. 77, New Hampshire 65
Northeastern 82, Bates 53
Brown 69, Greek Nationals 62
Assumption 115, Bradeis 87
Wesleyan 82, Trinity '61
Eastern Mich, 109. ihrttate
Springfield 97, St. Michael $
85
South
Davidson 79, Furman 75
Marshall 92, Samford 79
Fairmont 46, Wheeling 44
Fla. So. 114, Birmingham So
36
Presbyterian 63. Lander OP
Glenville 57, Morris'Harvey
56
W va. St. IP, Salem 81
Midwest
-Indiana 61, Minnesota 42

Long

Ohio

U

106, MaCMUrray 69

John's,
Dame 75
St

NY

86.

Notre

Ohio
St.
67
Wabash 103, Hanover 86
Allegheny 87, John Carroll 80
Hiram 81, Denison 70
Gus Adolphus 67, Augsburg
65
Murray St 80, Oscar Rose 70
Augustana, III., 94, Millikin 65
Earlham 96, Taylor 82
Southwest
•
Texas 80, Texas A
SMU 74, Rice 65
TCU 85, Texas tech 81
Pan American 109, Lamar 95
SW Lciuisiana 78, W. Texas
St 67
Baylor 93, Arkansas 84
Far West
Air Force 5.4, S Colo 52
Rocky Mountain 99, E Mont
94
Cent

Wash 75, Seattle Pao,
ic 73
San Diego U 89, Whittier 11
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ails To Sovie

UnitecEStates Hock

Saving her earnings as a land's Marie-Therese Nadig,
It was the best game we've
she went to Holland, who grabbed a pair in the
waitress,
played against Russia in,seven
a
lived
spartan
life and trained woman's downhill and giant
or eight years.
Dutch %Niches slalom, and Ard Schenk of The
.under
fiercely
"We'd like to win a medal,"
Netherlands, a triple winner in
for
Sepporo.
he added, "and to do that We
skating.
speed
get
"Beihgliprinter doe't
have to beat Finland. The
She covered the five kilomeOlympics,"
the
in
far
_very
you
Finns were idle today. That
to ters in 17:00.50, a slim five secmeans we couldn't afford to ex- she said. "I was determined
the longer onds ahead of Finland's Marhaust ourselves in this game." build myself up for
got jatta Kajosmaa and nearly sevdid-and
She
distances."
The Americans face Finland
en in front of bronze medalist
top.
the
reach
to
enough
far
Thursday night.
Helena Sikolova of Czechtriumlaughing,
But from the
The margin of victory ,by
by
oslovakia.
phant moment, she was
Miss Holum, who broke
Solberg, a 35-year-old policeprevious Olympic mark of brought to the verge of tears at man, was timed in 1:15.55.50 in
2:22.40, was a mere fifth of a a post-race interview.
the biathlon, a 20-kilometer
•'What does your gold. medal cross-country race in which
second over Stein Baas-Kaiser,
the world record holder from mean to soldiers in Vietnam?' each competitor, with a rifle on
The Netherlands who finished a North Korean reporter asked. his back, stops at four points to
"I don't understand," she re- fire five shots at targets 150
in 2:21.05. The bronze went to
Atje Kevlen-Deelstra, also of plied. "What does that have to meters away. East Germany's
The Netherlands, with 2:22.05. do with speed skating?"
Hansjorg Knauthe was second
"About Mr. Nixon ... " the and Lars-Goran Arwidson of
As soon as the race ended,
continued-then
Miss Holum was looking ahead, North Korean
Sweden third.
"There are two more races to Dianne's father, Edward,
In the men's compulsories,
come and I can't relax," she stepped forward. "Let's go, which count 50 per cent toward"'
Dianne," he said. And as he led the medals to be determined by
said."
"I'm an all-around skater. I his distraught daughter from Friday's free skating, the best
started out as a sprinter but all the room, Japanese press offi- the United States could do was
these years I have been trying cials escorted the shouting, the fifth place by Ken Shelley
North Korean
to build up my times over the wildly gesturing
of Downey, Calif_ who was just
_ •
longer distances. I vowed I away.
ahead of Jain Mischa PetkevTwo other sets of medals
would be a champion in the 1,ich, the flashy Harvard premed
were also handed out in
500 and even the 3,000."
student from Great Falls,
as
competition
With the 1,500 tucked neatly Wednesday's
Mont.
away, Miss Holum goes after Russia's Galina Koulacova bemulthe
third
came
Games'
2-0
was
it
period
After one
not only Saturday's gold in the
and, by the end of the second, 3,000 meters, but after the 1,- tiple-gold winner by taking the
womarea,Jive-kilometer crosswas 5.& The epitome of futil- 000-tekter-titktiAtifeselfee.
By TOM SALADINO
ity came on the fifth goal when
She said she planned her race country and Magnar Solberg of
Associated Press Sports Writer defenseman Frank Sanders of very carefully and could re- Norway repeated his 1968 victoCATTLE
NEW YORK (AP( - "They St. Paul, Minn., intercepted a member every second of it-not ry in the grueling individual
AND
were two of the greatest play- Russian pass, only to see it unlike the life she has led to biathlon.
-LIVESTOCK
In the day's other major acers I have ever played with," ricochet off his stick, past reach this crowning moment.
BUYERS
Roy Campanella said of catch- startled goalie Mike Curran
At three, she was already tion, Ondrej Nepela Of CzechWe want men in this area.
er Josh Gibson and first base-' and into the U.S-. net.
taking figure skating lessons. oslovakia took the lead in
Train to buy cattle, sheep
man Walter "Buck" Leonard,
Sanders made up for that But it was seven years later,, men's figure skating with perand hogs.
the two lastest inductees into with a goal into the Soviet net when her family moved
__ fect scores in the compulsories
We will train Qualified men
Baseball's Hall of Fame.
on a pass from Tim Sheehy Northbrook, a Chicago suburb,. and Erik Haaker of Norway
with some livestock open"I'm very proud," said early in the third period but the that her course was set.
was the surprise leader after
For local interview,
.
Campy, the former Brooklyn Russian machine rolled on, conwrite today with your backShe was within reach of a the first of two runs in the
ground. Include, your full
Dodger catcher and himself a necting twice more before Ron speed skating rink-and put it men's giant slalom Alpine skiWares, and plainie 'number.
Hall of Famer, "mainly be- Naslund tallied with four min- to good use. By 16 she was a ing.
picked
who
cause they never anticipated utes remaining.
Koulacova,
Miss
CATTLE BUYERS, INC.
medalist, taking the silver in
getting into the Hall of Fame.
4420 Madison
"It was a very tough game," the 500 meters and the bronze up her first gold in the 10-kiKansas City, Mo. 64111
These two fellows rightly de- Williamson said. "Our boys, in the 1,000 at Grenoble. But lometer cross country, joined
serve the,honor.:,,
the elite _company otAwitseehowever, played courageously., she still wasn't satisfied.
Gibson, who died at the age
of 35 in 1947, was a unanimous
selection Tuesday of a nineman committee which screened
stars of the Negro Leagues who
were banned from playing in
the majors during the height of
their career. Leonard received
seven votes-the minimum required for election.
Two other players drew a
When you buy a Datsun 1200 Sedan,
vote apiece-John Henry "Pop"
you get a lot more than a stripped down
Floyd, a shortstop-first basestarting point for an option list.
man and Willie Foster, a left
.Y0 geta complete car, dressed with
.handed pitcher.
In the initial election by the
all the trimmings. Datsun doesn't believe
special committee last year
in that old game of charging extra for all
the immortal Satchel Palo.
the things that make a car fun to drive and
was enshrined.
nice to own.
Gibson and Leonard will be
There's oIipniiitway lo buya Datsun.
formally inducted-Aug. 7 into
the Hall at Cooperstown, N.Y.,
Complete.And at a price that makes the
along with Sandy- Knufar, Yogi
Datsun 1200 the best value for your dollar.
Berra, Early Wynn, Lefty GoDrive a Datsun...then decide.
mez, Ross Youngs and Will
Harridge, elected earlier this
year.
4-speed
Power flow
Gibson and Leonard, in their
synchronized
fully
Vinyl
heyday in the 1930s and 40s
ventilation.
shift.
stick
bucket seats.
were the heart of the batting
order of the Homestead Grays
and were then known as the
Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig of
Five-main-bearing engine.
- gas caPthe Negro Leagues.
0-60 in under 15 seconds,
They were both tremendous
around 30 miles/gallon.
players," said Campanella,
confined to a wheelchair for the
as
past 14 years since an auto accident. "Gibson was a great
•
catcher and tremendous hitter.
And, he never struck out. He
was extraordinary. I can't
tliink of anyone in the majors
to compare with him. He was
better than any them."
And the unofficial statistics
back up Campy's claim-statisFull deluxe
tics of the Negro Leagues are
strather flimsy-Gibson is creditwheel covers.
ed with 623 homers in his caface
reer with as many as 84 in one
Whitewall tires.
bumper guards
season.
Leonard, although less publi(front and rear).
cized than Gibson and Paige,
Front disc brakes.
was only a whisp behind in
turning circle.
By JACK STEVENSON.
Associated Press Sports Wake
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) "An Olympic gold medal is a
life's ambition come true,"
beamed Dianne Holum, bringing the United States its first in
the 11th Winter Games Wednesday with a speed-skating
triumph that crowned a decade
of dreaming and dedication.
But another Great American
Dream of a gold dissolved as
the U.S. hockey team, a brash
band of upstarts who had
blitzed their way into medal
contention, crumbled in a nightmarish 7-2 loss to the Soviet
Union.
Miss Holum, a chunky, 20year-old whiz from Northbrook,
whipped around the 1,500meter run in the Makomanai
Outdoor Rink in an Olympic
record-breaking 2 minutes,
20.85 seconds.
Even as she swayed toward
the finish line, her arms swinging rhythmically, she wore a
smile that showed, her sense of
victory.

Two Added To
Hall Of Fame

Moments later, seemingly
laughing and crying at the
thwile. tittle, she clasped her
hands above ,her woolly blue
cap and skated ecstatically into
a shouting, cheering throng of
American teammates and
coaches.
And those teammates, including Anne Henning, have a
chance to double the U.S. gold
standard of the past two Olympics-one apiece in the 1964
Games at Innsbruck and 1968
at Grenoble. Miss Henning, also
from Northbrook, is favored in
the 500 and 1,000 meters.
The American hockey team,
on the other hand, was anything but favored to win a medal at all, much less repeat its
astounding gold medal conquest
of 1960 at Squaw Valley.
But after an opening-game
loss, the Yanks mangled second-ranked Czechoslovakia 5-1
and visions of an even greater
upset were born.
Then the top-rated, defending
champion Russians went to
work today, shredding any
semblance of an American attack and swarming around the
U.S. territory almost at will.

NO STRIP TEASE.

"He was a left-handed hitter,
like Josh," Campanella explained. "A tremendous first
baseman, just like Gil Hodges.
A tremendous home run -hitter
and tremendous haler ft lid
everything you could ask f ,1
ball player."
Leonard, now 65, and out of
active playing since 1955 is the
vice president of the Rocky
Mount, N.C., club in the Class
A Carolina League.

-Allthese no-cost extras make the
Dabiut1200a great value for

$1976"
• DATSUN

Jorge Gleser. a senior from
Buenos Aires. is a heavyweight
wrestler on Columbia Univerci
's varsity team
Jerry Seckler. a 1961 Penn
State graduate, is in his fourth
season as Columbia University
wrestling coach
Billy
Haughton is president of the
Standardbred Owners Association
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ew grogRaids
drug-a cts
By PENNY LERNOUX
Copley News Service

Jaime says.
"What NA does do is give the
individual an opportunity to
hear about other people's bad
trips and allow him to decide
whether he wants to end his addiction.
"If he does, he has the support of a lot of other people who
have been through the same
terrible experience.'
NA has no official directors
and members call each other
-brother" and "teacher" because, as Jaime says, "we all
have something to learn from
each other." .
Because NA is totally anonymous, there are no records of
names, ages or cures. People
attend the organization's evening sessions as the mood
prompts them. Some attend
one meeting, then do not return
till a month later. Others never
return. Nevertheless, Cepeda
estimates 90 per cent success
for those who attend more than
ence.,
Fully 70 per cent of NA's addicts are high school and-university students. "I don't think
I've talked to anyone in months
who hasn't smoked Marijuana," Jaime says.
Seven out of 10 Colombian
teen-agers smoke marijuana.
And all the NA "graduates"
agree that "marijuana is the
principal door to hard drugs."
In addition to its anonymity,
a has been successful because
It plays on the same drives that
encourage youth to try drugs En
the first place.
"I started smoking marijuana a couple years ago because it was the fashionable
thing to do in my crowd," says
.Soon he was taking sixday trips on a combination of
hallucinatory mushrooms,
marijuana and pep pills.
But later friends from that
same group convinced me to
try rehabilitation at NA. I
guess there was something of a
follow-the-sheep attitude in•
both circumstances."

BOGOTA - Moises has long,
curly hair, a shy smile and an
earnest manner. At 18, he is a
member of me of the world's
toughest brotherhoods, that of
the ex-drug addict.
His 16-year-old "tempadee"
Jaime, whom he helped rehabilitate, has been off halluciTom Bell
natory mushrooms and marijuana for over four months.
The two young men are
members of a burgeoning society called Narcotics Anonymous (NA), a 2-year-old organization that has given chilLOUISVILLE,-A nationally- dren and parents new hope in
known football and basketball Colombia. Patterned after Alofficial and Lexington attorney coholics Anonymous, NA has
has been named chairman of been highly successful,in comthe 1972 Easter Seal campaign batting the drug cintare in
Bogota, which like many Latin
in Kentucky.
He is Thomas "Tom" Bell, American cities has a mari
who wears the familiar NFL juana-id cult.
A former morphine addict,
No. 7 when serving as a referee
for the National Football Moises will hold an NA-sponMay
League. His appointment was awed "birthday Party"
annotRiteii11111-1r"jaceietrate the first Year bia
rehabilitation. Like Jaime, he
Louisville,
MeGaire, Jr.,
'says the only reason he joined
president of the Kentucky;
the NA was because other
Easter Seal Society for Crippled former addicts urged him to do
Children and Adults, which so.
conducts the annual spring
"Drug users aren't going to
appeal.
pay any attention to someone
The campaign will begin
who has never been addicted,"
February 28 and continue Moises says. "They figure thethrough April 2, Easter Sunday. guy who never took a trip
As chairman, Bell will lead doesn't know what he's talking more than 10,000 volunteers about."
-_.
throughput -Kentucky in con- ducting the statewide Easter - NA's coordinator, police
Seal fund drive. Contribution to spector Jose Cepeda, Who saYtithe campaign will be used to psychiatric treatment rarely
helps the addict. "Parents who
finance the Society's program
of therapies, rehabilitation take their children to a payservices, hearing and speeth_-.chiatrist in the belief that thia
services, recreation and will help them kick the habit
camping for crippled children are naive," Cepeda says.
"Medicine can help ease the
and adults. _ _
pain of rehabilitation,
Now in its 49th year, the physical
but the thing that really matsociety owns and operates
ters is the individual's own deEaster Seal facilities in
cision to stop taking drugs."
Lexington, Louisville, Paducah,
"Nobody makes,promises at
Covington, Carrollton, NA, and nobody gives advice,"
Morehead, Ashland, and
Owensboro.
Bell,a Lexington civic leader,
is also a referee in football and
basketball in the Southeastern
Conference, NCAA basketball
finals, and in Big Ten basketball
and in numerous bowl games.
A trustee of the Univeraity of
Kentucky, he also received B.S.
and Li.B degrees from U of K.
By Nevyle Shackelford - new lawns, especially on
He is a member of the Rotary
UK College of Agriculture slanting areas,should wait until
_Club and past president of the_ LEXINGTON. KY.- early APrax
Greater Lexington Area February is that slow period of
February usually has some
--Chamber of Commerce:- --the year when time seems4o get warm days when it is pleasant
stuck on the "backbone of to be outside. When these occur,
A member of the Fayette
winter". The winds are cold, the Apps recommends that the
County, Kentucky State and
days creep by, and although ornamentals around the house
American Bar Associations, he
spring is really quite near, it be examined. If, after being in
is a member of the Phi Alpha
seems, oh, so very far away. the ground for two seasons,
Delta law fraternity. A Mason
There are, however, many these shrubs do not show
and Shriner, he is also an inthings an impatient gardener satisfactory growth, they may
ternational speaker.
can do to pass off the time,
fertilizer such
A Captain f Ret.) in the U.S. profirirst, he can ittiO need fertilizer. A
as 15-10-5, 15-6-3, 10-6-4, or 4-134
air Force, he was all-state in
his applied at the rate of from 2to 4
otit
seed catalogs, make—
football at Henry Clay High
order, get ahead of the spring pounds per 100 square feet
- School in Lexington. At U of K
rush, and, as some seed com- should give good results. Work
he was on the track and football
panies give a discount for early this fertilizer into the surface
_teams.
ordering, save some money. inch of soil with a hoe.
Darrel Apps, Extension
These are just a few things a
specialist in Home Or- gardner can do in February to
namentals, University of seed up 'the passage of time
College
of and make life easier come
Kentucky
Agriculture, also has some March which is usually one of
other practical suggestions for the busiest months of the year.
the gardener and home owner.
February, he says, is a good
The Begley Drug ,Company, time to build some planter
Richmond, Kentucky has
boxes for the patio. If this is
reported net income of $144,098, done, he advises that the wood
or 22 cents per common share, be coated with a wood
for the nine months ended
preservative such as copper
napthenate. Never use penDecember 31, 1971. The .company had shown a loss for the
tacholoraphenal or creosotefirst six months of its fiscal year
these preservatives may kill the
of $104,453,- -or IL-cents per
plant.
LOULSVitLE.---The- amount
This month, according to of Kentucky taxpayers can
common .share. The loss
resulted from a one-time ex- Apps, -is also a good time to deduct for sales tax on Federal
traordinary charge of 1149,189 make stem cuttings of Coleus, tax returns appears in tables
Vine, printed in the 1040 tax infrom the sale of the company's Geraniums, Vinca
Iresine, St. Joseph's Coat, and structions
Mississippi drug division.
,
other plants for growing outDistrict
Robert J. Dath,
In its six months report, the doors. A rooting chamber for
company's president, Robert B. this job can be made from an 8- Director of Internal Revenue
Begley, said he anticipated inch clay pot filled with for Kentucky, said the tables
"that by March, the end of our moistened perlite and covered show the sales tax deduction by
fiscal year, our continuing 32 with a large plastic bag. One of family size and income.
The table is based on condrug and 57 dry cleaning the commercial rooting horsumer spending patterns and
operations will overcome the
mones will increase the per- shows the average sales tax
loss now reflected and will centage of rooted cuttings.
paid by Kentucky residents, he
result in a profit for the year."
Late February is a good time said.
The nine months report shows to plant deciduous trees,
The sales tax on automobiles,
the company has exceeded its shrubs, and needle evergreens. boats, trailers, and airplanes is
transtarting
out
to
Before
goal by thfee months. It has
not included in the- table.
overcome the loss and ad- splant these trees, Dr. Apps Taxpayers who bought these
ditionally shown earnings of 22 suggests that the tree planter items in 1971 may add deduccents per common share for the secure and study "Planting tible sales taxes paid on them to
Ornamental Trees", Leaflet the amount shown in the table.
nine months.
343, at the local county ExThe table is furnished as a
operating
Sales and
revenues tension agent's office.
guide for the convenience of
for the nine month period,
Rare spots on an established taxpayers who do not keep
ended December 31, were
lawn
can be reseeded in. detailed records of payments.
$12,587,998, an increase of
February when late spring Taxpayers who prefer to deduct
$436,920 as compared with the
frosts will work the seed into the the actual mount of state sales
same 'period of the prier year,
ground. Ken-Blue Bluegrass is taxes paid during the year
excluding sales of discontinued
recommended
for
this _should have records as proof of
operations for both periods,
eeseeding. The job of reseeding payment.. Dath said. _

Tom Bell Named
As'72 Chairman
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Techniques-Aid YoungStAtientin Learning

New
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-Increasing your learning power,
according to Laia Hanau, is as
easy as pie.
- assistailt professor of
study techniques at the University of Kentucky, Mrs. Hanau
has proved her point nearly 1,000 times since she devised a
study technique that is astonishingly simple.
It all began about 10 years
ago when Mrs. Hanau, wife of
a physics professor at the university, was about to begin
practice teaching_ at a high
school.
"It occurred to me that these
kids had measles of the brain.
They were just sitting there
while a lot of facts were running around the room and they
weren't absorbing them," she
recalls. "I told my husband that night
that it wasn't the kids' fault or
the teachers' fault; it was just
that they didn't know how to
absorb the things that were
being told them or that they
were reading.
"My husband isn't very emotional-physics professors never are- so he told me not to
get upset. He said I should do

Impatient Gardeners
Prepare In February

Begley Drugs
Reports Gain

Sales Tax
Deductions
Are Listed

something about it-and I did.
',About two in the morning, I
just woke up and I had it," she
said.
What she had was the first
step in her technique, which
she has copyrighted under the
title, Statement-Pie. It makes it
simple to categorize everything
you read w hear in the classroom.
Every lesson, Mrs. Hanau
said, can be divided into statements, that the teachers or
book makes, and Pie-or proof,
information and examples
about the statement.
Using this division, a student
can arrange his notes to show
the separate categories. And
since only a certain amount of
•'Pie" is needed for each
statement, he can eliminate
considerable note-taking.
"It also helps students to
know what they are lacking in
a particular lecture or study
assignment," Mrs. Hamm said.
"For example, a student
might end a class, look over his
notes and see that he has plenty of Pieon a particular subject, but no statement. He
didn't recognize the point the
professor was trying to make,"

she said.
When the technique is mastered, step two in Mrs. Hanau's
course involves spotting key
words and definitions that-are
used by individual teachers.
She calls these Go-Betweens.
Step three, involving the other two, is called over-all organization of content, or 0A0,
which Mrs. Hanau describes as
a process to Statement-Pie the
Go-Etetweens.
This method, she said, pinpoints immediately for the student want he knows, what he
does not know and what is
"fuzzy" to him.
To learn all of this, Mrs.
Hanau has made up her own
set of text books which one
reads, starting at what normally would be the back, and
works toward the front.
The books are 'a series of
clear plastic overlays that give
the student just one thought at
a time and are laced with Mrs.
Hanau's own brand of humor
and cute drawings.
She said the books are read
backwards because most people
are right eyed and it is easier
to read the overlays that way.
Each book starts with a note

that tells the reader to relax,
not to take notes and not to try
to memorize anyting inside.
That's part of Mrs: Hanau's
philosophy.
"Learning in the classroom is
a game, nothing but a game,
and it might to be fun, she said
with a wink.
The course in her techniques
is voluntary at the university
medical school here. She also
at the
has introduced it
Universities of Michigan and
Maryland.
"We can teach the course to
professional students in 8-10 individual conference hours, to
undergraduate students in
classes of about 20 in one semester and to high school students in one year at the rate of
about three hours per week,"
she said.
Up to now, her techniques
have been limited mostly to
professional level. Since She is
one of very few who know how
to teach them.
-"And every time I go off
somewhere to teach the course,
it is four months away from
home," she said with a frown.
But neat summer a course
will be conducted at the Uni-

versity of Michigan to train
personnel to teach Mrs.
Hanau's techniques. So far
about 1,000 have learned them;
it can multiply rapidity:—
"Wouldn't it be wonderful
some day if we could teach
them to children in the fourth
grade? Just think of the knowledge they could acquire during
the rest of their education," she
said.

Teacher cleared
of 'witch' charge
Mrs. Anna Stewart, a school
teacher at Tucson, Ariz., who
was suspended for teaching her
pupils witchcraft, was reinstated recently on the orders of
a judge.
"I told my kids I had all the
physical characteristics of a
witch, and they chose to believe
I was one. It was more fun for
them that way," said Mrs.
Stewart.

Tra
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Every Day Low,---Low Prices .PhisSS II_ _Oreen Stamps!
_

YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

URI STAMPSALDAY-TIES. AND WED.
OpenTill Midnight 7 Days A Week
We Redeem U. S. Govt. Food Stamps
— We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities —

.outhside Shopping Center

CHEESE CHERRIES

Miss Liberty
Sliced
Rindless
tray Pack

Hart's
R.S.P.

Armour's

Chef's
Delight
2-1b. box

303 can

(with coupon)

12-oz. can

-.

LIGHT
Dutchman
a kidney
6,000 miles
.1:1 States to
y Hospital, in

Pride of III.
Frozen
Adams

Miss Liberty.

CHUCK
Morrell's
Frontier Sliced

U.S. Prime

.1.124t 1
(with coupon)

Tray Pack
z.

In Our Meat Dept. We Offer
You Only U.S. Prime Beef!!

BOLOGNA By The Piece
LINER Sliced

EGGS

PORK-BRAINS Fresh Frozen

lib.cup

ALL BEEF

ic
Ue

9

HAMBURGER
SHORT RIBS BEEF
MORRELL
BOLOGNA ALL-BEEF
CATFISH FRESH FROZEN
GROUND BEEF LEAN
FRANKS ELM HILL 12.0z.
-Smeked
HAMS Butt 69
LIVERS CHICKEN

—59fb
49sib TURKEY PARTS39e
294
99`b N•cks 394
29'b. Wings 294
99%
69%JOMATO.ES
5 ""lm
25(
BREAD
55t
59st. CORN
j
5g COFFEE_
39t
794 lb.
lb.

Breast
Thighs

Legs

lb

Backs

lb.

ue

it

Por.

State Fair

cans

Liberty

pound

Teenie Weenie

cans

Folger's

1-1b. can

CRACKERS

4

* —LIBERIY—COUPII

with this coupon and 15.00 or more
-----grecery-purohase tobb. and .dairy
Prod. exc.
Void -After Feb. 15,1972

Flavor-Kist

1 -lb. box

VS

39t

BLACK PEPPER Franks
DOG FOOD Trail Blazer
TOWELS

*

S&H Green Stamps 100

loaf

303 $1 00

8-oz. pkg.

With This Coupon
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
One Coupon Per Family
Void After Feb. 15,1972

GINaideed A

GRAPEFRUITF'°rida
4 29
RADISHES Cello
10t
RUTABAGAS
21bs.15
APPLIS
10ORANGES nwidaFull of Juice 5-lb. bag69
POTATOES Sweet
for

K raft's

Fresh.

BISCUITS Puffin
-lb.
SHORTENING nht" 3can

lb

pkg.

itive

491 VELVEETA

Craddock's

SAUSAGE

Liberty

Shop Our Produce Dept. for
One of the Largest Varieties
of Fresh Vegetables in TOwn

Scotts
* LIBERTY COUPON *

100 S&H Green
Stamps

1/22I
'

coupon arid
lbs
Ground

with this

the purchase of

3

Beef Patties
79( lb

Void After Feb. 15,19720/at.' t

Lk:mid
Giant Size
JOY Reg. 61' Now
TIDE
48
LUX Reg. 87t Now 67:
RIVE
'
SWAN Reg. 87' Now 72t
ALL Reg. 87' Now 77t SURF
AJAX Reg, 93' Now 713` BREEZE

Only 79
Only 72`.
Only
Only

87

Morton

CREAM Pin
Reelfoot
LARD
Breast 0 Chicken
can
TUNA
Milk Maid
FLOUR
Kraft's
WHIPPED TOPPING €1/2 0z
Asst Flavors

Crisp

We Also Have . . . ASPARAGUS - BROCCOLI - ENDIVE
- WATERMELON - AVOCADOES - PARSNIPS - RHUBARB - GREEN BEANS - CELERY CABBAGE - C/FLOWER - BOILING ONIONS ROMAINE
---sgyoy CABBAGE

FRENCH FRIES Delight 21bag
'. 29
WHOLE -KER. CORNTenn5 10-0z,
CUT GREEN BEANSTenn440sol
/
12 gal.
ICE CREAM Liberty
* LIBERTY COUPON *

4-lb ctn.

16-oz
jar

61
/
2-oz.

—

LIBE—RTf C14011

59r,
COFFEE

bag
MAXWELL HOUSE
with this coupon . (COUPON WORTH 10') ;
111
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NO-OTHER-AIRCHASLXECISSARX-One Coupon Per Family

,
Void After Feb 15,1972WIJA.VaNk

With This Coupon
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
One Coupon Per Family

* LIBERTY COUPON * 6ir

S&H Green
Stamps
with this coupon and the purchase
of one pound of LIBERTY BON
-----t;-1--V.TliFia-iirvick

69'

Void After Feb. 15.1972%.M.Ago
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Olivia is a mixture
humor
of-

that I be divorced a year from separated, I'll continue to live now. Otherwise she'll think I'm
there. You see, I have commit- sloppy."
ments there, too.
Her pre-Hollywood backonly house I've ever ground was conventional, even
HOLLYWOOD - If Olivia de
Havilland were as ugly as owned is in France, and that prim, yet Olivia enjoyed moviemeans a great deal to me. A making from her first moment
homemade sin, she'd still be
woman makes a commitment in a studio.
hard to resist. For her appeal
to her home, and once I'm com"Yes," she admitted, "the
springs from more than her
to
it's
for
mitted
hard
anything,
scenes made me nervous,
beauty.
love
Valentine
,
dark-eyes
at
It's a compound of warmth, me to become uncotnmitted. but I couldn't wait to get
"My house is my nest.
them. I loved those love scenes,
humor and honesty, qualities
"Then,too, France is an easy especially kissing Errol Flynn.
not visible to the eye which
to bring up children.
place
diminish.
can't
time
-Sometimes I'd deliberately
"The country is about 40
Seated in the Polo Lounge of
a scene so that I could kiss
spoil
the Beverly Hills Hotel, Miss de years behind this one in many him again.
so
of
the
ways,
lives
children
Havilland said that She had re-We made nine pictures toturned to California from there are extremely ordered. gether, and, toward the end, he
"The French make enormous
Dan Rowan and Dick Martin exam France her home since 1955
was quite unkind to me. How?
A DUPLICATE SET— Television comedians
l
of
their
demands
intellectua
the Southern California Movieland
at
s
to assess memories.
He'd steal my scenes. I still
his their wax counterparts during the unveiling ceremonie
and the one with the mustache is Rowan.
tuxedos
wearing
"I wanted to do some re- children, and the children can't understand it, because I
are
figure*
Wax
Wax blugatsra, TIN
search," she explained,"to see thrive."
know he was fond of me."
mouth
22a
are
children
Olivia's
HELPING OUT—Tot places paper Into
accuwas
whether my memory
Litter bins in town
Goodof huge ''frog" in Brentwood, England.
rate. I wanted to visit the little year-old son, Benjamin
them
ixteatits
readily
can
children
are in animal forms so
town in which I grew up and see rich, who's doing graduate.
at the
again people and places I work in math and physics
15and
Paris,
of
University
time."
long
a
hadn't seen for
by
Work wasn't on her agenda year-old Gisele, daughter
—
when she returned to Holly- her marriage to Galante:
"Benjamin has lived-in-certainly not work in a
Motion picture for television. France since he was four," his
domestic work force in
back of those buses down can
For Olivia had a strong mother said, "and by the time
community
ican
can-Amer
no longer wanted to
California
By VERNON E. BROWN
rest room
prejudice against such produc- he'd been there six,weeks he
realized that it must create the South, and whenever
and harvest
tomatoes
the
pick
Copley News Service
living accommospoke French. However, he's
tions.
impetus necessary for social facilities and
the fruit, the braceros from
and
the
country
t
you
Throughou
American
available,
weren't
his
of
scarcely
dations
had
aware
quite
However, she
• • - Yard of Glasgow Cathedral, unpacked in her West Coast heritage and is very proud of it. especially on the West CPA' change within its own com- didn't have to go to the ones Mexico were called upon..
By GORDON IRVING
munity. It is no longer enough
a
Those of you who have worked
many
witnessed
have
must
Service
Copley News
hotel room before her old friend One of his paternal ancestors there is more and more evi- to speak their native tongue, it that were "specially rewith a Chicano know that he or
cona
as
ces
indifferen
grave
al
GLASGOW, Scotland - A-- gloomy procession
dence
to
Texas.
of
her
founder
tempting
served."
a
was
was
Frye
Bill
she always gives a good day's
the
Chito
blacks
Benthe
a
no
longer
has
from
house that was built 500 years demned person walked to his come before his cameras in an
they
can
that
think
I
Mexican-Ameri
necessary
is
The
tually
-Even
work.
ago is proving a mecca for death on the gallows.
ABC ',Movie of the Weekend," jamin will get his doctorate, canos, and from the Chicanos be passive people, and that very sincere and real stake in
Unfortunately, the blacks got
house
the
century
last
Early
tourists.
thousands of
perhaps from an American uM- to the blacks. There seems to they teach their young that our-country. For those of you
Scream."
"The
off the bus too soon, and the
relates
as
it
fight
are
that
constant
a
Known as Provand's Lord- changed hands again, and bebe
a
place
great
degrees
a
isn't
forgotten,
makhave
in
that
American
America
interested
versity.
wasn't
"I
black tragedy is that we won't
to the various public assistance hands out gifts for being a mi- amount of land that Americans
ship, it is. the oldest house in came an inn.
ing a motion picture for televi- highly respected in France.
on for another ride. We
get
In 1906 a number of leading
agencies
other
and
time
writthe
same
programs,
this vast industrial city. Mary,
in
the
from
at
nority - and
have today was taken
"Gisele is interested
sion for several •reasons,"
no right to be envious or
have
history
its
g
montragic
recognizin
the
with
the
citizens,
Queen of Scots,
America is a place that offers Mexican brothers. The MexiOlivia said as shesFpfed coffee. ing and design, but the best that deal primarily
jealous of the Chicano; whatarch of history, once slept in it. and value, rescued the house
In the first place, toy for thing I could wish for her would welfare of the minority com- rewards for industrious people can people have been honest; ever he has, he has earned. And
The house is attracting more for posterity. There was a
munities.
who are willing to pay the sincere and law-abiding Amerwork in television can't corn- be a happy marriage."
hope one day, the
The government is caught in• price.
interest than all the modern steady stream of gifts of anican citizens, and they have , I would
Olivia's own marriage is
pare with that for work in
be willing to lend a
will
blacks
and
buildtapestries
apartment
furniture,
peculiar
tique
r
skyscrape
The blacks, -as- the-- other einly offered to divide their c
cinema. The time allowed for over, she said, though she and the middle of a very
helping hand to his brown
ings now going up in this fast- pictures.
preparation isn't comparable Galante aren't yet divorced. vise. On the one hand, there are hand, are saying to the Chi- lure with America.
Collected at various times, either.
changing city.
the blacks who have demon- canos that you didn't ride in the
I recall that when the Arneri-.L brother.
"We'll be divorced within a
died
andheven
picketed
"Next to Glasgow Cathedral, the furnishings in the house
strated,
I
"In addition, a picture
year," she said. "There was a
which dates to 1197, this old represent different aspects of
made in England-a very good time when divorce wouldn't for social change. And on the
pein
different
old Scottish life at
house is the oldest building
other hand, the Chicano in his
picture, I think - will be resuitable because of
y
the city," -a Glasgow historian riods. In the main, however, leased in the spring, and I'd have been
my rapidly growing communit
was
It
age.
daughter's
our
told me."We are very proud of they give a fairly general im- hate to be on television competwants as much for his family
this.
me
told
son who
pression of a domestic interior
it."
and children as the blacks.
ing with myself.
'Realizing that a divorce
When it was built five cen- of about the year 1700.
As an example, the MexicanBut most of all, I've been was a possibility, Benjamin
The rooms contain a number
turies ago, Glasgow had only a
opposed to movies for televi- asked me,'Do you think Gisele American community comfew thousand inhabitants, and of very fine 16th Century
prises the largest single mision, because I'm so devoted to is ready for this?'
the life of the city was bound up stained-glass windows. There
nority in California, and yet the
the cinema that I wouldn't want
wasn't.
she
"And at that time
with its cathedral. Provand's are also_early Flemish tapesto do anything that would keep But it will be important to her Chicano has a much more diffiLordship, as the house became tries, some early Scottish oak
cult struggle than the black in
people out of theaters.
known, was one of the cathe- -eabinets,a number of refectory
.Ltrying to better his way of life.
"However, I liked the script
The Chicano feels that the
dral bowies,reserved far use of tables, and a set of ten William
Bill showed me, and I know
and Mary walnut high-back
blacks have gotten too much,
the clergy.
that everything he does is done
It was built in 1471 by Bishop chairs.
and are moving too rapidly. He
with taste. So I accepted his
February 7, 1972
The items that intrigue tour- offer.
Andrew Muirhead. His arfeels that as long as the blacks
are there, they are taking from
morial bearings, three acorns ists most are the Scottish
I'm going ADULTS 108
though,
Now,
what might be his. The black
•in a bend, are still faintly visi- carved and dated oak arm- back to Paris, because that's NURSERY 9
feels that the Chicano hasn't
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
ble on the lowest stone of the chairs, about twenty in all, my home."
many with armorial bearings.
truly paid the price for national
DISMLSSALS
' south gable.
Olivia became a Parisian
There are also a number of housewife approximately 17
The!louse was part of a large
Vernon Clayton Moody, Rt. 1, acceptance; he also feels durhospital founded-by the bishop valuable historical portraits, years ago when-We niarried Murray, Mrs. Moella Fitts, 813 ing the time when black Amer•'for the support of twelve aged including a charming one of Pierre Galante, an exectdise of N. 20th St., Murray, Mrs. Doris_ ican were earning ihs tight
they
----Mary, Queen of Scots, as a
poor men."
Paris Match. Her two children, Dale Gibson, Rt. 5, Murray, -through whatever means
Today, in the Townhead dis- young girl.
by her first Boyd Bizzell, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. knew how, the Chicano was
sbn
a
including
Glasgow, a ,city of bustling
his siesta.
trict of Glasgow where this 500marriage to American Marcus Essie M. Blalock, 725 Nash Dr., deeply involved in
Only recently has the Mexiyear-old house stands, the leg- change and fast-changing in- Goodrich, speak French more Murray, Mrs. Ruby Covington
end strongly persists that two dustries, is better known, naturally than English. But Hargis, 1205 Poplar St.,
Scottish sovereigns, King worldwide,for its whisky distil- she, despite her long-time resiMurray, James Sanford McJames the Fourth and Mary, leries„and its football teams. dence abroad,remains intenseMore than 100 snowy owls
Clure, 209 Irvan Ave., Murray,
Queen of Scots, both lived in Now its quaint old house beside ly Alaartfail.--were seen in Wisconsin 10 years
Tenn,
t
-Dover,
t
n
•
•
KnigKiff
g
Its
celebratin
cathedral,
various
the
at
ProvandTtOrththip
ago
Born of British parents,
500th anniversary, is bringing
•
•
times.
American
an
became
Olivia
The snowy owl lives in the
Queen Mary is said to have it some well-deserved his- through naturalization when
1RISTAR TRIVIA 19
barren tundras of the Amerilived in the house during a visit torical distinction as tourists she was 21, and, for that reacan, Asiatic and European Arcand visitors from many parts of
to the city in 1566.
Painters spray each L-1011
son, she feels a rare attachtic.
She accepted the hospitality the world seek it out on their
an
with
jetliner
TriStar
ment to this country.
of its owner, William Baillie, a tours of Scotland.
-I live in France," she said, average of four coats of paint,
Shanghai was the first Chicanon of the church.
''but I'm pure American. My enough to cover 100 standard- nese city to have telephones.
In the middle of the 17th CenThey Were installed in 1881
commitment is bigger than it size American cars.
GLORIOUS BEER
tury, the house was occupied by
have been had I been
might
a City tailor, William Brysone.
About 1,800 breweries in born here. It took me two years
He added an extension to its Germany produce 6,000 kinds to become an American citizen.
west side, complete with his of beer. Their total production Being one meant so much to
initials and the date 1670
exceeds 800 million liters a me.
In later years, the house suf- year.
"The Constitution - the Bill
of Rights- the men who wrote
fered a continuing decline, and
them, with their largeness of
was somewhat debased in tone
LEMONS TO JAPAN
—
thought - their spirit by the addition of a small leanIn 1964, Japan imported
"I could never be anything
to extension which housed the
WASHINGTON (A NI)—Febreary has been designated
Thursday-Friday-Saturday-Sunday
250,000 cartons of U. S. lemons. except an American.
city executioner.
Armed Forces Registration Month.
"I moved to France because
Residents in the old house, By 1971, three million cartons
February 10-11-12-13
Because each state and territory has different registralooking out from its windows were marketed in Japan by I'd married a Frenchman. And,
Army
filing,
personnel
legally
now
alone.
are
for
we
old
dotes
Bishop's
Sunkist
tion requirements and due
though
and across to the
By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service

YOU-CAN-MAKE-4—T—

. _Old house drawsmany in Glasgow

Clip this coupon

Use Your Bank
Credit Cards —

Hospital Report

01

Nabs

Bring This Ad

The Fabulous Fakes

Most States Set
Primary Elections

should find out voting requirements of their home state or
territory from post voting-assistance officers.
Dates of state and territory primaries are as follows:
Alabama....May 2
Alaska....Aug. 22
Arizona... Sept. 12
Arkannas....June 27
California....June
CoIoredo....Sept. 12
Conn
Undetermined
Dela ware....No Absentees
D.0 May 2
Florida....Sept. 12
Georgia....Aug, 8
Guam....Sept. 2
Ilawaii....Oct. 7
Idaho....Aug. 8
Illinois....Mar, 21
Indiarut....May 2
lowa June 6
Kansas...Aug, 1
Kentucky....May 23
Louisiana....Aug.
Maine....June 19
Maryland May 16
Massachusetts Set. 19'
Michigan...Aug.8
. MinnetQUI.-4,14,12
•
Mississippi....June 6

MEN,TAL A P4 D

c A L --American Oass-baritone Simon

Estes gets the part in
his voice as he studios the seen.' I "Judas Maccabaevs" In New York City. He'll sing the role
eale 'oratorio0000
or-sirsen g",I
- •

M issouri....Aug.

Montana... June 6
Nebraska...May 9
Nevada,., Sept. 5
New Hampshire....Sept. 12
New Jersey....June 6
New Mexico...June 6
New York....No Absentees
North Carolina... M.0 2
North Dakota... F,,r,..
Ohio ,, May 2
Oklahoma....A ug. 22
Oregon....May 23
Pennsylvania April
Undetermined
P.R
Rhode Island. ..Sept. 12
South Carolina Jun., 13
South Dakota ...4une 6
Tennessee....AUg. 3
Texas May 6
Utah _Sept. 12
Vermont. Sept. 12
‘'irgin Islands Sept. 12
Virginia....June 13
.Washington....Sept. 19
West Virginii.....May ii

Wisvonsin...Zepl.
Wyoming...:Aug. 22

General elections will he held Nov. 7.

z

011.

Our representative will help
you with your selection

--

-Will be on Display
4 Days only at Big K

If set in genuine diamonds these
rings may cost $100 to $200. Come
in, compare with your genuine diamonds. See if you can tell the
difference. You'll be surprised,
delighted and amazed. Many of the
wealthy people keep their real diamonds in the vault and wear these
and their friends don't know the
difference.

9
2 Kt. Only
$191/
Ladies' 1 Kt.

$599

Ladies' 2 Kt.

$699

Don't miss the sale! IF you can't
attend, send someone for you. You
must send exact size.

Start at

Dinner
—ALL RINGS SET IN STERLING
OR GOLD—
Bring this certificate and $4.99
plus tax and receive a Ladles'
Sterling Silver or 10-Kt. Gold Filled
Ring, set with 1/2 Kt, Genuine
Reproduction, Sparkling Flashing
With Lifetime Guarantee,

TRAII

Rings

s6"
Start it

Men's itings

$899

No.
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the blacks got
soon, and the
that we won't
her ride. We
be envious or
hicano; what's earned. And
one day, the
Iling to lend 4
o his brown

19

at

19

/

FOOD
STORES

--wharf Olandly p•opie
tulip yo4!Lite I

ienEe
lmiiir„s

Elm Hill All-Meat

Bologna ,i 59,

S.

Sliced Into Chops

1/4 Pork Loi
691

12-01. pkg.

lb.

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

Pure

Whole

-BEEF_ _

- Chestn_u_

ers
25

Bacon
lb.59

Beef
lb.

lb

* PRODUCE *

* FROZEN FOODS *
BANQUET.
.

BANQUET

-

•

TV DINNERS

Chicken, Turkey, Salisbury Steak, Chopped Beef

Nabisco Chocolate Chip

COOKIES

DelJMu
onN
te

EEarly

PEAS

15 oz

303 can

49'

2/49$

Batti Size

14-oz,

303
No

AN

MAJESTIC MOROCCO DINNERWARE
FOR
DISTINCTIVE CANDLELIGHT DINING
Imaginative artistry of design adds new dimensions of beauty
and elegance to Morocco dinnerware. Fashioned in the
styWits-luxurious-look is'ernphesized by the rich, glowing patterns forever protected under a crystal clear glaze.
'Truly a masterpiece of formal dinnerware artistry.
Moroccd is practicable for everyday use ...

-

• OVENPROOF

85'

9'

GARDEN SPINACH

2/49'

No 303 Ca

1.99 POTATO CHIPS
TOMATOES SAUERKRAUT
25 lbs.

Del Monte

Del Monte Stewed

.29'
89t

•••••••

Martha White

SAVE 20"

FLOUR

On 4-oz. Jar of

TASTERS
CHOICE

19'

303 car

Plain or Self-Rising

With Coupon

- - GET YOUR COMPLETE SET NOW DURING THIS EXTRAORDINARY
OFFER - NEVER BEFORE AVAILABLE AT SUCH TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS

- -misommo0"CHOP PLATE
Special Event Price

3-PIECE MOROCCO PLACE
SETTING

$2.29

.50

coupon Value
YOU PAY ONLY

LAY'S

TRAIL BLAZER

•JOHNSON'S COUPON
No.24110

TWM

Bag

.79

$1

4

YOU PAY ONLY

9.49

YOU PAY ONLY

CHERRIES No

3- Can 3/$
"

Kleenex White

TOWELS
2
45'

JUICE

3

Del Monte
FRUIT

Rolls

-

11

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 1-lb. CAN OF

MAXWELL HOUSE'
"ELECTRA PERK - COFFEE

303 can

3/$1i00-

JOHNSON'S COUPON

—

"save 5;

COCKTAIL

,10 lbs.

*S1 19

$1.29

.50-

MUSSELMANS

.
•

1.99

Coupon Value

Del Monte PINEAPPLE

46-oz.

RELISH PLATE
Special Event Price

Special Event Price '1.69
Coupon Worth .40

FREEZE DRIED COFFEE
Good Only at Johnson's
Expires Feb. 26, 1912 1.4••••••4.•

DETERGENT PROOF

3 lbs.

2/49'

303 can

Doz.

CRISCO-11Afr1001Y
DEL MONTE EARLY

DOG FOOD.

. 12-oz

Grade A Large

Gether Strained

DEL MONTE CUT

GREEN BEANS

lb

PRUNE
JUICE
qt

--CATSUP

I1IA9

10'

3 lbs.

39'
29'
10'
19'
39'

Del Monte

Del Monte ,

McCor
mickDURPR
PEPPER

- JERGENS

11-oz

1 2 Oz

ORANGEJUICE
s

4bs.

JONATHAN APPLES
YELLOW ONIONS
BANANAS
39$ .FRESIUSLAW
EGGs

Chicken, Beef, Turkey

POT PIES

it

19

theladeAlmimmt AM.

Prices Good Thru Tuesday, February 15, 1972

artin exams Movieland
e is Rowan.

ark force in
;er wanted to
s and harvest
raceros from
..!alled upon.,
have worked
low that he or
a good day's

RED &
WHITE

AT

4\541
•
ktAX
VHO
NifkXWELI
ri"ti5f

JOHNSON'S

‘. N

1-lb. Can Only

Iv 41

O_E_COUP_O _PE_ F_AM_LY_

694

WITH
COUPON

Expires 2/26/72
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HARTFORD,Ky.(A?)—Ohio Cowitybchootritill be closed all
week because of an outbreak of influenza,school officials say.
Schools were closed last Thursday and Friday as the daily
absentee rate reached 25 percent in some facilities. A teacher in
the county school system said the move is an attempt to keep the
flu from spreading.'

(conikaised Irma Page 1)
received the greatest support
would have deleted a section
_giving the attorney general
power to-obtain an injunction
without having to allege or
prove there is no adequate
remedy in current law. The
amendment was offered by
Rep. Bobby Richardson, DGlasgow, who maintained it
would deprive businessmen of
due process of law.
Others agreed,'saying the attorney general should be made
to prove buyers would suffer irreparable injury or that there
was no adequate remedy at law
before he got an injunction to
halt some practice.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)—Michael Allen Land pleaded innocent in Daviess Circuit Court Tuesday to charges of murder,
rape, armed robbery, wounding with intent to kill, and assault.
Land entered his plea as jury selection was completed for his
trial in the Sept. 4, 1971, shooting death of Edwin Cochrane
Dorsey, 19, of Lexington. Dorsey's female companion was
assaulted, raped and shot.
JEFFERSONVILLE, Ind. tAP)—A fire Tuesday afternoon at
Jeffboat Inc. is under investigation.
Officials of the giant boat construction firm say the blaze
caused damages of $100,000. There were no injuries.
Officials say the flames broke out in the locker room area. The
cause of the fire has not been determined.

But Rep. Richard Lewis, 13—
Benton, took issue with that,
SMITH,Ky .t AP)—Harlan Count officials say a 62-year-old man
saying "I defy you to show irfound dead in his home here Tuesday may have died from exreparable injury if someone
"gem,
posure.
suffers a $2.98 loss" or to show
State Police report a neighbor found Phil Tinsley dead in his
here was an adequate remedy
11--- home,lying on thehedinstreetclotheitcoal stove that heated
al law when a suit could be filed
the house had gone out.
ta.. recover costs although the
A final ruling on the case hill be made pending the completion
would coat more than the
suit
of medical tests.
—
loss.
•
And Swinford pointed out an
injunction could be granted by
Mr. Cletus Guthrie is admiring his wife's handiwork at the
a circuit judge, who Ofould hear
stove in the kitchen of the home where they have lived together
temBed--4835,-eircr,ait fatti-yeant
SA1GSIKAnfidwF=Ther-ikftinth sides and subject the mat---carrier Constellation to the Tonkin Gulf today, raising the strong
ter to judicial review.
Vietnam
North
on
strikes
air
retaliatory
possibility of intensive
McBrayer added that "you're
should the Communist command launch an all-out offensive.
going to mess this bill up (by
The carrier cut short a port leave in Hong Kong as Communist
amending it), you're sending it
forces Viet Cong made about 50 attacks across South Vietnam
back to the Senate and those
I Continued from Page 1)
the
today and Tuesday, including the heaviest rocket assault on
of
us-who have been around a
up
the
hitchin'
myself
I
found
Da Nang area in 242 years. It was the largest number of attacks in
loisg tithiantiiv if-you send it
Wednesday
nights
buggy
on
prestart
of
a
mark
the
to
appeared
and
it
more than four months,
back to the Senate it may nevtoo". They were married at
Tet highpoint of activity.
were
persons
er
come back."
Several
Church
Baptist
Spring
Sinking
The amendment was defeated
charged, entered pleas of
14
,
1912.
on
January
lengthy
issued
a
Nixon
(AP)—President
WASHINGTON
on a 36-46 roll call vote.
"There was ten inches of guilty, and were fined in the
foreign-policy report today, claiming dramatic 1971
Defeated earlier on a voice
January 28th session of the
breakthroughs toward his generation-of-peace goal, but snow on the ground and it was Murray City Court with City
vote was an amendment which
Guthrie
weather",
Mr.
zero
disappointments."
acknowledging a half-dozen -sharp
would have banned class action
Judge William Donald Overbey
lbe President also used his annual "State of the World" recalls. `:There wasn't any presiding.
mils under the bill. It wets ofmessage to Congress this election year to urge public support for chivalryin' that night, that's for
Records limy the following fered by Rep. Thomas Burch,
sure".
I This handling of pressing foreign-affairs problems ahead.
occurred:
D—Louisville.
still
attend
Guthries
The
The President indicated historic agreement on a first step in
In response ,telhist proposal,
Billy Joe Huie, driving while
`-•-u'curbing the U.S—Soviet nuclear-missiles race will be reached church at Sinking Spring, where intoxicated and driving on - Rep. Joe Clarke,D—Danville,
in
deacon
both
is
the
oldest
he
mentioned
his
also
May.
He
Moscow
in
about the time he visits
suspended license, fined $200.00 maintained "The real purpose
forthcoming visit to Peking, new economic relationships with age and longevity. They have
$10.00, given thirty days in of any amendment is to give
European allies and Japan,and "creation of new environment for two sons, one who lives in costs
lobbyists more time to work
eldest,
Ortis
jail.
and
the
Florida,
activities."
the world's monetary and trade
Oneal Clifton Burgess, iagainst the whole bill when it
Guthrie, who lives in Murray
intoxicated, returns to the Senate I."
BELFAST ( AP)—Northern Ireland's fl-for-Disruption Day, a and is president of Local 1068 Ldriving While
The beautiful doptitstariew Fern Terrace Lodge for senior citizens
driving,
reWess
amended
to
grandThey
have
five
civic
.A.W.
leaders
to
cause
rights
by
civil
24-hour campaign planned
and the staff offkiibe is Pictured in the bottom photo. Members of the Emmanuel Baptist Churth
$10.00.
$100.00
costs
Fined
chaos, caused barely a stir this morning. Promised protests on a children and one greatand the Martin's(Zig* Church visited the residents of the lodge last Suaday. Staff members in the
Herbert B. Felts, driving
mass scale did not materialize and most shops schools and fac- grandchild.
lower photo, are, hist row, left to right, Julia Harrell, nurse aid; Mona Purdom, administrator;
amended
to
intoxicated,
while
had
say
they've
Guthries
The
tories opened normally.
Margorie Cook, nurse aide; back row, Murk Dunnaway,cook; Margie Lyons, nurse aide L.D. Cook,
a happy marriage, and they reckless driving, fined $130.00
The Day of Disruption was called by the mainly Roman
orderly, Jerrie Miller, cook; and Wanda Lyons, nurse aide. Mrs. Hubbs was not present when the
costs
$10.00.
Catholic Civil Rights Association to protest Northern Ireland's attribute it in part tA the advice
picture was made.
policy of interning suspected members of the Irish Republican of the preacher that thardigi-•- Richard L. Dick, driving.
on
while
intoxicated,
driving
'
factories
them.
at closing
Army without trial. The campaign Ties,
tions;and blocking
"Go home and throw a rope suspended license, and runningl
and schools, jamming telephone
_
-w-,
across the
roads.
ewood Pile", the
- —a red lights fined days incbsis
jail.
preacher said, "then get on $10.00, given thirty'Wet)
John T. Bury, driving while
HARRISBURG Pa. (AP)—With a jury of nine women and opposite ends and pull until one
(Continued from Page 1)
FRANKFORT,Ky.(API— A
three men sworn in, the search begins today for six alternate of you gives out or falls over, intoxicated, amended to
'4
House committee reported out Nadine Jones, Suzanne Jones.
jurors in the trial of antiwar priests Philip Berrigan and six other Then throw the rope over and reckless driving, fined $100.00
February
7
Mayfield,
Monday
Sunday
today
the
favorably
$10.00.
Funeral
services
for
Floyd
costs
Glenda Kelly, Martha Kemp,
defendants accused of conspiring to kidnap presidential aide both get on the same end, and
Johnny Lee Warren, driving closing bill passed by the Sen- Andrea Kemper, Betty Lan- Hicks of Murray Route Kentucky.
see how easy it slides over when
Henry A. Kissinger.
Mayfield Livestock Market:
The 12 jurors, including one black and one Roman Catholic, you're both pulling' together." while intoxicated, amended to ate but amended it to provide nirig, Freya Larson, Katherine Three are being held today at
weighed on arrival.
were selected in 86 minutes of secret maneuvering Tuesday after
The Guthries have lived 53 reckless driving, fined $100.00 4.for a csunty-wide referendum Larson, Pamela Lassiter, two p.m. at the chapel of the Livestock
on the matter.
Kathy Lockhart, Nancy Lovett, Blalock-Coleman Funeral Cattle this week 500
21,2 weeks in which 46 prospects underwent interrogations that years on a farm between Lynn costs $10.00.
Robert N. Johnson, recklesir-- The House Labor and In- Debra Luther, Nelda Lyon, Home with Rev. Glen E. Cope 'Calves this week 50
focused on Vietnam and political activism by priests and nuns. Grove and Coldwater. They
Compared To Last Week: All
The jurors were then ordered sequestered for the remainder of have kept the house up, but it driving, fined $10.00 costs , dustry Committee reported Deborah Mabry, Glenn Maley, officiating.
represented slaughter classes
SB68 out on a 14-0 vote.
Shirley
Martin,
Mary
the trial.
doesn't look too different than in $10.00.
Serving as pallbearers are steady, feeders steady to
Richard B. Cox, driving while
the years when they were
As amended, the bill would Matarazzo, Nancy Mathis,
Jerry Eldridge, Michael Hicks, strong.
to
amended
intoxicated,
SAPPORO, Japan ( AP(—"An Olympic gold medal is a life's raising their family.
allow grocery and drug stores Kent McCuiston, Patricia Robert Mohundro, Dwight
Slaughter Cows: Utility 21.25ambition come true," beamed Dianne Holum after bringing the
"We've never traveled reckless driving fined $100.00 as well as souvenir and hitt McMullin, Sue McNamara, Houston, Kenny Burton, and
high
24.25,
oo.yielding
cur individuals
costs
$10.00.
•
today
with
a
Winter
Games
--United States its first in the llth
Mary Moghadamin, Michael Paul Bogard.
very much," Mr.
ound
shops and the like to remida.4„.
25
WiD Rob Walston; Jr.,- open on Sundays statewide. m oody, Timothy Morgan,
triumph in the 1,500meter speed-skating competition. The 20uthrie said. We just can't ever
Interment II r
Canner 17.00-19.00.
reckless driving, fined $10.00 Other stores could remain open Donna Murdock, Susan Nance,
year-old Miss Holum,from Northbrook, ill., set a record time for seem to get around to it."
Grove Cemetery with the
Slaughter Bulls: Utility over
----- -Newberry, Judy arrangements by the Blalockthe distance of 2 minutes, 20.85 seconds.
Most probably, the Guthries costs $10.00.
as well if a county-wide refer- Ronnie
1,000 lbs. 26.75-28.75.
speeding,
Ricky
Hudson,
Overbey, Rebecca Page, Coleman Funeral Home.
But another Great American Dream of a gold dig.solved as the will never "get around to it".
endum approved.
Paschall, John
U.S. hockey team, which had blitzed its way into medal con- Yet, the pleasure these two fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Before the bill was amended, Beverly
Slaughter
Calves
And
Hicks, age 76, died Monday at
Ricky
Carl
Rickman, it would have allowed the gov- Peebles, Jill Persall, Rita
tention, crumbled in a night-marish 7-2 loss to the Soviet Union. derive from the familiar things
Vealers: Choice 180-240 lbs.
2:12
p.m.
at
the
Murrayaround them-Mrs. Guthrie from speeding, fined $10.00 costs erning bodies of a city or coun- Price.
Calloway County Hospital. He vealers 44.00-53.00, mixed Good
doing her own cooking, and, Mr. $10.00.
ty to allow other stores within
Vicki
Ragsdale,
John was the husband of Mrs. Nedi arid Choice 40.00-45.00, Choice
Jeffrey
C.
Votaw,
driving
Guthrie, from 'weeping the
their jurisdictions to remain Rayburn, Lynda Reedy, Betsy
Hicks who died
October 25, 240-350 lbs. 'calves 40.00-44.00,
road in front of his house"- while intoxicated, amended to, °Pen:
Riley, Wanda Roberts, Donna 1969. He is a veteran of World mixed Good and Choice 35.00reckless
driving,
fined
$100.00
there
just
makes one wonder, ,f
40.00.
At first the vote for the Rogers, Teresa Rogers, Lucy War!. _ _
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP)—Kurt Waldheim, secretary- might be some truth in the costs $10.00.
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-400
Rollins,
Martha
Rudd,
amendment,
offered
by
Rep.
and
visit
Moscow
plans
to
Clarence D. Alderson, driving
general of the United Nations, says he
adage that hangs on so many
The deceased was born June lbs. 42.50-44.25, several high
Charlotte Scott, Edith Sheeks,
BLandford,
D-Philpot,
Don
Peking and eventually "the capitals of all members states" in the
while
intoxicated,
fined
$100.00
walls, yet sticks in so few
18, 1895, in Trigg County and his Choice 250-350 lbs. up to 61.00,
failed on a 7-7 vote. But then Peggy Shelton, Walter Shupe,
world organization.
heads: "Happiness is where you costs $10.00.
parents were the late Frank 400-500 lbs. 39.50-42.50, 500-600
Smith,
Mike'
Marilyn
Simons,
Dottie
Priddy,
D-Louisvisited
Rep.
he
had
The ..43-year-old Austrian said Tuesday
John E. Boardway, shopliffind it; rarely where you seek
Hicks
and Alpha Joyce Hicks. lbs. 36.50-39.50, 600-700 lbs. 34.00Karen
Phillip
Kim
Smith.
Washington Jan. 24 and will visit London April 10 and 11. "I also
ting, fined $50.00 costs $10.00. vile, changed her vote and the
Survivors are two daughters, 36.50. mixed Good and Choice
Spratt,
Doris -- Steely
new
roll
call
came
out
have in mind to visit Paris as well as Moscow and Peking and the
Thomas
Lane
Starks,
Steffey, Gloria Stinson, Mrs. Vonnie Lee Smith of Alitto 300-400 lbs. 39.50-42.50, 400-500
capitals of other members states", he said.
disregarding stop sign, fined 12-2 in favor of the amendment. Donald
Nancy
Stone, Kathy Stub- and Mrs. Mildred Beane of lbs. 36.50-39.50, 500-600 lbs. 33.50If adopted by the full House
"I can't go everywhere in a few months", he added. "But we
$10.00 costs $10.00. i.,
blefield,
Robert Stubblefield, Murray Route Three; two sons, 36.50, Good 300-400 lbs. 36.50present
form,
SB68
then
its
in
are now working out a time-table for it."
Tommy Manis, 'reckless
Larry
Sykes,
Gary Taylor, Odell Hicks of Murray Route 39.50, 400-500 lbs. 33.50-36.50,
have
to
go
back
would
to
the
driving and no state inspection
Louella
Taylor,
Robert Taylor, Six and Woodrow Wilson Hicks 500-600 lbs. 30.50-33.50.
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla. ( AP1—Country and Western singer
sticker, fined $20.00 costs $10.00. Senate for concurrence.
Tesseneer,
Amy of Staten Island, N.Y.; one
Ralph
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300Roger Miller told a state legislative committee Tuesday he
Three colloquia on "Man"
brother, Elvis Hicks of Canton; 400 lbs. 35.00-36.50, high Choice
Threlkeld,
Thompson,
Kay
the
amphetamines
because
sale
of
supports a proposal to ban the
will be sponsored by the
Ruth Titsworth, Elizabeth twelve grandchildren;
nine up to 39.00, 400-500 lbs. 33.00measure might "keep somebody from getting into the same
department of philosophy at
Underwood, great grandchildren.
Tuck, Jerry
36.00, 500-600 lbs. 32.00-34.00,
snakepit I got into".
Murray State University this
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP!,
mixed Good and Choice 300-400
Miller told the.lawmakers he "fought a seven-year bout
month, Dr. Wayne Sheeks, the
In other action in the Ken- Sharon Underwood, John
lbs. 33.00-35.50.400-500 lbs. 31.00amphetamines, then decided three years ago to kick the habit "I department chairman, has The administration's consumer tucky state capital, Gov. Ford Vance, Mitchell Ward, Linda
fraud bill became the first ma- designated his council of eco- Watson, Ray West.
33.00, 500-600 lbs. 29.00-32.00,
just got tired of falling down," he said.
announced.
Goad 300-400 lbs. 31.00-33.00, 400All will be held in Room 213 of jor legislation to clear both nomic advisors as the state
Richard
West, Ernest
500 lbs. 29.00-31.00, 500-600 lbs.
WASHINGTON (AP)—Pat Nixon says that when she visits a Wilson Hall at 3 p.m., and are houses of the 1972 Kentucky body to evaluate applications Williams, Eva Williams,
26.00-29.00.
children's hospital in mainland China, she'd like to see a open to the public,' Dr. Sheeks General Assembly.
-for exemption from President Patricia Wilson, Mary,,Winter,
The House passed the bill on Nixon's wage-price control prodemonstration of acupuncture, the ancient Chinese needle said.
Beverly Wyatt, Fannie Young, Federal State Market News
treatment.
The first, scheduled for Feb. a 78-13 vote Tuesday and sent it gram.
Service Wed., Feb. 9, 1972
and Michael Zinkovich.
Tuesday February 8 Murray,
Mrs. Nixon spoke with reporters at Blair House, across the 10, will deal with "The Egoism to Cirov. Wendell Ford to be
Chairman of the state board
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Kentucky.
signed
into
law.
presenthe
part
in
took
where
she
from
the
White
House,
street
of Man" with Dr. Sheeks as the
is Dr. Charles Haywood, dean
Market Report includes 9 Murray Livestock Market:
The measure would outlaw of the University of Kentucky's
tation of a needlework replica of the presidential seal.
principal speaker. Responding
buying stations
Livestock weighed on arrival.
The First Lady said she hopes to bring a birthday present for will be Dr. Frederick
K. "false, misleading or deceptive College of Business and EcoReceipts: Act. 1268 Est. 800 Cattle this week 100
daughter Tricia back from China. The Nixon's older daughter will Lazarus and Dr. Franklin acts or practices in the conduct nomics.
Barrows and iGilts $.25 higher Calves this week 7
be 26 on Feb. 21, the date the President and Mrs. Nixon are to Robinson. Dr. Lazarus is an of any trade or commerce" in
Sows steady to strong
All
stations
report
the
executive
cloudy
Meanwhile,
diCompared To Last Week: All
arrive in China.
associate professor and Dr. Kentucky. The attorney generKentucky Crime skies unless otherwise inthe
of
represented
rector
classes steady.
al's
office
would
be
given
broad
Robinson an assistant professor
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 26.50-2675
Commission appeared before dicated:
ALBANY,NX.( AP)--Evangelist Billy Graham says he plans in the philosophy department. power to enforce the act.
Slaughter
Cows:
Utility 20.50cloudy 28 US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 26.75-27.00
The only other major bill the joint Appropriations and Nashville partly
to visit Attica state prison, where 43 inmates and guards died in
"The Rationality of Man" will
23.50,
Cutter
18.00-20.50,
Canner
US
2-4
200-240
lbs.,
26.25-26.50
28
an insurrection last year. Graham told a news conference the be the topic for the second among seven passed by the Revenue Committee consid- Paducah
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 25.75-26.25 16.00-18.00.
Bowling
Green
Ford's
Gov.
budget,
and
27
ering
few
House
Tuesday
was
a
measure
inmates had invited him after hearing him on the radio a
session, scheduled for Feb. 17
Feeder Steers: Choice 250-300
Louisville
20 US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 25.725-25.75
weeks ago. He said he'd "behappy" to go at some future time.
with Dr. Lazarus as the prin- implementing the Homestead said one of the commission's
lbs.
46.50-48.50, 300-400 lbs. 43.50Sows
19
The, con- chief goals in the next two Lexington
cipal speaker and Dr. Sheeks Amendment.
46.50, 400-500 lbs. 41.00-43.50,
London
for
improvements
in
24
is
years
will
stitutional
amendment was apUS 1-2 270-350 lbs., 22.00-22.50, mixed Good and Choice
LONDON ( AP)--sRingo Starr says the Beatles Fan Club
and Dr. ,robinson responding.
400-500
probation and pa- Evansville
snow 21 few at 23.50.
close at the end of March.
The final colloquium will be proved by Kentucky voters last Kentucky's
lbs. 38.0041.00, 500-600 lbs. 36.50Cape
Girardeau
systems.
28
are
no
role
we
November.
since
keep
the
Beatles
myth
going,
to
US
1-3
don't
want
300-500
lbs.,
"We
21.00-22.00
held Feb. 24 with "The Morality
Covington
snow 12- US 1-3 500-650 lbs., 22.00-22.50 38.75.
It allows homeowners over 65
longer together," Starr said Tuesday.
of Man" as the subject. Dr.
Feeder Heifers: Few Choice
Indianapolis
snow
13
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 20.50-21.50, 250-300 lbs. up to
At its peak in 1965, the British Beatles Club had 40,000 members, Robinson will be' the speaker to exempt the first $6,500 of asFemale deer weigh from 125
43.00, 300-500
Huntington
20
club
has
10,000.
The
American
Beatles
isiseed
about
ub*
to
valuation
c
l
dwindled
few
at
22.00.
but it has
ffOP lo 175 pounds on the average, Foil
with Dr. Sheeks and Dr.
lbs. 34.75-37.75, mixed Good and
Campbell
29
ality from taxes.—
Boars 16.00-19.00.
folded.
with a few reaching 250 pounds
__Lozano,the rm:oondents.
.
Choice 300-500 lbs. 32.00-34.75.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
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FOR SALE
1969 MOBILE HOME, 10'151', all
electric. Also 16' Starcraft boa
with 75 H.P. Johnson motor. Will
sell cheap. Phone 753-6995. F11C

WANTED: R.N. and L.P.N.'!.
full-or part time, salary excellent
and fringe benefits. Call or write
The Mayfield Hospital, 203 East
North St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
Phone number 1-247-5320. Mr.
James W. Standifer Administrator. Mrs. Nancy Scott
R.N. Director of Nursing. F12C

•••

FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM house trailer on
Concord Highway by Grubb's
Laundromat. Phone 753FlOC
7143.

rTh

•

(sfe)

- 401.
crr,r,
,•

1169 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low
Fl4C TWO BEDROOM furnished
mileage. Phone 767-2032.
apartment. Gas heat, washer and
dryer outlets. $60.00 per month.
ALTOS FOR SALE
Phone 489-2595.
FlOC
MAN. Repair
1964 FORD GALAXIE 500 XL,
'411k
EMPLOYED
YOU BUY
hik
\
$200.00. Also 1953 Chevrolet in FURNISHED HOME; mobile
typewriters part-time. We train.
rissisemer
Nice
and
home
apartment.
436good running shape. Phone
Local interview. For application
smoinsolsoPs
=5 after 5:00 p.m.
FlOP condition. Reasonable rent.
Regional
write:
details,
after
753-7671
753-8333
Phone
or
Manager,Box 25,Glenshaw,
FlOC
-America's largest selling multi-vitamin multi-mineral eroded
F12C
1986 PLYMOUTH Satelite four 4:30p.m.
Pa.
FlOP
spud.Phone 753-67211,
36 Tablets FREEFURNISHED 2 bedroom brick
SEMI DRIVERS i Experience
sizueT the
ub
,2
when
3
1989 FORD GALAXIE 500,2 door duplex, electric heat, air conOt Necessary) To train foe-local
hardtop, factory air, power ditioning and carpet. Available
and over-the-road hauling. Can
YOU SAVE 2.69
steering,
extra clean, like new, now!809N. 16th. Phone 753after
hour
earn up to $5.16 per
F14C
blue and white. Inquire at Saucy 5140.
I
t training. For application,
72 Tablets FREE
when you buy the
Pig Bar-B-Q, 1409 Main or Phone
cal/VS-299-6912 from 9 a.m. to 7
144-tablet size!
753-7641 or 753-8873.
FlOC TWO BEDROOM brick house on
p.m. orrite Nation Wide Semi
YOU SAVE 4.98
Clark Street. Electric heat, large
Division, In Rew Circle Road, N
living room, dining room, kittucky
E., Lexington,
chen, utility and storage room.
144 Tablets FREE
40505.
PARIS TOUCH F9C TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. REGISTERED IRISH Setter
when you buy the
Close to University. Phone 753- Stripes are dominant in both
SPECIAL "Limited-Time" 288-tablet
WW
94.
Hwy.
on
Murray
of
East
pups Exceptionally fine gun dogs
size!
Fl1P
1980.
OFFER-SAVE TODAY! YOU SAVE 8.69
cottons, the black and white e
F9C
WANTED BABY-SITTER to finance two-thirds at $135.00 a or pets. Phone 753-3869.
753
or
hostess outfit, left, and the fuch753-6202
Call
houes..month.
come to my home a few
sia, mauve and white evening
TFC
each day. Phone 753-9913 after 364k
FOR LEASE
fresh
FACTORY
BELTONE
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
gown in Miss Dior spring show.
F1
5:00 p.m.
Per Month
aid batteries for all make
4C FARFISA COMPACT organ, hearing
1,598
POUNDS
BURLEY
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. F9C
Forz
1972 Model 111
tobacco; 5.85 acres fire cured
WANTED WAITRESSES. Apply with Vox amplifier and leslieti
ca
To
qualified buyers,
tobacco; 2.06 dark air cured
In person to Jerry's Restaurant,1 binet. Call 753-3831.
SAVE BIG! Clean. .rugs and
after a down payment of
tobacco. Contact Hurt di Hurt.
FlOC
South 12th Street.
Lustre.
Blue
with
upholstery
HI! FREE grease job with oil ELEXTROLUX SALES & 'Ser$195,
or
cash
The
trade.
Farms,
phone 489-2691.
FOG
$1.
shampooer
Rent electric
change. Cirgarettes 5.25 pack. vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,C.M.
balance due is $1987.75,
Central
Store,
Drug
Begley
$2.50 Carton. 4th St. Ashland, 400 Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarWANT TO MAKE MONEY?
payable in 36 monthly
Judge MA Ad, chief
F12C
Shopping Center.
LOST& FOLISID
TFC
••••••'• An Easy Toott
Fl3C mington, Kentucky.
N.4th.
installments. A finance
justice of Boston Municipal
1. Will an investment put In,
Court, believes crime could be
elarge of $357.81, at an
have
into a business I can dc.
SPINET PIANO. We
FOUND VICINTrY of Robertson' substantially reduced if the
23-1/16x35"
APR of 11.118 per cent
pend on?
located and stored this piano.
tan
School puppy, black and
United States adopted the old
t. Will this business be easy
and a total note of
.009 Thick
Responsible person with good
mixed breed. Smart, lovable. English custom of arresting
to operate without large
$2345.56.
Kentucky
state
F9P people as vagabonds during the
These plates are perfect credit can fake on small payment
overhead?
Inquire 753-7783.
tax and license ad3.1s the product I offer accontract. Write before we send
Remember. .. Only
night if they could not give a
roofing
or
for siding
ditioaaL
cepted and easily sold?
truck-Joplin Piano, Joplin, Mo.
good reason for being out.
cover
wheel
-BENZ
MERCEDES
4. Can I depend on my supF9P ,surrh211.1.1.ran Has Been
barns, for placing
64801.
pliers t:olrovide me with
lost on 18th Street between Main The judge was dealing with
° Removed
16‘
of_
$ervic•
bottom
und
and Calloway on Feb. 4th. Call several cases involving the
"
vice?
offers the 8-Year Pro-Rate Picture Tube Warranty!
EXCHANGE SINGER Stylist Carroll Volkswagen, Inc. 753-2927.
F9C theft of $3,000 from bus drivers.
The MODEX CORPORAmobile
homes
to
keep
machine 1971 Model. Does zigTION can give you an honed
Chestnut
753-8850
800
out the wind and snow, zag, blind-hem and special
"Yes" answer to each of these
important questions.
mending stitch. One-third off
for many other
and
MODEX supplies you with
price. In attractive 1970 MODEL TRIUMPH 500;
original
Ph. 753-5865
Central Shopping Center
name
nationally - advertised
uses such as __
French provincial console. New motor, good shape_ Phone
brand sanitary napkins and
tampons for vending in inSinger-backed 753-8527.
F14C
Lifetime
"bUildintotrr
HI! TRAINED mechanics on KATHLEEN TURNER'S Beauty
dustrial companies, schools,
dlifantee plus one year free
mice or rats.
professional buildings. moduty. All work guaranteed. Salon, 208 South 12th Street is
**Ike. See at Murray Sewing 1969 CORVETTE convertible.
tels. airports, Seivice statitita,
Where? The 4th St. Ashland happy to announce the addition of
PT.; AM-FM radio. $3,000. WW
Center, Bel Air Shopping Cenetc. Your investment to get
Station,400N. 4th. 753-9148. F12C Virginia Beach to her beauty
started? From $625.00 to
FlOC sell or trade. Phone 753-2562.FI4C
ter.
staff. We invite you to take ad- $7,975.00. For complete deCall at
vantage of Virginia's many years tails, write or call:
piece 1967 BUICK Skylark twn door
THREE
MODERN
CORPORATION
MOROI
of experience in the field of
hardtop. Turquoise blue inside
If You
943 S. °slower*
without
or
with
suite,
bedroom
with as problems in the past.
cosmotology. Phone 753-3588 for
By CARL W. RITTER
Springfieid, Missouri 65802
out. Power and factory air.
and
innerspring
and
box springs
He characterized Americans,
Piton* 417-465-8663
.Min
F11C
Copley News Service
appointment.
103 N. 4th St
FlOC
753-7785.
Phone
mattress. Phone 489-2490. FlOC
however, as still "the most
_
Uncertain.thliticiiiiTton- skilled" of the witeld's people in
Ky.
DO YOU want to bet your house
managing their own affairs and
fused.
"RETIRED- man *
won't catch on fire? ThatliWARTED
ORDER NOW for Spring 1372.
operate dish machine and do
One of America's leading he predicted a return of general
exactly what you're doing if you general
maintenance. Four hours HAY, RED clover and orchard Call Stark Bros Salesman for
economists, Dr. Walter E. confidence somewhere ahead.
Before 5:00 p.m.
1964 Ford Econoline van
don't have adequate fire daily. Must be neat and have grass. Call after 5 p.m. 753"The challenge," he said, "is
your needs. I will help you make
Hoadley, executive vice
highest
to
sold
be
will
Of
pintection. Why not see Doug good references.
F9C your selection of fruit trees,
No phonoe 7550.
president, Bank of America, to put your finger on the time
bidder March 1 by
Willoughby at MFA Insurance calls. Apply Colonial House
used these terms and others when confidence will come
shrubs and roses. Phones 753Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue.
Company for the protection you
similarly less than positive in back."
F10C
F15C TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. 6051.
Smorgasbord.., •
be
may
and
open
is
Bidding
When it does, he said, it can
Between 6:00 p.m. need. Homeowners, farm
alluding to what he feels is the
made by mall to P.O. Box
Hwy.
of
owners, mobile homeowners and
be
"very contagious."
tenor
business
of
general
CLOCK.
foe finance
7:00 p.m:46:41m- renters insurance. Phone 733-4WMITED: MATITRE
a GRANDFATHER
612 or contact an officer of
two-thirds
94. Will
°n at $135.00
East Murray
The
San
Francisco
management at this time.
thneptece.
looking
old
Beautiful
light housework three days
cash
are
Terms
squad.
the
month. Call 7534202or 753Fl5P
1222.
Evening
This is what he senses around economist, a former-AI Beta
FlOP
753-8926.
Phone
F11C 3648.
week. Phone 753-3640.
TFC
on delivery within ten days
If you know your route
him, but the man whose in- Kappa who graduated at the
after March 1. Proceeds of
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
of the economic head of his class at the
boy's number, please call
terpretation
10'x52'-1963 BARON Mobile
sale will furnish warning
SERVICES OFFERED
scene is perhaps the principal University of California before
him first. If you get no
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
RED CLOVER and Timothy hay, home. Service pole, air condevices and radios for new
ingredient in top decision- embarking on a business
results then call John
purchase. Lonardo Piano Co.,
WORK, trucking,' Call 753-0090 after 5:00 p.m. F1OC ditioner etc. Priced to sell. James
emergency vehicle.
making processes of the career that took him to the
Pasco , Jr. at the above
across from Post Office, Paris, BULLDOZER
FlOP
E. Rickman,753-8400.
fill dirt and
world's largest bank is con- chairmanship of the Federal
F11C also bank gravel,
number during the hours
Tennessee.
town. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or 1953 FORD, good condition and
vinced the attitude of business Reserve Bank of Philadelphia
listed
home,
TFC 1970 Kawasaki Trail Boss. Phone MAGNOLIA MOBILE
an his way to his present post,
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
962 FORD ½ ton pickup in top shouldn't be the way it is.
CARD OF THANKS
753-2300 or see at 1713 Calloway 13'z63', extra fine. A-0 Coach condition, and extra sharp.
That is, he said, businessnen -referred repeatedly to the
Fl1C Estates. Central heat and air, all Phone 753-4841.
FI1C ought to realize how well the ready availability of business
The children of Cordus HARRY'S ELECTRIC!!1 Ave.
GRAND OPENING, February
electric, heat tape, underpenned.
Service
Changes,
Rewiring,
time
economy is positioned for funds.
this
take
to
want
McKinney
in
Station
Standard
S
di
12th. S
He urged managements
expansion.
that Electric Heat Specialist. No job is STAMgER COAL Company has Two bedrooms, large bath,
everyone
to
thanks
say
to
Hazel. With fill up of gas, a free
FOR RENT
washer and dryer included, fully
too small. Reasonable rates. 1108
is the major looking only at the "near
"Confidence
daddy
our
when
us
to
kind
so
was
FlIC
plenty of 714 washed lump and carpeted, new drapes, recently
car wash.-variable in 1972," Hoadley horizon" to make compassed away. We will never Sycamore. Phone 753No.6 oil treated stoker coal The painted. Many other extras. You PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space declared. There is a tendency mitments or risk losing the
15C
February
2967.
forget it. For Dr. Ross, the staff
Coal
best is cheaper. Stamper
HI' GET your lawnmower. Roto- at the Murray Hospital and a
must see to appreciate. Drive by available. For information today in business "to drift," he advantage of interest rates that
Company, 501 West Broadway,! and look, then call for ap- contact Bruce Thomas at Federal said, an inclination to feel that have reached relatively low
tiller or chain saw repaired.
Beamen
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
special thanks to Harold
Where' 4th St. Ashland Station, and the staff at the Westview hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 247- pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or Savings and Loan, Main Street in -tomorrow will be like today." levels on an historical basis.
F15P.
1808.
The U.S. economy, Hoadley
"Professional forecasters
F12C Nursing Home,for the ministers, 5933.
400 N.4th.
March 6C Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC
762-2851 (work).
TFC
is going to be said, has constructed "an inbusiness
say
also the choir at Cherry Corner,
jAp STRAW for bedding. 40 TWO BEDROOM unfurnished, great, but businessrnen say it's credibly strong. fantastic
the girls from First Baptist for INTERIOR, EXTERIOR DEMONSTRATOR 1971 Golden
duplex, fully carpeted, centra not going to be that good," floor'• under it in the last 40
HILD'S PLATE
the beautiful singing, for painting; any size job. All work Touch and Sew in- floor model'cents per bale, 35 cents for 50 heat and air. Built-in stove Hoadley said. ''As a result the years. Despite one problem
(tinder 12 years)
sewing
2.37
finest
cabinet.
Get
quality
lease,
first
For
the
Use
more.
guaranteed.
or
bales
everyone that brought over food
after another hitting it, the
Meat and 2 vegetables or
fired tobacco. see Clovis Phone 753-4478 or 753-9135. TFC country is confused.
and flowers and also a word of paint. Free estimate. Call Steve machine made and attractive dirk
economy still went forward, the
we
that
fact
the
of
"Because
french fries...$.49 Here
February 28( walnut cabinet that makes a Byerly, Route 6, Murray, phone
comfort. A special thanks for Todd,753-8495.
live in dynamic times when economist pointed out.
Go 753 4953
F15P 28 ACRES BEAN land. Contact L
handsome desk. Model 750 in 701 753-4733.
Hoadley advised "letting out
Stedman Baker and his sweet
uncertainty persists, we have
W. Dixon, Route 1, Hazel, Ke
this
at
cabinet.
sell
to
only
One
wife and everyone at the funeral:FOP. ALL your home additions,
• reached the stage where, when the string a little bit and testing
Fll
tucky.
price. $150 off. Must sell now. See MOVING!!MUST sell fast. Port.
the business climate I." He
home.
we ask, 'How's business?' we
alterations, remodeling, etc.
at Murray Sewing center, Be! Air tape
recorder. Mono tape
implied it is stronger than most
get
of
very
kind
a
cautious
There is a home that lies )Free Estimates Phone 753FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Singer recorder, 8 track tape deck, two TWO BEDROOM Trailer. Air- answer.
businessmen think and he
beyond and past its golden door
TFC Shopping Center, your
histallation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
FlOC lamps, set of encyclopedias, conditioned. Good downtown
approved
dealer.
"When we ask what would predicted "interesting,"
waits our parents who are now
portable television, stereo, shag location. Reasonable rent. Phone have to happen to make perhaps even "dramatic"
away, not forgotten, just gone
FIOC
753-1257 or 753-5617.
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
Sprint
braid rug. Phone 753rug,
1964
REAL
ALFA
someone feel real good about times after the stock market's
ROMERO
before.
Dow Jones industrial average
Fl1P
speed
1972, we get silence."
4699.
,ompletely
rebuilt, 5
Written for all the
FURNISHED APARTMENT one
farm land, 12 synchronizer, double overhead
Hoadley believes this lack of climbs past "950. 960 and 970,"
1TP 40 ACRES of good
children.
miles west of Murray, half mile amshaft excellent condition. TWO REGISTERED polled block from University, $400.00 confidence relates to a kind of in months to come.
off Highway 94. Priced at Call Paris 642-6536 after 5
South
Hereford bulls. Lamplighter per semester plus utilities for two "euphoria in a seminverheated
WANT TO BUY
$150.00 per acre. For information p.m.
WORTH REPEATING
Fl2P bloodline. One 9' metal garage students. Phone John Pasco, Jr., economy- that existed back in
F14C
TFNC the middle 1960s when "the
phone 753-8072.
I'm French, so I never
door. See Hewlett Cooper or 753-7278.
DO YOU need money? Wanted,
goal of two generations -- full discuss politics, cooking or
Fl1P
DINING ROOM table and chairs, phone 753-3336
good used light chain saw; good CORNER LOT, Henry and South 12'
LARGE ONE bedroom furnished employment" was achieved. women I simply enjoy all
safe.
pie
deep
and
freezer
"Economic security was three
14 ton truck, not more than five 16th Street. Exceptionally nice. Phone
apartment with gas heat. For
753-4858 after 4:00p.m. F REPOSESSED SINGER Too
taken for granted," Hoadley
years old; two used oil drums; To settle Loyd Henry Estate. Call
-Charles Boyer
couple or two boys. Call 753Sod Sew. Pick up payments
F9C recalled. "The people were free
run down, beat up Timex wat- Eunice M. Henry,753-2663. Fl5P
3143.
only $15 per month. Machine
607 S. 4th 753-9885 ches. Phone 753-2959 or 436to concern themselves with
WAR ON DRUGS
CLEAN CARPETS the save and just like new. Cabinet has
authorities have
Fl1C
Portuguese
5430.
SMALL FARM: good location; safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent on it. 1970 Model. Has cams, TWO BEDROOM trailer one mile noneconomic problems. With taken bold steps to combat the
from Murray. Phone Jimmy the average age 27, they growing drug problem. Cafes
business or future investment. electric shampooer $1. Big K, Shp buttonholer and the f
MILDRED CANADY is !gain
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Belaire Shopping Center. F12C Singer push-button bobbin. J
F22P couldn't care less how business and clubs are inspected
One
mile
East
Stallone,Cadiz 522-6332.
Murray,
ap
working at the Kut-N-"Kurl
was The system was not approximately 10 acres pasture.
regularly by a crack drug
teach, and sew. See at Murra
Beauty Shop, located in the
preciated."
and
Hog
rent
for
grocery.
wire
TRADE
TRAILERS
OR
SALE
FOR
fencing,
HORSE
squad.
stables,
water.
Shopp
children's
Air
Bel
HAND
Center,
CROCHETED
Arabs
Southside Shopping Center. She
Inflation, social unrest and
7 room house, and adult berets,scarves, purses. 0,0etar, your Singer approved sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, the other problems that built
specializes in hair cuts and Doing good business, reason for Cozy older
modern. For appointment call Only a few left. Priced very 1111der. Buy from a dealer y Kentucky. Phone)4ax at 753The wingspread of a snowy
up,according to Hoadley, were
permanent waves. Call 753-1682 selling, retiring. Phone 715teaches five feet
1TC
4.
9131.
oltt
Fl
9
_
F11C
9C
3-..!iç
Moro.
17
1
8
Phone.7515964.
Calidepend on
masoriable.
Fl1C
not so easily defined and dealtfor appointment,
*

Ceics,•

SUPER PLENAMINS.

s195°° Down
'6515

Judge believes old
English aistom best

ALUMINUM
PLATES

When Buying A COlor TV

the top photo I
taptist Churth
Lemberg in the
tdmInistrator;
ide L.D. Cook,
sent when the

;tate
sport

r

7 Mayfield,

)ck Market:
on arrival.
500
50
st Week: All
;titer classes
steady to
Utility 21.25Individuals

: Utility over
75.
ilves
And
180-240 lbs.
, mixed Good
45.00, Choice
s 40.00-44.00,
Choice 35.00-

:hoice 300-400
teveral high
. up to 61.00,
12.50, 500-600
700 lbs. 34.00and Choice
12.50, 400-500
600 lbs. 33.5010 lbs. 36.5033.50-36.50,
--3.50.
Choice 300.
high Choice
10 lbs. 33.0032.00-3400,
twice 300-400
500 lbs. 31.0029.00-32.00,
.00-33.00, 400500-600 lbs.

8 Murray,
Market:
I on arrival.
100
7
it Week: All
s steady.
Utility 20.5°20.50, Canner
',hoice 250-300
400 lbs. 43.5041.00-43.50,
hoice 400-500
600 lbs. 36.50Few Choice
43.00, 300-500
:ed Good and
._22.1)0401.

CURTIS-MATHIS

--TV SERVICE CENTER-

MONEY MATTERS

Confidence seen
slow in returning

25' each

Ledger & Times

Your Paper

-7534916
753-7278

lit1171211111

Wise Families

SAVE

with Shoe Repairs
Keistler's Sho
Shop

-

Murray,

FOR SALE
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tenure-o
way out?

un

By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
Tenure laws adopted in most
states to protect public school
teachers and some administrators from arbitrary
and unjust dismissal may be orr
the way out.
School board associations in
15 states are fighting for tenure
revision or elimination. Thus
far,its a losing battle. Teacher
organizations refuse to give it
up.
But local government officials, encircled by teacher
unions, school boards pleading
for more money, parents
demanding improved pe
forrnance and state official
bending under requests for full
state fundirag of schools, are
suggesting statewide salary
scales and negotiated—tin;
tracts.
Increased pressure from
such sources could break the
roadblocks. Teacher groups
soon may realize the power
they could wield under state
contracts and either support
them openly or mute their
opposition in tacit approval.
Statewide contracts probably
would
increase
teacher
organization membership and
swell their treasuries, if
nothing else. ----In all but five states, teachers
serve a probationary period of
one to three years. If their
has
been
— performance
satisfactory according to undefined criteria, their school'
boards elect them to a seat
behind their demo= desk
with mandatory'rement.
the
Until
recently,
arrangement has taken the
place of a contract.
Provisions *airy, hid idle
Most tenure laws it is
Impossible to fire a teacher
granted permanent status.
„School administrators know
* force out unwanted
employes, but many school
systems are so inbreUes -se
large that teachers wise cimoet
and-or will not teach hog DID
year after year.
AU too often an incompetent
instructor is kicked upstairs to
an administrative post. These
dassroom fugitives no longer
have direct influence on
children, but their &darns
continue to pollute the system.
As teacher organizations
have become more successful
at collective bargaining, school
boards have reacted by
policy that
reexamining
requires them to retain and pay
ever-increasing salaries to
employes, regardless of ability
and performance. Board men
contend that negotiated contracts make such legal, state
protection unnecessary. It
to keep TiiicAsers
who have proved unsuccessful
with children. It is becoming an
increasingly expensive luxury.
Highly paid, experienced instructors who fall to produce
create a needlessly heavy drain
on financial resources.
Boards had little choice when
teachers were scarce, but
today, supply exceeds demand.
Boards can pick and choose
among teachers -of varying
experience, ability and salary
and many would, if they could
clear the deadwood. Tenure
prevents this in many
situations.
Kel M. Fox, a rancher and
president Of the Camp Verde,
Ariz., school board, who, as a
state legislator, helped enact
Arizona's tenure law, told The
American School Board
Journal he wishes there had
been a provision making it
easier "to get rid of a teacher
whose performance declines
markedly. ..." Fox, a board
member for six years, also
believes in better beginning
silaries to induce teachers to
stay and suggests special
performance-based salary
increases for teachers with
"unusual ability."
A seven-year memberarthe
Helena, Mont., District I board,
Elmer R. Hausken suspects
tenure allows administrators to
their
hide
"executive
weaknesses."
After 13 years on the Quiis.
Monee District 201 board in
Crete, ill., Edward C. Epstein
concludes, "Teacher tenure is
archaic. It tioeim't encourage
quality teaching."
Mrs. Rebecca A. Herdle, $
housewife who retired from the
....Watt.-lrondequoit _ Central.
-" School Board in Rochistiri
N.Y., after five years, able
thinks tenure should be
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Number Of Bankruptcy Petitions Filed Is Up 3.6 Per Cent From The Figure Re-corded For 1970
The number of Americans
turning to bankruptcy as a way
out of their debts is on the rise
again.
Over 200,000 bankruptcy

petitions were filed in 1971-up
3.6 percent from 1970.
Bankruptcies have risen
steadily since World War II,
setting new records each year
until they reached an all-time
high in 1967. They declined
somewhat in '68 and '69 and now
are creeping up again.
According to a recent survey
by the Family Economics
Bureau, the number of
bankruptcies has risen almost
600 percent since 1950, when

FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
state Air Pollution Control
Commission( KAPCC) resolved
its dilemma of simultaneously
going too slow and too fast with
Over $100,000 in class C stock
the same document by dividing in the Rural Telephone Bank
it at a recent meeting In Frank- was subscribed to by some
fort.
member systems of the
The agency approved sending National
Telephone
part of the state's plan for air Cooperative Association at the
pollution control to the federal recent Annual Meeting of the
Protection Association in Miami, Florida.
Environmental
Agency (EPA), but kept the
James D. O'Connor, newly
other part here, possibly for
elected President of the
another public hearing.
Association said the purchases
The commission approved "show how strongly the nation's
most of the plan, including telephone coops believe in the
emission limits, legislative Bank and in what it can acproposals, air quality stan- complish."
dards, timetables and plans for
Each share of class C stock
network. costs $1000 and carries full
monitoring
a
However, most of what is vpling
Only
privileges.
regarded as the meat of the stoc
-itholders may vote in the
plan-the regulations-will second and subsequent elecreturn to public hearing. The tions for Bank Board of
KAPCC will set the date of that Directors.
hearing at its Feb. 15 meeting.
Presenting a $1,000 check to
The deadline for submitting purchase a share of stock from
the plan was Jan. 31, the day the West Kentucky Rural
before the meeting. The 1970 Telephone Cooperative was
amendments to the Federal P.L. Finks, general manager.
Clean Air Act call for a similar In presenting - the check to
Governor
Ban
plan for attainment and Telephone
maintenance of federal air David A. Harlin, Mr. Finks
standards from every state. said: "We of the West KenRural- --Telephone
According to the Clean Air Act, tucky
if EPA does not receive a plan, Cooperative are pleased to be
it must prepare federal im- able to give you this check for
$1,000. The Telephone Bank is a
plementation for the state.
The KAPCC was expected to significant milestone in the
approve its plan at its Jan. 20 effort to bring modern
meeting, but Asst. Atty. Gen. telephone services to ateas such
James Neel told the com- as our own."
Presently the Bank has over
missioners they were moving
too fast. He said submittal of the $150,000 insth...inscribed by
plan at that time would violate borrowers and LID million in
stock subscribed by the Federal
due process of law.
The cause for Neel's delay Government.
request was what he called
substantial changes in the
original plan. At the Jan. 20
meeting, the KAPCC staff
submitted 84 pages of changes
which grew out of an earlier
public hearing on the plan. Neel
said portions of the plan were
changed enough to warrant
returning it to another nubile
hearing.
Acting on Neel's statements,
the commission voted to delay
action on the plan 60 to 90 days
and to ask Gov. Wendell H. Ford
to inform the administrator of
EPA of the delay and to request
that EPA not take sanctions
against Kentucky.
Atty. Gen. Ed Hancock then
sent a letter to EPA asking for
an extension of the period for
submitting the plan.
Some of the amendments
which prompted the delay
would:
-Make submittal of false
information to the KAPCC a
misdemeanor subject to a
maximum $1000 fine and a
year's imprisonment.
-Require applications be
signed by a high corporate
official and that person would
be held accountable if the
statements were not true or
complete.
language
-Strengthen
concerning access to KAPCC
records. Under the revisions
only trade secrets could be
withheld from the public.
-Spell out a non-degradation
clause. Ambient air quality
would not be lowered unless it is
proven that the change is
justifiable as a result of
necessary economic and social
development.
-Prohibit issuance of permits to construct or operate a
new air contaminant source
where diffusion calculations or
actual ambient air quality
monitoring show the new source
would preient or interfere with
attainment or maintenance of
air quality standards.
At the recent meeting, Neel
said the commission could send
those portions of the plan which
had not been substantially
Keeps Draperies and
changed after the public
hearing to EPA. He said the
Walls Cleaner!
KAPCC would then be given
some time to con-set the plan's
deficiencies..By that time the
Kentucky_ Wan should be
complete.

only 34,000 were filed. Over a
billion dollars in debts is now
washed down the drain every
year.
Some bankruptcies-like those
of the huge Penn Central
Railroad or a member of the
wealthy DuPont family-make
newspaper headlines. Although
the vast majority involve small
business and consumers who
don't make headlines, the
results of their bankruptcies
are felt by every American.

The first Bank loans were
21st in
January
made
Washington, D.C. to the
following telephone systems:
Eastex Telephone Cooperative,
In., Henderson, Texas; Pioneer
Telephone Association, Inc.,
Ulyssess, Kansas; Mutual
Telephone Company, Sioux
Center, Iowa; Plant Telephone
and Power Company, Inc.,
Tifton, Georgia; and Randolph
Telephone Company, Liberty,
North Carolina,
Fullarton,
C.
David
Executive Vice Presidert of
NTCA, who attended the loan
ceremony, hailed the initial
loans as "marking a new day
for rural telephony." '

have contributed to the rise in
The losses written off by
bankruptcy are reflected in consumer bankruptcies. For
increased interest rates all one thing, credit is easily
available. Also, pressures are
borrowers are charged and in
exerted on families to "buy now
the price consumers pay for
and pay later." Some congoods and services.
When the federal Bankruptcy sumers themselves may be
Act was passed in 1896, cow- faulted for their itch to spend
and their inability at times to
siuner credit was virtually
unknown. The years, following distinguish between luxuries
WWII saw consumer credit and necessities. The "new
mushroom. And Mr. and Mrs. morality" which tends to put a
lower priority on financial
Average America began filing
responsibility, and harsh
bankruptcy in increasing
numbers.In 1950 there inn VP collection laws in some states
business and 25,000 cortiorner are also contributing factors.
bankruptcies. By 1960 alert , The reason for filing
were 12,000 business and Dent bankruptcy is different for each
100,000 consumer bankruptcies. Individual, but in all cases there
Last year businesses accounted are both "basic" and
for 19,078 bankruptcies and "triggering" causes. The most
consumers for 182,143! In 1960, common basic, or underlying
Z2 out of 100,000 people filed cause, is poor money
management. A desire to "keep
bankruptcy. For 1971, the figure
was 90 per 100,000 population. up with the Joneses," impulsive
The Family Economics buying and failure to provide
Bureau found several factors for emergencies all lead to

New York state recently
spent $27,000 on installing
heavy steel doors and splinter.
proof windows in the capitol
building in Albany.
This was done so that Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller's staff
could work "in an orderly
manner" during demonstrations.
In Aranos. Southwest Africa,
a donkey cart driver was fined
$63 for drunken driving on a
remotelarm road
Princess Alexandra. cousin
of Queen Elizabeth. will visit
Hong Kong next October.

find it costs money to file
careless and reckless use of person strut* by misfortune. bankruptcy, according to
who,
mismanager,
the
is
Second
consumer credit. Sudden
Northwestern National Life. In
fluctuations in earnings as a while honest, simply lacks the all cases, there are filing fees,
result of lay-offs or elimination ability to budget his income and and attorney's costs.
;
gets deeply in debt. These two
of overtime pay are also
a. percases,
13
Chapter
In
primary causes. Other basic comprise the majority of all centage of the debts must be-- -reasons include large hospital debtors. The other two types are paid to a court-appointed
bills, medical expenses and the "won't pay," who has no trustee. In straight bankrupt-'
casualty losses, such as caused Intention of paying his bills, and cies, the bankrupt loses.
by a fire or tornado, often .the "skip," who leaves town whatever assets he has, except
inadequately covered by in- after running up huge bills.
exempt under state law..
average consumer those
The
surance.
There is still a stigma ator
lazy
not
is
bankrupt
The triggering cause, or the
tached to going bankrupt,
"straw that finally breaks the dishonest. He works hard. He is although doing do no longer
camel's back," and sends the 30 years old, married and has a means financial ruin. When
debtor to bankruptcy court is larger-than-average family. He money is tight, it is doubtful
usually threatened or actual is a blue-collar worker with a that a bankrupt can get a home
garnishment of wages. At- 10th grade education and few mortgage, but this is not true
tachment and repossessions,of marketable skills. He owes when money is relatively easy.
such things as a car used to get money on furniture, his car, He would not have any troublei-to work and harassment by appliances, tools and clothes. in obtaining new credit for any
creditors are also "triggering He is also behind on his rent or item that can be repossesed.
his mortgage payments, and he
causes.
Some retailers encourage a
Studies have shown there are owes money to a small loan bankrupt to open new lines of
and
wife's
his
doctor
company,
four types of debtors. The first
credit, knowing that the law
is the debtor who is the victim of the children's dentist. But the prevents him from filing
is
debt
his
of
portion
largest
circumstance--the honest
for six years.
owed banks and loan com- bankruptcy again
law is a
bankruptcy
the
While
panies. Medical and dental bills
federal one, it is subject to
are another large item.
in each
In one bankruptcy court a different interpretations
personal
study revealed that 78 percent state. Different
from
of the debtors surveyed had at exemptions of property
difand
claims,
creditor's
least one hospital or medical
ferent collection laws create bill; for three percent, health
sets of laws in 50 states.
expenses were more than half of 50
for
originally
Designed
their total debts.
Bankruptcy Act
Eighty-five percent of all businesses, the
to business,
consumer debtors file straight is still geared
despite
bankruptcies,
nearly
bankruptcies. This discharges
all debts except taxes, alimony, amendments over the years.
the whole
Onti-wask-ipot
support payments and liability
counseling
of
lack
a
is
picture
for injury to another person or
and education in credit and
to property.
money management. Until
file
The remaining 15 percent
under Chapter 13, the Wage- recently, school systems taught
Earner Plan, enacted in 1934. students little about managing
This enables a debtor to work their personal affairs. Almost
out a plan, subject to approval _ witbout exception, experts say,
who is heavily in
of his creditors, to pay his debts„lbarierfon
candidate for
likely
deld-a
under court supervision over an
be saved if he
extended period of time, usually bankruptcy-can
help.
36 months. Chapter 13 is gets
A Presidential Commission
suitable when the debts are not
was recently formed to study
excessive and the debtor has
pay. While under court
supervision,a Chapter 13 debtor
is protected from garnishment,
repossession and harassment.
Even though a person may be
head over heels in debt, he'll

Walk r, g visitors to the Paris Muslim des Arts Decoratif
probably envied this baby;estinrin tne rr,ddle of this stack of foam furniture blocks. The
odd-shaped pieces by Sebastian Matta can be broken down into various forms of furniture.
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DISCOUNT

VALE TINE
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tERVt THE. RIGHT
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JOHNSON & JOHNSON

1R PLASTIC
No. 5624 Box of 50 Strips
No. 5626 Box of 30 Strips Wide

KODAK COLOR

65
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GASSY INDIGESTION"' EXTRA-ACTION

Gives More
Complete Relief!

Detlector 3/,

for Floor
Registers

to recommend changes to
Congress in 1973. It seems that
some changes are needed.
As long as credit is available.
some families will get into
trouble over 4heir debts

CO2

---

'FIRE
OINGUiS00

Instantly puts 'out all
types of fires, gas, oil,
wood, grease, etc.

4-oz.
8-oz.
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Sale
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a bit Raising -Proves

ValerztiQe
Gift Guide

Profitable For Farmers
rabbitry. across tbe river *
By Nevyie Sheickeltert-- UK CallegeatAgehtuNwee
According to Herb Hafeman,
LEXINGTON, KY—Raising
whose 125 working does make
demesticated rabbits is usually
him the largest producer in
looked upon as a 4-H project for
Lewis County, it costs about
youngsters or perhaps as a
hobby for adults. But not so here $27,00 per doe to get into the
includes
This
business.
in Lewis and several adjoining
adequate equipment and good
counties in northeastern
working stock. A doe will
sKentucky. Here "hare-raising,"
about five litters anproduce
is
as'some term the project,
of eight
being taken seriously and, nually with an average
rabbits per litter. These can be
according to Lewis County
Extension Agent Ed Strong, ready for the market as fryers
about 60 small farmers are in about eight weeks. Depenfinding it a source of added ding upon the price of the feed,
grower can
he said, a
farm income.
These farmers are using reasonably expect to net $15.00
sheds, backyards, and tobacco per doe, per year.
You can't expect go get rich
barns for rabbit warrens and
rabbits,"
raising
have converted a community quick
with a
"but
added,
Hafeman
plant
a
frozen food locker into
minimum amount of labor and a
where the rabbits are processed
and prepared for market. With small investment, it is possible
only 600 -working does" in the to substantially increase the
area,producers have sofar been income,"
unable to supply even the local
In agreement with Hafeman,
demand for rabbit. But, Strong county agent Strong, who has
says, the project seems to be worked closely with the
and
steam
gathering
Association and the growers,
arrangements are being made believes that if this new into expand the number of
dustry continues to develop and
growers and to seek a bigger expand as it has during the past
market.
summer and fall, the extra
The rabbit-raising industry income could very easily reach
had it origin in a 1969 project set a six bracket figure in 1972.
up in a six-county area whereby
Interest in the project is
interested persons could spreading and there have been
produce rabbits for ex- many farmers and others from
perimental laboratories. all over northeast and eastern
Several farmers became in- Kentucky coming in to involved and then about ayear vestigate and inquire into the
later, tha, market suddenly possibility of participating or
became non-existent. When this settting up their own projects.
happened, a group of concerned More and more, said Strong,
community leaders, hoping to people are beginning to realize
salvage what was left of the there might be something adthe vantageous in rabbit raising.
contacted
project,
of Kentucky
University
The rabbits being produced in
Cooperative Extension Service Lewis County are mostly New
for help and advice.
Zealand Whites and,while most
The result was the formation • thf.P.04tualillthe IOC"
of the Northeast Rabbit are termed as "backyard
Producers Association that is growers," they all are making
now headed up by Herb money doing so. Whether the
Hafeman, Lloyd Osibanie, and grower brings in one or a dozen
Paul Logan. WithlhebrMationt or more, the processing plant
of the Association and con- will take and pay for them on
siderable promotion work came the spot.
the
markets,
expanded
Raising rabbits, as Hafeman
more
plant,
processing
before, is not a way of
said
growers,and what,at this point,
rich overnight. Rather it
getting
seems to be a thriving little
is just another endeavor by
home and farm industry.
which a lot of people, if they are
The Association has also
to take the time and
willing
worked out an arrangement
trouble, can have a more decent
with a major feed producing
approach the
income. To
company to supply rabbit food
any
other standfrom
project
at a greatly reduced rate and is
point, for most, la-- to invite
now making arrangements to
disappointment.
process rabbits for a large
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ADMIRAL

DIGITAL
CLOCK
RADIO

1 POUND DERAN
FANCY

Woke up to music
with this digital AM
clock radio. Full
feature 24-hour digieal leaf .clock, 60minute sleep switch.

CHOCOLATES

93

Delightfully dainty
hearts that will
thrill the most discriminating.

ASSORTED VALENTINE

PAPER NEEDS

Give your Sweetheart a timely gift
this Valentine! Assorted precision

87

watches at this ridiculously lost

Big K price.

I S CH

BOS
ROL
..

Dellious candy in

01

gorgeous box with
silk rose corsage
on elegant sued.
with gold leaf edges.

Chuck S
K ROGER
B1I

CHAIN BELTS
Your favorite styles
and colors in fashionable chain belts.

Compulsory Health Insurance
May Causerithemployment Rise
Compulsory health insurance
may result in healthier
Americans, but it may also
result in a healthy increase in
unemployment.
This would appear to be the
conclusions of the Small
Administratt
following their analysis of a
survey made by the National
Federation of Independent
Business.
There are presently eight
different bills before the..
Congress on this matter of
health coverage, and while the
SBA carfully explains that it is
not at this time taking a position
on the matter,it has released its
the
from
conclusions
Federation survey to Congress
and various trenches of the
government.
Reporting that the survey
found 53 percent of the
responding firms paid for all or
part of health insurance
premiums for their employees,
the SBA report says, "The
survey by the National
Federation of Independent
Business proves that employers
of small businesses, if obligated
by legislative action to supply
health insurance to their employees will be burdened with
additional costs that will
weaken their competitive
position...it will have the
greatest impact on the very
small firms-those with one to
three employees."
As the Congresss considers
the entire question of compulsory health insurance, the
probably resolve
issue will
down to how inuch more, if any,
payroll taxes the smaller
businesses can assume and still
stay solvent and thus remain as
employers of labor
One of the strongest drives in
the Congress is for a bill that
would provide a payroll
deduction from the employee of
2 pes-oent from
1
1 percent, and 3/
the employer.
This, in turn, may bring into
focus the entire question of how
inflationary are payroll taxis,

as well as what impact they
have on erosion of employment.
The Social Security Act was
the first national venture into
the area known as "social insurance." This was promoted
and passed with the realization
that senior citizens in their
productive years needed some
type of assistance.
In the past few years the need
of the aged in an era of expanding inflation has steadily
moved upwards the required
amount of taxes on both employee and employer. The big
corporations naturally add this
to their payroll costs and pass it
along to consumers in the form
of higher prices which are
by
increased
further
pyramiding through mark-ups.
Many critics say today that
Social Security has been a
major force for inflation.
Currently, while there would
appear to be no organized
denial of the claims that not all
people are able to afford
adequate medical care, and
protection against catastrophic
illnesses, the big controversy is
expected to center around
methods of administration and
financing.
'The viewpoint of the independent business proprietors
as indicated by the results of a
nationwide poll conducted by
National Federation of
the
Independent Business early last
year would indicate that they
believe in health insurance, but
that it should be the responsibility of the individual to
provide his or her own
protection with the aid of tax
incentives.
By a majority of 54 percent,
the independent business people
have voted in support of
legislation which would give a
tax credit for paying all or part
of the health insurance carried
by an individual. Under present
income tax laws a credit can be
'taken for a part of the health
insurance premium paid but
only if the total medical expenses exceed 3 percent of the
..groas income.
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ther Service
o Add Contest
Jo Mechanics
`- AKRON, Ohio—To help
familiarize potential farmers
with equipment maintenance, a
agricultural
national
mechanics contest will be part
of the next Future Farmers of
America iFFA ) convention in
October, 1972.
established
The newly
mechanics program will be
sponsored nationally by The
Firestone Tire & Rubber
Comapany, according to an
announcement by Raymond C.
Firestone, company chairman
and chief executive officer...
"The objective of the
program is improvement of
high school instruction in
agricultural mechanics,"
Firestone said. "The contest
will provide recognition for
students with high mechanical
'• and manipulative abilities".
The areas of competition will
be agricultural.-mechanics
skills, agricultural electric
and processing and
power
and
power
- agricultural
machinery. Mechanics include
are welding and use of hot and
cold metals.
At the national convention, in
Kansas City, Mo., threemember state teams will
written
participate
in
examinations of instructional
materials, in manual use of
equipment and in solving
materials and
problems of
machinery.
The top three state teams will
receive FFA trophies and team
members will be awarded
plaques. Other participating
teams will be presented gold,
silver or bronze medals,
depending on their rank of
achievement.
Dr. Thomas Hoerner, ToWii
State University, is chairman of
the national contest committee.
Most state FFA groups will be
conducting programs to select
eam representatives for the
national event. Local FFA
organizations have contest
information.

-T

Hospital Report
-4, 1972
ULTS 106
• NURSERY 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Patricia Ann Culver and
Baby Girl, Mrs. Martha Belle
Green and Baby Girl, Mrs.
Sandra Sue Wallace and Baby
Girl.
%."
DISMISSIAIS
Mobile, Ala.,
Pd.Mrs. Sandra Gayle Armstrong
j and Baby Girl, 113 College Cts.,
it Murray, Anthony Joseph
R Kozlowski, 1005 Poplar St.,
ite Murray, Hertie Ivan Craig,
ag". Route 3• Hazel, Dwight Dean
•
re Crisp, 1005 Fairlane, Murray,
- (
f
I Mrs. Rosa Mail Moss, 1111
Mu/berry, Murray, Cletus Cleo
Shipley, 301 Maple, Murray,
Amos Workman,Route 1, Almo,
Robert Owen Carlile, Route 2, Mrs. John Burton, Murray.

Plane Passengers Killed
BOGOTA, Colombia I AP) —
All 19 persons aboard a Colombian airliner missing since Saturday were killed when the
plane crashed into an 8,000-foot
mountain in the Andes, aviation
officials repo?ted Monday
night.
The wreckage of the plane
was spotted Monday on the side
of the mountain near the Vefr nezuelan border. Flown by
Transportes Aereos del Cesar,
the twin-engine turbojet was en
route from Bogota to Valledupar, in the northern part of the
country. •

t

The National Weather Service
recently launched Skywarn
'72—this year's effort to prevent
loss of life from tornaodes.
Each year, the Weather
Service—a component of the
Department's
Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration—
launches SKYWARN before the
peak of the tornado season to
encourage community leaders
to prepare for the deadly
goals
Among
twisters.
recommended are to fill out
ranks of volunteer storm
spotters and inform citizens of
ways to shield themselves
against tornadoes.
Because tornaodes are so
erratic, the key element in
is
them
with
dealing
preparedness—a plan for quick
action when a tornado has been
spotted nearby. It is virtually
certain that several hundred of
the swirling funnels will touch
down somewhere in the U.S.
this year. From 1953, the first
full year the present warning
system was used, through 1970,
an average of 642 tornadoes and
116 deaths occurred annually.
During that period, yearly
totals for tornadoes varied from
437 to 912; for tornado deaths
from 28 to 516. Preliminary
reports indicate that 879 tornadoes occurred in 1971,
causing 157 deaths. This raised
annual averages since 1953 to
654 tornadoes and 118 fatalities.
Most tornadoes occur in the
broad basin of the Misiissippi
River and its tributaries, between the Rockies and the Appalachians, but no state is
completely free of these storms.
They can occur at any time of
the year, but are most abundant
in April, May, and June, with
southern states hardest hit
earlier in the year, northern
states later.
The—vicious twisters, with
winds up to 300 miles an hour,
unleash more concentrated fury
than any other type of storm.
They can impale splinters of
wood in metal, lift a railroad
car off its tracks, or level an
entire village. Tornadoes
materialize abruptly, snaking
downward out of thick black
clouds. Usually, they last only a
few minutes, grinding over the
earth less than a dozen miles.
Butsome last much longer, and
.travel scores of miles. These
are the real killer tornadoes,
because they are more powerful
than the short-lived ones. It is
with these that warning
systems can be most effective,
since the tornadoes can be
tracked as they move.
The year 1971 was a particularly bad one in the record
books because of just such an
outbreak of tornadoes in the
Mississippi Delta region. On
February 21, three powerful
twisters and a fourth and lesser
one, swept northeastward
through
Louisiana
and
Mississippi, causing 121 deaths
and about 20 million dollars in
property damage. Together,
these four tornadoes traveled
along parallel paths a total
distance of 340 miles, covering
69, 102, 159, and 10 miles
respectively, at speeds of up to
55 miles per hour, leaving
swaths one fourth to one half a
mile wide.
Despite this grim record, a
NOAA disaster-survey team
estimated that timely warnings,
averaging 50 minutes in advance, saved about 340 lives.
The estimate was made by
comparing ground covered,
population
density, and
casualties for the Mississippi
Delta tornadoes with similar
factors for an "unwarned"
disaster—the great Tri-State
Tornado Missouri, Illinois, and
Indiana) of 1925, which killed
689 persons.
Another appraisal of the

value of the warning system has
been made, nationwide, by
noting that, while tornado
reports and population density
both have increased in the past
two decades, the average
number of tornado deaths has
dropped markedly. The number
of tornadoes reported in the
years 1961 through 1970 was 10;•2
percent greater than in the
previous decade, while the
number of tornado deaths
decreased by 30 percent. And
this occurred during a 20-year
period when population grew by
one third—from 150 million to
200 million.
It is from appraisals such as
these that Dr. George P.
Cressman, Weather Service
Director, draws the conclusion
that "community preparedness
programs such as SKYWARN
can save many
lives that
otherwise would be lost."
Cressman emphasizes,
however, that the forecasters
still must depend on the
assistance
of
countless
volunteer observers to make the
alerting system work, because
the human eye is still the only
reliable means of detecting
tornadoes.
The alerting system has two
phases: a tornado watch to tell
you that atmospheric conditions
are ripe for tornadoes to form,
and a tornado warning, to tell
you that a tornado actually has
been spotted.
Most sightings of the
ominous, funnel-shaped clouds
are made by volunteer spotters,
who pass the word to official
warning centers. This vital
work is performed by thousands
of public-spirited citizens
organized into spotter, networks. One aspent----dSKYWARN is to recruit and
train more spotters where
needed.
The Weather Service urges
officials in schools, hospitals,
factories, and large apartment
complexes to develop special
preparedness plans. A booklet
telling how to set up an effective
program is available to community and other leaders. Send
requests to the Public Affairs
Office, National Weather
Service, 8060 13th Street, Silver
Spring, Md. 20910. Ask for
"Tornado Preparedqess
Planning" and iduntify,the
position you hold:
An especially important part
of SKYWARN is its attempt to
explain what each individual
can do to protect himself and
his family, since no one is entirely safe from these deadly
storms.
Here are some tornado safety
rules which could spell the
difference between life and
death for anyone—anywhers,
TORNADO SAFETY RULES
WHEN A TORNADO APPROACHES, IMMEDIATE
ACTION MAY SAVE .YOUR
LIFE!
•
A TORNADO WATCH means
weather conditions are ripe tor
tornadoes to develop. Stay
tuned to radio or television and
listen for weather bulletins,
even if the sky overhead is blue.
A storm may appear suddenly.
Occasionally scan the horizon
for the approach of dark,
threatening clouds. There may
not be time for an official tornado warning.
Stay alert for the abrupt onset
of violent wind, rain, hail, or a
funnel-shaped cloud. Listen for
a sudden increase in wind noise.
When in doubt, take . cover.
Tornadoes are often obscured
by rain or dust. Some occur at
night.
A TORNADO WARNING
means a tornado actually has
been sighted or indicated by
radar. If the twister is nearby,
seek inside shelter. immediately, preferably hi a
storm cellar, underground
excavation, or steel-framed or

concrete-relthreed
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- AID FROM

EXPERT— Linda Matheny, an Olympic gymnast, siva* a few pointers
to 16-year-old Denise Griffith at a gymnastics clinic held at the University of
Oregon in Eugene.

Fawns weigh from four 'to
nine pounds at birth
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television for warnings. There
should be a designated community shelter where residents
can assemble during a tornado
warning. If there is no such
shelter, do not stay in a mobile
home when a tornado is approaching. Seek refuge in a
sturdy building or as a last
resort, in a ditch, culvert, or
ravine.
In schools, wherever possible,
follow advance plans to an
interior hallway on the lowest
floor. Avoid auditoriums and
gymnasiums or other structures with wide free-span roofs.
If a building is not of reinforced
construction, go quickly to a
nearby reinforced building, or
to a ravine or open ditch and lie
flat.
In open country, if there is no
time to find suitable shelter, lie
face down in the nearest
depression, such as a ditch or
ravine, and protect your head
with your arms.

STAY AWAY FROM WINDOWS!
In office buildings, go to an
interior hallway on the lowest
floor, or to a designated shelter
area.
In factories, workers should
move quickly to the section 01
the plant offering greatest
protection, in accordance with
advance plans.
In homes,the basement offers
the greatest safety. Seek shelter
under heavy furniture if
possible. In homes without
basements, take cover in the
center part of the house on the
lowest floor, in a small room
such as a closet or bathroom,or
under sturdy furniture. Keep
some windows open, but stay
away from them!
Mobile homes are particularly
vulnerable
to
destructive winds. Proper tiedowns to prevent overturning
will minimize damage. A
warden should be appointed in
mobile-home parks to scan the
skies and listen to radio and

OTASCO

Paran

PO
KRA
I.G

RU5RYi'172

1olthside
Shopping
Ceder

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

TRUE VALUE SINGLE UNIT PRICING!!
First Cut

PORK CHOPS

lb 591

PORK ow-IL SHORT RIBS
CHOPSIU:GROUND BEEF(Ground
BACK RIBS
U.S. Choice

(Fine for Soup
of BE" and Stew)

Reeffoot

WIENERS

ew pointers
in Eugene.

—

urkeys

Armour Star
5-8 Lb. Avg.

Mix

Drink '2

Just Low Prices!!
N.) Stamps * No Games

No $5.00 Forced Purchases

46-oz cal
494
254
794

I.G.A.

BREAD

with
coucoupon

20 oz Loaf

unif
Paramount

E 3
4

25

POLISH KOSHER DILLS
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP
I.G.A. SALAD DRESSING

22-oz

531

I

Qt-

591
444

WhIte Yellow Chnc

Detergent

n
Cold
Power I,JU
Qt
Qt.
14-oz. Bothe

9.
75e
234

181
PREM
53 CORN
'Si
1
21
.
IfrCocktail
TUNA
39
ICE 'A
CREAM
n rell9
z.e
MciF:ok
Bleach

PUREX Qt

Del Monte

Swift's

No 303 can

12oz. can

Yellow Cream or Whole Kernel

onte
n3 can
Del Mont.
No.

Showboat

PORK & BEANS
EVAP. MILK
PET EVAP. MILK

Chicken of the Sea

2

I.G.A. Instant

Sliced Int"h°Ps

GERBER STRAINED BABY FOOD
KRAFT OIL
I.G.A. CATSUP

6-oz. can

Qt.

0n -Quarter

Cake

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY

22-oz.
Reg. Size

491

Betty Crocker

EGGS

Del Monte
Pineapple-Grapefruit

IVORY LIQUID DETERGENT
AJAX DETERGENT
TIDE DETERGENT

lb.

69c,b.

CUT-UP

ork Loin

Dick George

Peaches25;

Family Pak

lb. 49.-

•

391

Greer
MMI

12-oz.. pkg:

FRYERS

%b. 69c

Our Finest
Several Times Daily)

•

Center Cut

in dal MINI

Country Style

COFFEE99;

Gal

N,o. 300 can

Tall Can

Tall Can

9'
151
194

Eatweii

a

Trait Blazer

DOG FOOP1

10-oz. jar

25 lb. bag

RIPE, YFUOW
'c

s41

.114mitzt
4
pach

POTATOES
6 MILK
I ICE

20-1b. bag

Gal,

69'
43'

BANANAS

Fresh, Crisp

RADISHES
E

CABBAG E

Cello Bag

10'
9'

lb.

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -• CLOSED SUNDAY
Reenter.: At JIM ADAMS !GA Its the Mal on Ihe tape—that counts!

PACE SE'

8:I
12

It keeps their homes
bright. It helps their
businesses to function
smoothly. It lightsmp their_
lives. It's a privilege to
serve our community
with electricity for the
people.

SI
Pc

42

Lii

Giant Siz

42

07

Gond i

LIARYL 1272
PAGE SEVEN

LEL1G

7 DAYS

FRYERS
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We Reserve The Right To Limit

Limit 3 doz. with15.00•add•
purchase, excluding tob. & dairy products.

Reelfoot or Elm Hill
Fully Cooked

•

MORRELL BULK SUED

BACON

2 lbs.
or more

12-oz. pkg.

Pride of Illinois

Ballard
BRUN DI GE

MORREL1 ALL-MEAT

46-oz.
cans

8-oz. can
(Limit: 5)

DELTA

OLEO

WAYNE

DOG FOOD

FLAVOR-KIST

Pepsi Colas

159e

22-ut. jai

PRIDE OF ILL

GOLDEN GRAIN
C 17-oz. $100
cans
I

CORN

DINNERS

Mac
Cheese6

6 7b:fes

4 roll$
pkgs.

TISSUE

100

CRACKERS

DELTA

Morton
Beef-Chicken-Turkey

$1°°

GOLD MEDAL SELF-RISING

FLOUR
Giant Size

(Limit 5)

5-1b. bag

Hyde Park

Scott

Maxwell House

COFFEE
$219

3-1b. can

(With Coupon
Below)
COUPON
, Lilt 1 per family

COUPON #22847
Limn I pmr family

Giant Size

.- CHEERIOS

59°

Expiies 2-15-72
— GO6d
— Only At Storey"

12 oz. Box
Exprles 2-1S-72

Good Only At

39c ,. ,0

COM
Limit 1 pm Wily
Lifebony

Chase & Sanborn

CHEER
42 oz

CONN
WA 1 per Wily

SOAP

COFFEE .
o:. Jar

$119

E3111det24$4
.
2

Good Only At Storey's

'
St
Bith
-

2/39c

- Expries 2-15-72
Good only At Storty'X

COUPOio 45G-154
limit 1 per family
Giant Size
SAVE •

Reynold's WRAP
200 ft Roll

Betty Crorter

COUPON
Limit-1 por family
Maxwell !louse

BROWNIE MIX

15C

Expries 2-15-72
Good Only At Storey's-

COUPON *23698
Limit 1 per family

',--

22 oz. Box

2/ 4

1 1
1 `1

Bispeles 1.11.72
--Oood-Only -AkStorrfo----r-

COFFEE
3 lb , Can
-

Espies 2-15-72 $219
_
Good Cagy-- At Stacey'g
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Hospital Re
CH 3
WSIL
COO News
6:30 Sports
7:00 Ed.
Father
7:30 Comedy
8:30 Persuaders
9:30 Anderson
10.00 News
10.10 Cavett

CH. 4
WSM
4:30 Dragnet
7:00 Adam 12
1:30 Movie
9:00 Night Gal.
10:00 News
10:30 Winter .
Olymp.

CH. 5
CH. 6
I
WPSD
WLAC
I
6:10 Tell Trill_
4:30 Nash. Music
7:00 Burnet,
7:00 Adam 12
s.coo Med. 010111r 7'30 Mys. Movie
9:00 Winter
9:00 Mahrlig
304-00 New&
111:30 Mason
10:00 News
11:30 Movie
11030 Tonight

CH. 8
IX
WS6:30M
Deal
7.00 Movie
9:00 Comedy Hour
10:00 High
Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Cave??

CH. 12
KFVS
6:30 Rollin'
7:00 Special
8:00 Comedy
9.00 Mannix
10:00 News
1.0.30 Griffin

w
CH
D.x29
R
a:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 2/
9:3S Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Croat. Feat.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *
:30 LaLanne
CIO Mor. Show
:00 The Hour
7:00 Today
10:30 That Girl
9:00 Dinah
11:00 Bewitched
9:30 Concen.
11:30 Password
10:00 Sale-Con.
12:00 My Child.
10:30 Squares
12:30 Make-Deal
11:00 Jeopardy
1:00 Newlyweds
11:30 WWW
1:30 Dating
12:00 Noon
2:00 Gen. Hasp.
1:00 Our Lives
:30 One Life
1:30 Doctors
3:00 Love Am.
2:00 An. World
3130 Matinee
2:30 Promise
5:00 H.X.
Lewis 3:00 Somerset
•:30 News
3:30 Virginian
6:00 News
5:00 Mayberry
6:30 Safari
6:00 News
7:00 Smithjones
6:30 Primus
11:00 Longstreet
7:00 Flip Wilson
9:00 Marshall
0:00 Winter
10:00 News
Olymp.
10:30 Cavett
10:00 News
10:30 Winter
Olvmp.

:45 Journal
7:00 Today
6:00 News
9:00 Dinah
AM
6:30 N'Ville
9:30 Concent.
Korn. 10:00 Sale Can.
7:55 Kitc,
8:00 Kangaroo
, 10:30 Squares
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy
9:30 T or C
11:30 W-W-W
Fam.
Affair
10:00
11:5S News
10:30 Love of Life
12:00 News
11:00 Heart Is
-412:15 Pastor
11:30 Search
12:30 Romp.
12:00 Singing 'Con. 12:55 Calendar
1:00 Lives
12:30 World Turns
1:30 Doctors
1:00 Love Is
2:00 World
1:30 Guiding Light
2:30 Promise
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night 3:00 Somerset
3:00 Gomer Pyle 3:30 Popeye
4:00 Gilligan
3:30 Gilligan
4:30 Dan Boone
4:00 Movie
S:30 News
5:25 News
6:00 News
6:00 News
6:30 Accent
6:30 Tell Truth
7:00 Me 8. Chimp 7:00.F. Wilson
8:00 lronside
7:30 My 3 Sons
9:00 Winter
8:00 Movie
Olymp.
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
10:30 Tonight
11:30 Movie

6:30 McCilys
7:00 Bozo
:30 L
9
8:00
RomperILucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Mov. Game
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Barbara
11:45 Sewing ---11:55 C. Duvet,
12:00 My Children
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen.
Hosp.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Password
3:30 Love Am.
4:00 Jeannie
4:30 Green Acres
5:00 News
6:00 Griffith
6:30 Golddiggers
7:00 Smith Jones
8:00 Longstreet
9:00 Marshall
10 00 Chaparral

5:45
6:15
.7:00
8
9!00
:00

Sun. Sem.
Break. Show
News
L
Kuacnygaroo

9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Fem. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:30 Search
12:00 Farm
Pic
12:05 News
12:20 Weather
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Love
Many
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Sec. Storm
2:30 Edge-Night
3:00 Lassie
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Hazel
630 Primus
7:00 Me 8. Chimp
7:30 My 3 Sons
8:00 Special
9,00 Reports
10:00 News
1030 Griffin,

9:45 Devotional
11:50 Sewing
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 Match
1:00 Movie
2:57 News
3:00 Movie Gam*
3:30 AlcHate
4:00 'lox
4:00 Sozo
5:00 Gary
5:30 Bill Dance
557 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Creat. Feat,
10.30 Movie
12:00 Sports

TIME 14A514A5 A WAY OF
Ok461N6, D3E5NIE

-Mr. and Mrs. Dane McClure Plan
_Family Dinner At Their Home
—

Gentry Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Dane

By Estelle Spicelend
February 3, 1972
There is nothing much to
report but sickness down
Concord way and few enjoy
hearing of others' aches.
Mrs. Thomas Lax is in the
Murray Hospital and has had a
rib removed for pressure
.
t„ a nerve after being
aoins
doctored for neck trouble.
Guy Lovins who had a big
fireplace built and has enjoyed
rolling huge back logs in it, has
pulled some muscles from his
back, so uses electric heat now
for treatment and comfort.
Many people are having what
they term "flu". Robert Bucy
says he surely had the Hong
Kong kind. His neighbors,
Auburn Sills and Noel Malcolm,
even tended his cattle.
Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Mb=
came from Micbiginillif
to take her mother, Mrs.
Monnie Mitchell, back with
them to see Mrs. Mitchell's son
who is in one hospital,and a sonin-law in another.
James Patterson is at this
writing still at home awaiting
doctor's orders to come to
Memphis for surgery.
Sanford McClure has imdergettetiarlery at Murray.
We went to see Howard Kline
last Sunday who is being a very
patient patient in his lovely new
home on Broad Extended in
Murray. He is an inspiration.
Mrs. Maggie Coleman was
another Concorder brought

Coc 7-,

THE-PHANTOM
His
GHOST!

I SAW HIM-- RACING LIKE
THE WIND ON HIS GREAT
STALLION HERO!

McClure,
senior citizens, who are still
able to put up a freezer full of
food and keep the home fires
burning in their comfortable
farm homel are expecting their
son, Gilmer and wife from
Memphis, and son, Grayson
and his family all home for
Sunday (jinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Chris MeCuiston are perhaps the oldest
people still able to keep house
and make fires in a grate in a
country home near Murray.
If I have one prayer in my
heart for the future, it is to be
able to live in my own home
regardless of how humble it
may be and regardless of
hardships, till I am done with

this life.
Not to

be pitied, but

congratulated,are the aged who
are able to exist at home,free to
keep house as they like.
We need to revive that aid
song, "There's No Place Like
Home".

Recipient Released
NEW YORK (AP ) — Madeline Caputo, the only living
recipient of a pancreas transplant, was discharged from
Montefiore Hospital and Medical Center Monday with no restrictions on her activities.

MIS. Caputo, 32, the mother
of a 6-year-old boy, has been
week
to
a
place
in
New
'
-back last
suffering from diabetes since
Concord Cemetery.
she was 17, and 10 weeks ago
We are so sorry to hear of fire'
she was near death with comof
Rob
destroying
the
home
plications.
Dick and his mother on Old
She still has her own panCherry Road.
creas, which produces digestive
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Lovins
MUMW„FlIAR.000.29FONIPWere pleasantly surprised one
cress, removed from an acciday last week by a call from
dent victim, supplies her with
men who had been guests in
needed insulin. She also rehome
in
Michigan
their
ceived a new kidney transpreviously. They were the
planted six week after the panpresident of the Free Will
creatic surgery.
Baptist College in Nashville and
Twenty-three other persons
an associate.
Best wishes to newlyweds, who have received transplanted
Mina Dianne Pittman to a son of pancreas have died.

February 6, 1972
ADULTS 110
NURSERY 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
baby Girl Lovett (Mrs. Mary
Janeth Lovett), 1417 Vine St.,
Murray, Baby Girl Green iMrs.
Gela Gail Green), Rt. 4,
Murray.

HILO, Hawaii (AP) — Glowing lava from Kilauea volcano
continues to gush forth with no
sign of letup.
On Monday night lava filled
one crater and started to fill

MEMBER
& UNITEI

another.
The eruption began Friday
and was discovered Saturday.

Road Nearing Border

See

DBMISSALS
Miss Elizabeth Lynn Loyd,
Sturgis Rd., Marion, Mrs. Helen
Jean Smith, 818 N. 9th St.,
Murray, Jack Vealon Cain, Rt.
2, Murray, Mrs. Clovis Levernia
Brown, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Rowena Helen Emerson, 1507
Belmont, Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Ida Jo Walker, Rt. 4, Murray,
Master Charles Christopher
Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter, Charles
McCuiston, Rt. 5,
Frank
Murray.

BANGKOK (AP) — The road
the Red Chinese are building
from China across northern
Laos is now only 17 miles from

A

border,
Thailand's northern
Thailand's armed forces chief
of staff said today.

No mot
the hospil
plenty. W
many are
them hon

"This road, being built by
Communist China, is a direct
threat to our freedom. The danger is getting closer and closer
to Thailand," Air Marshal
Dawee Chullasapya told reporters.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1 Bachelor Of
Science in
Pharmacy
{abbr.)
4 Girl's
--nickname
8 Barracuda
12 Female
16
sheep
20
13 Country of
Asia
22
14 Hawaiian
24
dance
15 Unit of speech 25
17 Lamb's
27
pen name
18 More unusual
29
19 Pays
attention
21 Tableland
30
22 Flock
31
23 Swiss river
26 Quarrel
28 Fiber plant
32
30 Those defeated
33 Slumbers
34 Get up
35 Female student
36 Obstruct _
37 Classify
• ,
39_ Part at church"'
43 adhiniii- •
subtitling
45 Breaks suddenly
46 Soapstone
48 Aerial
maneuver
50 Genus of
maples
51 Slave
52 Devoured
53 Simple
54 Tear
55 French plural
article

Row
Sea eagle
Scent bag
Scoff
Lean to
Throb
Man's name
Chinese
Pagoda
Plagues
Roman
official
Possesses
High
mountain
Things, in law
Newspapers,
collectively
Style of
automobile
(131
Young boy
Anglo-Saxon
money
Easier

Mrs. R.
away rec
the follow

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

IMMO OMB 000
OMOM MU00 DOM
ORM= ROMOURD
ORO3 MOMMO
OOM UMBIU OP
O100 VOMMA GIM
OOMMWONUMEONGIO
3M MOM 0M313
OM UORM 1230
M00133 UMW
06133003 MOMBE1
000 BROM OGGO
MU BUM U000
33 Drunkard
35 Fold
38 Weasel like
mammal
40 Pertaining to
the Pope
41 Malice
42 Slaves

44 Lind
measure
45 Winter
vehicle
46 Scottish 'cap
47 High
card
49 Hostelry
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The news. From every angle. Here. And
there. Good news. Sad news. All the
news. Every night at six and ten, keep
your eye on the home team...
Chris Clark, Jerry Goad, Bob Lobertini
and Hope Hines. And they II show you
all the angles that make the news. From
the local point of view.
I HAVE TO GO
-HOME NOW—MY
FOLKS_ ARE HAVING
OPEN HOUSE TODAY
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